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Abstract 
Atomic nucleus, which is the central part of the atom is a very complex 
system. Nucleons are the basic building blocks of the nucleus and display 
both single particle and collective motions. The force, which holds these 
nucleons within the nucleus is naturally very complex and has no classical 
analog. One of the basic aims of research in low energy nuclear physics is to 
get information about the nuclear forces and structure of the nucleus. One 
way of getting this information is through the study of nuclear reactions. 
A nuclear reaction is said to occur when target and the projectile nu-
clei/nuclear particles come close to each other within the range of nuclear 
force. A large variety of nuclear reactions may be represented by the following 
binary equation; 
z> + 1^^ -^ t-y + t^ (1) 
In this equation ^^a is the projectile which, may be a nuclesir particle or a 
nucleus and ^^X is the target nucleus, ^^'y and ^^h are the residual nucleus 
and the ejectile, respectively. In a nuclear reaction, all the parameters of the 
system are known, before and after the reaction has taken place. What hap-
pens during the nuclear reaction is not well understood. It is because of the 
very short time (ailO"^^ to 10~^^sec) involved in nuclear reactions. Since, the 
exact process of a nuclear reaction is not well known, therefore, simplified the-
ories and models are developed for explaining the mechanism of the nuclear 
reaction. Neils Bohr proposed first such model for nuclear reactions in the 
year 1936[1] called the compound nucleus (CN) reaction model. Although, 
the CN model was proposed to explain observed resonances in thermal and 
low energy neutron cross-sections, but the concept was extended to reactions 
at higher energies invoking the random phase approximation. 
According to CN model, a nuclear reaction proceeds in two steps. The 
first step is the formation of the compound nucleus and the second step is 
its decay. Both these steps are assumed to be independent of each other. 
In the formation of CN, incident projectile fuses with the target nucleus and 
forms a composite system. In the composite system, angular momentum and 
energy carried by the projectile are shared with all the nucleons of the system 
randomly and after a certain time thermodynamic equilibrium is established. 
The expected time for the formation of the equilibrated compound nucleus 
is wlO~^^ sec. Once the equilibrium is established, the CN forgets its history 
of formation and then decays by the emission of light particles or nuclides 
and/or 7-rays. 
The second kind of approach, in order to describe the nuclear reaction, 
is the direct reaction mechanism. In direct reactions, only a few degrees of 
freedom are excited. Direct reactions may further be sub-divided into three 
categories, viz., (1) Knock-out reactions, where the incident particle hits a 
nucleon or a cluster of nucleons at the surface of the target nucleus which 
is then ejected. (2) Pick-up reactions, where the incident particle picks up 
nucleon/nucleons from the target, and (3) Stripping reactions, where, the in-
cident projectile loses one or few nucleons, which are absorbed by the target 
nucleus. Such reactions are likely to occur at considerably higher excitation 
energies. Both the intuition and the results of some recent measurements 
indicated the presence of reaction processes, which are intermediate between 
these two extreme reaction mechanisms. In CN mechanism it is assumed 
that the thermodynamic equilibrium of the compound nucleus is achieved 
by a series of two body residual interactions between the nucleons of the 
composite system. The CN so formed decays only after the attainment of 
equilibrium. However, it is possible that particle emission takes place from 
each successive intermediated state, even before the establishment of equi-
librium. The particles which, are emitted during equilibration are called pre 
equilibrium particles and reaction mechanism as pre equilibrium (PE) emis-
sion. As such, PE emission serves as a bridge between the direct and the 
compound reaction mechanisms. 
With the availability of accelerated beams of heavy ions (His), the study 
of nuclear reactions initiated by HI has acquired central place in nuclear 
physics research. Heavy ions may be distinguished from the light ions in 
many ways. The charge and mass of heavy ions are larger than light ions, 
thus energy and momentum carried by the heavy ions are relatively large. 
This makes the study of HI reactions more complex because the projectile 
and target nuclei both are many body quantum systems and large amounts 
of energy and angular momenta are involved. Since, the de-Broglie wave-
length A, involved in HI reactions is small compared to the radius of the 
target nucleus, one caii treat HI reactions in semiclassical approach[3]. In 
semiclassical approach, one considers radial motion of ions classically and 
angular motion in central force field quantum mechanically. In case of elastic 
scattering process projectile and target are the same, they do not lose their 
identity, while in the deep inelastic, transfer and fusion reactions both the 
projectile and the target lose their identity. Semiclassical description of HI 
reactions is possible in terms of the distance of closest approach rmin, which 
is related to the impact parameter b by the relation[3], 
(2) 
v/[l - ^fef^] 
Where, V{rmin) is the nuclear potential between the target and projectile, 
and Ecm is the center of mass energy of the projectile. Some of the important 
processes that may occur in HI interactions are given below; 
(i) Rutherford scattering or Coulomb excitation in the region rmin > RN-
(ii) Deep inelastic scattering and incomplete fusion peripheral with region 
RF < '''min < Roic-
(iii) Transfer reactions around the region with Roic < rmin < RN-
(iv) Fusion reactions are confined within the region 0 < rmin < RF-
Here, Ri^j is the grazing range of nuclear force. Roic and RF[K 1.0(AI^/^ + 
^2 '^^ )] are the minimum distances for the deep inelastic collision and fusion, 
respectively. 
In a heavy ion reaction, when the center of mass energy of the partners 
is greater than the Coulomb barrier, they overcome the barrier and may lose 
some of the relative energy through friction to get trapped in the pocket 
of the potential and ultimately it may lead to the formation of the com-
pound nucleus. In general, the total cross-section for these reactions may be 
estimated as, 
a = irR^ = nXH^ (3) 
The cross-sections for' fusion and for deep inelastic scattering may be repre-
sented by using the equation (3) as ; 
ODic = 7rA2(^l,,c - 4 ) . (4) 
up = -nXHl, (5) 
The partial reaction cross-section for such a collision at a given energy E 
may be given by [3], 
at'^{E) = T^\\2i+\)T({E) (6) 
Where, Ti{E) is the transmission coefficient of the £"' partial wave for the 
potential Vi{v) at energy E. ip and iojc are the orbital angular momentum 
for the HI interactions (fusion and deep inelastic scattering). In the simplest 
form, one may assume a nuclear potential which depends on the relative 
separation r of two nuclei. The collision between interacting ions may be ex-
plained by the effective potential depending on distance and relative angular 
momentum having the form, 
Ve{r) = Vc{r) + K(r) + Ke„t(r) (7) 
(Te^{E) = 7r\\2£ + l)Te{E) (8) 
Where, Vc{r) is the repulsive Coulomb potential and is given by, 
V.(.) = J_£L£Li ! (9) 
for r > R, c 
for r < Re. 
Vn{r) is the attractive nuclear potential, which may be taken as of the Woods-
Saxon form given by, 
y^ir) = ^ ^ ^ (U) 
where, 
R = vM'f + A'f(') (12) 
and 
Vcenti''') is the repulsive centrifugal potential given by, 
Vcentir) = 2 ^^^' 
2.1.1 7"' 
Here, Zp and ZT are the atomic numbers of the projectile and the target 
nuclei, respectively, r is the relative separation between the interacting ions, 
Re the radius of the target nucleus (assumed spherical), i the angular mo-
mentum and /x the reduced mass of the interacting nuclei. Vo is the depth 
of the potential, a the diffuseness parameter and ro=1.31 fm. It may fur-
ther be pointed out that at low energies and larger impact parameters, when 
the two ions pass through each other at distances larger than the range of 
the nuclear interaction, they interact only through their Coulomb fields and 
elastic scattering may take place as only Vc and Vcent are important. For 
grazing impact parameter bgr, processes like inelastic scattering and nucleon 
transfer may take place. This may be due to the overlapping of the tails 
of nuclear wave functions. On further reduction of impact parameter, the 
wave functions of the two interacting nuclei overlap considerably and a part 
of the relative kinetic energy may be converted into internal excitation be-
fore the two separates into target and projectile like systems. These deep 
inelastic collisions take place at energies of the order of few MeV/A above 
the Coulomb barrier. At still lower values of impact parameter the two ions 
may come within the range of nuclear interactions and may fuse. Classically, 
nuclear interactions can take place if the center of mass energy {ECM) of the 
two ions is high enough to overcome the Coulomb barrier. 
The projectile may fuse with the target nucleus and a number of nuclear 
reactions may take place. At lower incident energies and for smaller val-
ues of impact parameters, the incident projectile may completely fuse with 
the target nucleus resulting in the formation, first of a composite system 
which, may undergo thermal equilibration to become a compound nucleus, 
PE-emission may take place during the equilibration of the composite sys-
tem. Such kind of process is termed as complete fusion (CF). If only a part 
of projectile fuses with the target nucleus and the remaining part of it moves 
on in the beam direction with almost the same velocity as that of incident 
ion, the process is termed as incomplete fusion (ICF)[4, 5, 6, 7]. There are 
various ways of classifying these processes. One of them is based on the 
degree of linear momentum transferred from the incident projectile to the 
composite system. In case of CF, the entire linear momentum of the projec-
tile is transferred to the composite system, while in case of ICF, only a part 
of projectile fuses with the target nucleus leading to the fractional transfer 
of linear momentum[8, 9, 10, 11]. The fraction of momentum transferred 
depends on the mass of the fused fragment[12, 13]. 
Though, several methods are available to study the reaction mechanism, 
however information of considerable value may be extracted from the mea-
surement and analysis of excitation functions (EFs), recoil range distributions 
and angular distributions of the residues produced in HI interaction. In the 
HI reactions, the final state heis a heavy residual nucleus, light ions and/or 
7 rays. In most of the experiments the properties like, charge, mass, energy, 
angular distribution etc., of light particles and/or 7 rays emitted in such re-
actions are measured. However, considerable information about the nuclear 
reactioa mechanism may also be obtained by studying the properties of the 
heavy residues. These heavy residues may be identified by their character-
istics like charge and mass using an appropriate recoil mass separator or by 
measuring their energy loss in a medium along with the time of flight. They 
may also be identified by their characteristic 7 rays , if radioactive, and by 
measuring their half lives. 
Activation technique is one of the simplest but powerful methods of mea-
suring the excitation functions and to deduce important information about 
the nuclear reaction mechanism. In this technique, the activities induced in 
the target and catcher assembly are measured off line. The main advantage 
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of the activation technique is the possibility of measuring cross-sections for 
the production of a large number of residues in a single irradiation thereby 
reducing beam-time requirements. Activation method is a very important 
method and is often used for the measurement of the reaction cross-sections. 
In the HI reactions, at moderate energies a large number of reaction 
channels are open and the analysis of EFs for these reactions may provide 
significant information about the CF, ICF and PE emission. The slowly 
descending tail of the EFs is one of the important signatures of PE emis-
sion. Vergani et.al.,[5] have measured the EFs for the production of a large 
number of isotopes in the interaction of ^^C with ^^"^Au at energies below 
10 MeV/nucleon using activation technique. Crip^pa et. al.,[4] and Tomar 
et. al.,[8] have also measured the EFs for CF and ICF in HI reactions for 
different systems. From the analysis of EFs, it has been shown that the ICF 
process has a substantial contribution to the reaction cross-section. Though, 
several measurements are available in literature on the study of CF and ICF 
but the data is still limited and no systematic study has been done so far. In 
order to have a better understanding of these processes, more experimental 
data covering a wide range of projectile-target pairs over entire periodic ta-
ble and energy is required. In the case of CF entire linear momentum of the 
projectile is transferred to the target nucleus, the composite system recoils in 
the beam direction to a larger distance. However, in case of ICF depending 
on the mass of the fused fragment, relatively low momentum is transferred 
to the target and the residue recoils at distances that become increasingly 
smaller with the decreasing mass of the fused projectile fragment. As such, 
information regarding the relative contribution of CF and ICF in HI reac-
tions may be extracted from the analysis of recoil range measurements of the 
residues. Some earlier studies[7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15] showed that a careful recoil 
range distribution (RRD) study is quite helpful in separating individual con-
tribution of CF and ICF channels, even at energies as low as 5 MeV/nucleon. 
A significant contribution of ICF to the total reaction cross-section has been 
observed in these studies. 
In this work, as part of a progiani[13, 15, 16, 17] to study CF, ICF and PE 
emission in HI induced reactions, activation technique has been used to mea-
sure the EFs for several reactions in ^^N+^^^Te, ^^0+^^^Rh and ^^0+^^°Te 
systems at energies near and well above the Coulomb barrier. A list of these 
reactions is given below; 
i287^g(i4^4„)i38mp^^ 1282^^ (14;^  5^ )^i37p^^ ^^STe{''^N,p4ny^'^sCe, 
i°3i?/i(i6o,p2n)ii«re, '°'Rh{''0,2py''Sb, ''>'RhC'0,2pny'^3Sb, 
""^RhC^O, 2pn)ii«"»56, ''>'Rh{'^0,ay'^Sb, '''^RhC^O, 2a)"i»/n, 
'°^Rh{'^0,2a2ny°^ajn, '^^RhC'0,3any°<"-Ag, '^^RhC^O, 3a3n)i°^M^, 
i30re(i6O,5n)i'*iffA^d, . ''°TeC^O,a3ny^^0Ce, ''^TeC^O.Sany^^^Xe, 
'^°TeC^0,3any^^"'Xe and ^^^TeC^O^ZaSny^'^^Xe. 
The analysis of EFs has been performed employing three different com-
puter codes viz., ALICE-91[19], PACE[20] and CASCADE[21]. The experi-
ments have been carried out using the HI beams obtained from the Pelletron 
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accelerator at the Inter University Accelerator Centre (lUAC), New Delhi, 
India. The calculations of oross-sections for some ICF Channels in the sys-
tem ^^O +^^^ Tm at 81 MeV incident energy have been done using the 
SUMRULE[22] model. ' 
Further, to study the energy dependence and to separate out the relative 
contributions of CF and ICF in ^^O +^^^ Tm system, the RRDs of several 
residues have been measured at w76 and 81 MeV. The RRD for the ra-
dioactive residues of reactions ^^^Tm{^^0,ZnY^'^Ir, ^^^Tm{^^0,pny^^Os, 
'^^TmC^0,p2ny^''0s, '^^TmC^O,pZny^'^Os, '^^TmC^O,ay^'Re, 
'^^TmC^O, 2apny'^Hf, '^^TmC^O, 2ap5ny'''Hf, ^^^TmQ^O, Zcxny^sLu 
and ^^^Tm{^^0,ZQ.2ny^^^Lu have been measured. An attempt has also 
been made to measure the angular distributions of some radioactive 
residues populated in the reactionsi^^Tml^^O, Znf^'^lT, ^^^Tm{^^0, Anf^^Ir, 
'^^TmC^0,p2ny^^0s, '^'TmC^O.pZnY^'^Os, '^^Tm{'^0,ay^'Re and 
^^^TTn(^^0,3any''^3Lu at w81 MeV incident beam energy. Analysis of the 
measured data has indicated significant contribution from incomplete fusion 
for several reaction channels. Details of the experiments and analysis are 
presented in the following chapters of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Atomic luicleus, which is the coiitial part of the atom is a very complex 
system. Nucleous are the basic building blocks of the nucleus and display 
both single particle and collective motions. The force, which holds these 
nucleons within the nucleus is naturally very complex and has no classical 
analog. One of the basic aims of research in low energy nuclear physics is to 
get information about the nuclear forces and structure of the nucleus. One 
way of getting this information is through the study of nuclear reactions. 
A nuclear reaction is said to occur when target and the projectile nu-
clei/nuclear particles come close to each other within the range of nuclear 
force. A large variety of nuclear reactions may be represented by the following 
binary equation; 
ta + J^X -^ %Y + ^ 6 (1) 
In this equation '|°a is the projectile which, may be a nuclear particle or a 
nucleus and \\X is the target nucleus. ^^^.Y and ^'^ are the residual nucleus 
and the ejectile, respectively. In a nuclear reaction, all the parameters of the 
system are known, before and after the reaction has taken place. What hap-
pens during the nuclear reaction is not well understood. It is because of the 
very short time (wlO"^^ to 10"^^sec) involved in nuclear reactions. Since, the 
exact process of a nuclear reaction is not well known, therefore, simplified the-
ories and models are developed for explaining the mechanism of the nuclear 
reaction. Neils Bohr proposed first such model for nuclear reactions in the 
year 1936[1] called the compound nucleus (CN) reaction model. Although, 
the CN model was proposed to explain observed resonances in thermal and 
low energy neutron cross-sections, but the concept was extended to reactions 
at higher energies invoking the random phase approximation. 
According to CN model, a nuclear reaction proceeds in two steps. The 
first step is the formation of the compound nucleus and the second step is 
its decay. Both these steps are assumed to be independent of each other. 
In the formation of CN, incident projectile fuses with the target nucleus and 
forms a composite system. In the composite system, angular momentum and 
energy carried by the projectile are shared with all the nucleons of the system 
randomly and after a certain time thermodynamic equilibrium is estabUshed. 
The expected time for the formation of the equilibrated compound nucleus 
is «10~^^ sec. Once the equilibrium is established, the CN forgets its history 
of formation and then decays by the emission of Ught particles or nuclides 
and/or 7-rays. A typical schematic of formation of the compound nucleus 
and its deay are shown in Fig. 1.1. 
The second kind of approach, in order to describe the nuclear reaction, 
is the direct reaction mechanism. In direct reactions, only few degrees of 
freedom are excited. Direct reactions may further be sub-divided into three 
categories, viz., (1) Knock-out reactions, where the incident particle hits a 
nucleon or a cluster of nucleons at the surface of the target nucleus which 
is then ejected. (2) Pick-up reactions, where the incident particle picks up 
nucleon/nucleons from the target, and (3) Stripping reactions, where, the 
incident projectile loses one or few nucleons, which are absorbed by the target 
nucleus. Such reactions are likely to occur at considerably higher excitation 
energies. Both the intuition and the results of some recent measurements 
indicated the presence of reaction processes, which are intermediate between 
these two extreme reaction mechanisms. 
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Fig. 1.1 A SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE FORMATION AND 
DECAY OF THE COMPOUND NUCLEUS AND PRE- EQUILIBRIUM 
EMISSION IN NUCLEAR REACTIONS. 
In CN mechanism it is assumed that the thermodynamic equiUbrium of the 
compound nucleus is achieved by a series of two body residual interactions 
between the nucleons of the composite system. The CN so formed decays 
only after the attainment of equilibrium. However, it is possible that particle 
emission takes place from each successive intermediated state, even before 
the establishment of equilibrium. The particles which, are emitted during 
equiUbration are called pre equilibrium particles and reaction mechanism as 
pre equiUbrium (PE) emission. As such, PE emission serves as a bridge 
between the direct and the compound reaction mechanisms. 
With the availability of accelerated beams of heavy ions (His), the study 
of nuclear reactions initiated by HI has acquired central place in nuclear 
physics research. Heavy ions may be distinguished from the light ions in 
many ways. The charge and mass of heavy ions are larger than light ions, 
thus energy and momentum carried by the heavy ions are relatively large. 
This makes the study of HI reactions more complex because the projectile 
and target nuclei both are many body quantum systems and large amount of 
energy and angular momenta are involved. Since, the de-Broglie wavelength 
A, involved in HI reactions is small compared to the radius of the target 
nucleus, one can treat HI reactions in semiclassical approach[2, 3]. In semi-
classical approach, one considers radial motion of ions classically and angular 
motion in central force field quantum mechanically. A pictorial representa-
tion of HI interaction is shown in Fig. 1.2[2]. In case of elastic scattering 
process projectile and target are the very same, they do not lose their identity, 
while in the deep inelastic, transfer and fusion reactions both the projectile 
and the target lose their identity. Semiclassical description of HI reactions is 
possible in terms of the distance of closest approach Tmin, which is related to 
the impact parameter b by the relation[2], 
Close collision 
Distant collision 
Elastic scattering 
Direct reactions 
Grazing collision •>'' 
Complete fusion 
/ Incomplete fusion and 
deep inelastic collision 
Rutherford scattering 
Or Coulomb excitation 
Fig . 1.2 PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF A HEAVY ION 
INTERACTION 
v'd - ^fe^i (2) 
Where, V{rmin) is the nuclear potential between the target and projectile, 
and Ecm is the center of mass energy of the projectile. Some of the important 
processes that may occur in HI interactions are given below; 
(i) Rutherford scattering or Coulomb excitation in the region rmin > RN-
(ii) Deep inelastic scattering and incomplete fusion peripheral with region 
RF < Train < Roic-
(iii) Transfer reactions around the region with Roic < Tmin < RN-
(iv) Fusion reactions are confined within the region 0 < Tmin < Rp-
Here, R^ is the grazing range of nuclear force. Roic and il^fw 1.0(i4i^ ^^+ 
^2 '^'^ )] are the minimum distances for the deep inelastic collision and fusion, 
respectively. 
In a heavy ion reaction, when the center of mass energy of the partners 
is greater than the Coulomb barrier, they overcome the barrier and may lose 
some of the relative energy through friction to get trapped in the pocket 
of the potential and ultimately it may lead to the formation of the com-
pound nucleus. In general, the total cross-section for these reactions may be 
estimated as, 
a = TTH^  = TTA^ ^^  (3) 
The cross-sections for fusion and for deep inelastic scattering may be 
represented by using the equation (3) as ; 
aD/c = 7rA2(4,c-4) , (4) 
ap = n\'^£%, (5) 
The division of these cross-sections is shown in Fig 1.3. The partial 
reaction cross-section for such a collision at a given energy E may be given 
by[3], 
'ae^{E) = nX\2e+l)Te{E) (6) 
Where, Ti{E) is the transmission coefficient of the i^'^ partial wave for the 
potential Ve{r) at energy E. £F and £DIC are the orbital angular momentum 
for the HI interactions (fusion and deep inelastic scattering). In the simplest 
form, one may assume a nucleai potential which depends on the relative 
separation r of two nuclei. The collision between interacting ions may be ex-
plained by the effective potential depending on distance and lelative angular 
momentum having the form. 
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Fig. 1.3 A TYPICAL REPRESENTATION OF DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL 
REACTION CROSS-SECTION INTO THE CROSS-SECTIONS FOR FUSION 
{ap), DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING (aoic) AND DIRECT REACTIONS 
(CD), AS A FUNCTION OF ANGULAR MOMFNTUM. THE HIGHER 
PARTIAL WAVES CONTRIBUTE MAINLY TO ELASTIC SCATTERING 
(aEi) AND COULOMB EXCITATION {UCE) 
Ve{r) = Vc{r) + K(r) + Kent(r) (7) 
ae^{E) = irX\2e+l)Te{E) (8) 
Where, Vc{r) is the repulsive Coulomb potential and is given by, 
for r > R, i_ -"-c 
for r < JRc-
Vn{r) is the attractive nuclear potential, which may be taken as of the Woods-
Saxon form given by. 
^n(r) - . , „_:, ._;, , (11) 1 + e x p ( ^ ) 
where, 
R = ro{A^' + A'/') (12) 
and 
Vcent{i") is the repulsive centrifugal potential given by, 
Vcentir) - Y^—pr- (13) 
Here, Zp and Z-r aie the atomic nuuibeis of the projectile and the target 
nuclei, respectively, r is the relative separation between the interacting ions, 
Re the radius of the target nucleus (assumed spherical), i the angular mo-
mentum and /i the reduced mass of the interacting nuclei. Vo is the depth 
of the potential, a the diffuseness parameter and ro=1.31 fm. As a repre-
sentative case, the effective potential VI{T) for the system ^'^O +^^^ Tra, as a 
function of separation between interacting ions (r), is shown in Fig. 1.4 for 
different values of i. 
It may, further, be pointed out that at low energies and larger impact 
parameters, when the two ions pass through each other at distances larger 
than the range of the nuclear interaction, they interact only through their 
Coulomb fields and elastic scattering may take place as only V^ and Vcent 
are important. For grazing impact parameter 6gr, processes like inelastic 
scattering and nucleon transfer may take place. This may be due to the 
overlapping of the tails of nuclear wave functions. On further reduction of 
impact parameter, the wave functions of the two interacting nuclei overlap 
considerably and a part of the relative kinetic energy may be converted into 
internal excitation before the two separates into target and projectile like 
systems. These deep inelastic collisions take place at energies of the order 
of few MeVjA above the Coulomb barrier. At still lower values of impact 
parameter the two ions may come within the range of nuclear interactions 
and may fuse. 
Classically, nuclear interactions can take place if the center of mass energy 
{ECM) of the two ions is high enough to overcome the Coulomb barrier. 
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Fig. 1.4 PLOTS OF EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL Ve{r) AS A FUNCTION OF 
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The projectile may fuse with the target nucleus and a number of nuclear 
reactions may take place. At lower incident energies and for smaller values 
of impact parameters, the incident projectile ma> completely fuse with the 
target nucleus resulting in the formation, first of a composite system which, 
may undergo thermal equilibration to become a compound nucleus. PE-
emission may take place during the equilibration of the composite system. 
Such kind of process is termed as complete fusion (CF). If only a part of 
projectile fuses with the target nucleus and the remaining part of it moves 
on in the beam direction with almost the same velocity as that of incident 
ion, the process is termed as incomplete fusion (ICF)[4, 5, 6, 7]. There are 
various ways of classifying these processes. One of them is based on the 
degree of linear momentum transferred from the incident projectile to the 
composite system. In case of CF, the entire linear momentum of the projectile 
is transferred to the composite system, while in case of ICF, only a part of 
projectile fuses with the target nucleus leading to the fractional transfer 
of linear momentum[8, 9, 10, 11]. The fraction of momentum transferred 
depends on the mass of the fused fragment[12, 13]. 
Though, several methods are available to study the reaction mechanism, 
however information of considerable value may be extracted from the mea-
surement and analysis of excitation functions (EFs), recoil range distributions 
and angular distributions of the residues produced in HI interaction. In the 
HI reactions, the final state has a heavy residual nucleus, light ions and/or 
7 rays. In most of the experiments the properties like, charge, mass, energy, 
angular distribution etc., of fight particles and/or 7 rays emitted in such re-
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actions are measured. However, considerable information about the nucleax 
reaction mechanism may also be obtained by studying the properties of the 
heavy residues. These heavy residues may be identified by their character-
istics like charge and mass using an appropriate recoil mass separator or by 
measuring their energy loss in a medium along with the time of flight. They 
may also be identified by their characteristic 7 rays , if radioactive, and by 
measiuring their half lives. 
Activation technique is one of the simplest but powerful methods of mea-
suring the excitation functions (EFs) and to deduce important information 
about the nuclear reaction mechanism. In this technique, the activities in-
duced in the target and catcher assembly are measured off line. The main 
advantage of the activation technique is the possibility of measuring cross-
sections for the production of a large number of residues in a single irradia-
tion thereby reducing beam-time requirements. Activation method is a very 
important method and is often used for the measurement of the reax:tion 
cross-sections. Some of the important advantages of the activation analysis 
are, 
1. Measurement of the intensity of the induced activity may be done after 
the stop of irradiation. Since, measurements are done off-line, no background 
activities due to incident beam are present. 
2. When a sample is irradiated, several nuclear reactions take place simulta-
neously. Many of these reactions leave radioactive nuclides. Each radioactive 
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imclido has its own characteristic half hfo and decay mode. The strength of 
activities induced in the sample due to these different reactions may be sep-
arated out by off-beam analysis of irradiated sample. As such, cross-sections 
for several reactions may be determined in a single irradiation. This saves 
considerable accelerator beam time, which is very costly. 
3. With the availability of high resolution detectors, it is possible to separate 
out activiti(!s due to different reactions producing 7-rays of near by energies, 
accurately. As a result, errors of measurements are quite low and compare 
well with the similar measurements carried out in the in-beam experiments. 
In the HI reactions, at moderate energies a large number of reaction 
channels are open and the analysis of EFs for these reactions may provide 
significant information about the CF, ICF and PE emission. The slowly 
descending tail of the EFs is one of the important signatures of PE emis-
sion. Vergaui et.al.,[5] have measured the EFs for the production of a large 
number of isotopes in the interaction of ^^C with ^^"^Au at energies below 
10 MeV/niideon using activation teclmiciue. Crippa et.al.,[4] and Tomar 
et.al.,[8] have also measured the EFs for CF and ICF in HI reactions for 
different systems. From the analysis of EFs, it has been shown that the ICF 
process has a substantial contribution to the reaction cross-section. Though, 
several measurements are available in literature on the study of CF and ICF 
but the data is still hmi'ted and no systematic study has been done so far. In 
order to have a better understanding of these processes, more experimental 
data covering a wide range of projectile-target pairs over entire periodic ta-
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ble and energy is required. In the case of CF entire linear momentum of the 
projectile is transferred to the target nucleus, the composite system recoils in 
the beam direction to a larger distance. However, in case of ICF depending 
on the mass of the fused fragment, relatively low momentum is transferred 
to the target and the residue recoils at distances that become increasingly 
smaller with the decreasing mass of the fused projectile fragment. As such, 
information regarding the relative contribution of CF and ICF in HI reac-
tions may be extracted from the analysis of recoil range measurements of the 
residues. Some earlier studies[7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15] showed that a careful recoil 
range distribution (RRD) study is quite helpful in separating individual con-
tribution of CF and ICF channels, even at energies as low as 5 MeV/nudeon. 
A significant contribution of ICF to the total reaction cross-section has been 
observed in these studies. 
In this work, as part of a program[13,15,16,17] to study CF, ICF and PE 
emission in HI induced reactions, activation technique has been used to mea-
sure the EFs for several reactions in ^^N+^^^Te, ^^0+^°^Rh arid ^^0+^^°Te 
systems at energies near and well above the Coulomb barrier. The experi-
ments have been carried out using the HI beams obtained from the Pelletron 
accelerator at the Inter University Accelerator Centre (lUAC), New Delhi, 
India. The measured EFs for various reactions in these systems are com-
pared with the statistical model calculations based on computer codes viz., 
ALICE-91[19], PACE[20] and CASCADE[21]. Calculations for some reac-
tion cross-sections have also been performed using SUMRULE[22] model. 
Further, to study the energy dependence and to separate out the relative 
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contributions of CF and ICF in ^^0 +^^^ Tm system, the RRDs of several 
residues have been measured at w76 and 81 MeV. An attempt has also 
been made to measure the angular distribution of residues in the system 
I6Q 1^69 j - j ^ g^^ ^gj j^eV. The details of the experiments and measure-
ments are given in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Chapter 4 is devoted to 
the description of computer codes and model. The results and analysis of 
the measurements are presented in Chapter 5. The references are given at 
the end of each Chapter. 
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Chapter 2 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
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The experiments reported in this thesis have been carried out using the 
15 UD Pelletron accelerator faciUty of the Inter University Accelerator Cen-
tre (lUAC), New Delhi, India, formerly known as Nuclear Science Centre 
(NSC). Brief details of Pelletron accelerator are presented in Section 2.1. In 
the present work activation technique has been used for the measurements 
of excitation fimctions (EFs), recoil range distributions (RRDs) and angular 
distributions of residues. The details of the sample preparation and cali-
bration of detector are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively, while 
the details of irradiation of the targets and the formulations used in calcu-
lations are given respectively, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. A discussion on the 
detection of residues is given in Section 2.6, while the errors estimated in the 
measurements are discussed in Section 2.7. 
2.1 Pelletron accelerator 
A schematic diagram of lUAC Pelletron accelerator is shown in Fig. 2.1.1. 
The lUAC Pelletron is a 15UD, tandem Van de Graaff electrostatic accelera-
tor. It is capable of accelerating any ion from proton to uranium in the energy 
range from a few tens of MeV to a few hundred MeV, depending on the ion 
species. The accelerator is installed in a vertical geometry in a stainless steel 
tank, which is 26.5 meter high and 5.5 meter in diameter. In the middle of 
the tank there is a high voltage terminal, which can hold potential from 4 to 
16 MV. The high voltage terminal is connected to the tank vertically with 
ceramic-titanium accelerating tubes. The tank is filled with a high dielectric 
constant SFe gas at 6-7 atmospheric pressure to insulate the high voltage 
terminal from the tank wall. A potential gradient is maintained through the 
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accelerating tubes from the ground potential, and from the terminal to the 
ground potential at the bottom of the tank. Negative ions of suitable energy 
from Cesium Sputtering Ion Source (SNICS) are injected into the accelerator 
and are accelerated towards the positive terminal. 
Injector deck 
Pellet chains •* 
SF< gas 
Analyzer magnet 
^ Injector magnet 
^ Negative ion 
^ Accelerator tank 
•• Charge stripper 
^ E quip otential rings 
Positive ion 
^ To switching magnet 
Fig. 2.1.1 A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF lUAC PELLETRON 
ACCELERATOR. 
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In the first stage of acceleration, the singly charged negative ions from 
the ion source are accelerated from ground potential to the terminal at high 
positive potential V. The energy gained in the process is eV. The ion beam 
is then made to pass through a stripper foil where the ions are stripped off 
the electrons thereby making them positive ions. The average charge state 
of the ion after striping depends upon the type of the ion and the terminal 
voltage. If qe is the charge on the positive ions after passing through the 
stripper foil, the energy gained by accelerating it from the terminal to the 
ground potential is qeV. Thus, after passing through the two stages of the 
acceleration, the final energy of the ion in electron volts is given by, 
E = {q + \)eV (14) 
The maximum value of the potential V for lUAC pelletron is 16 MV. 
The high energy ions are then passed through the analyser magnet which 
selects the particular ions of the desired energy. The beam of ions is then 
directed towards the desired experimental area with the help of a seven port 
switching magnet. A schematic diagram of different beam lines at lUAC 
Pelletron faciUty is shown in Fig. 2.1.2. 
2.2 Sample preparation 
The samples used in the present work, were either in the form of self-
supporting foils or prepared by vacuum evaporation on thin Al-foils. The 
self supporting ^°^/?/i targets were prepared by roUing of thick foils. 
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Fig. 2.1.2 A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF DIFFERENT BEAM LINES AT 
lUAC PELLETRON FACILITY 
The i28Te (enrichment ^ 87%), ^^^Te (enrichment ^ 61% ) and natural 
^^^Tm targets were prepared by vacuum evaporation technique. This 
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technique is most commonly used for thin film target preparation. In this 
technique, the material to be deposited is heated to a high temperature by 
an electron beam in an evacuated chamber and is condensed on a suitable 
substrate. The thickness of each target was determined by the a transmission 
method which, is based on the measurement of the energy lost by a particles 
while passing through the sample. The 5.485 MeV a-particles from ^^Mm 
source were used for this purpose. A block diagram of experimental setup 
used for the thickness measurements is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
Pre-anqtli&T 
An^lifier 
A^^ha SourceV'^'Am) 
Bias Siqtply MCA 
ct-ray$ of 
5.485 MeV 
Fig. 2.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS 
The thicknesses of the self-supporting ^^•^Rh samples were «2.0 mg/cm^, 
while that of ^^^Tm deposited on Al backing («1.1 mg/cm?) were wO.5 
mg/cm'^. Tlie thicknesses of ^^^Te and ^^°Tc deposited on «6.75 mg/cm} 
Al-foils were KSO.92 mg/cm? and «1.1 mg/cm? respectively. The Al backing 
in case of ^'^^Te and ^^°Te samples served as energy degrader as well as catcher 
foils, so that the recoiling residues may be trapped in catcher thickness. In 
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case of ^^^Tm, the material {v50 mg/cm'^) was deposited on Al-foils of «1.1 
mg/cm'^. The self-supporting samples of ^^^Rh were cut into size of 1.2 x 1.2 
cm? each and were pasted on Al-holders having concentric holes of 1.0 cm 
diameter. The Al-holders were used for rapid heat dissipation. Al-holders 
having co-centric holes were also used for other targets to define the geometry. 
2.3 Calibration and efficiency determination of 
HPGe detector 
In order to identify the characteristic ")-rays of evaporation residues in the 
complex 7-ray spectra, a detector of good resolution and proper calibration is 
required. The activities induced in the irradiated samples were analysed for 
several days using CANBERRA High Purity Germanium (HPGe) Detector 
(resolution «2 keV for 1.33 MeV 7-ray of ^'^Co) of 100 c.c. active volume 
coupled to a PC through CAMAC based FREEDOM software. The HPGe 
detector was pre-calibrated both for energy as well as efficiency by using 
various standard 7 sources i.e., '^'^Na, ^^Mn, ^"^Co, ^^Co, ^^^Ba, ^^^Cs and 
^^'^Eu of known strengths. 
The geometry dependent efficiency (Ge) of the detector at a given energy 
was calculated using the expression. 
Where, No is the disintegration rate of the standard 7 source at the time of 
measurement, Nao is the disintegration rate at the time of manufacture of the 
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source, A is the decay constant, t is the time lapse between the manufacture 
of the source and the start of counting and 6 is the branching ratio of the 
characteristic 7-ray. 
The prominent 7-rays of the standard ^^'^Eu source used in the present 
measurements, both for energy cahbration of the 7-ray spectrometer and for 
the determination of detector efficiency for 7-rays of different energies, are 
hsted in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 The energy and absolute intensities of prominent 7-rays from 
standard 7 source ^^"^Eu 
7 ray energy (keV) 
121.78 
244.69 
344.29 
443.89 
778.92 
867.58 
964.11 
1089.71 
1112.08 
1212.90 
1299.16 
1408.00 
Absolute Intensity (%) 
28.40 
7.51 
26.60 
2.80 
12.98 
4.21 
14.50 
1.71 
13.60 
1.-10 
1.63 
20.80 
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The absolute intensities of these 7-iays are also listed in the table. In 
the present measurements, the standard 7-sources and the irradiated sam-
ples and/or catcher foils were counted in the same geometry. However, the 
source-detector distance for various irradiated samples was kept different de-
pending on the intensity of the induced activity in order to keep the dead 
time of counting less than 10%. The geometry dependent efficiency curves 
for the 7-rays of different energies and for various source-detector distances 
were plotted using the ORIGIN graphics software. Experimental geometry 
dependent efficiency data is found to be best fitted with a polynomial of 
degree 5, having the following form, 
Ge^ao + aiX + CaX^ + mX^ + a^X^ + a^X^ (16) 
Where, X being the energy of the characteristic 7-ray and UQ, ci, 02, ^3, 
Ui and fls being the coefficients having different vakies for different source-
detector distances. A typical geometry dependent efficiency curve as a func-
tion of 7 ray energy is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
2.4 Irradiation 
In the present work, samples were irradiated separately for (a) the mea-
surement of excitation functions (b) the measurement of recoil ranges and(c) 
the measurement of angular distribution of rection residues. Irradiations for 
all the three measurements were performed in the General Purpose Scatter-
ing Chamber (GPSC) of 1.5 diameter. This Chamber was selected because of 
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the in-vacuum sample transfer facility of the chamber. In vacuum transfer of 
the irradiated samples considerably reduced the time lost between the stop 
of irradiation and the beginning of counting and thus induced activities of 
short half lives may be recorded. 
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Fig. 2.3 A TYPICAL GEOMETRY DEPENDENT EFFICIENCY CURVE AS 
A FUNCTION OF 7- RAY ENERGY 
2.4.1 Measurement of excitation functions 
Stacked foil technique has been used for the measurement of EFs. In this 
techniciue a number of foils of the target vuateival ave ivvadiatiHl as a stack. 
Different foils of the stack are thus irradiated with the beam of different 
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energies. In the present experiment, the targets backed by thick Al-catcher 
were placed nornaal to the beam direction so that the recoihng nuclei coming 
out of the target may be trapped in the catcher foil. However, in case of ^^^Te, 
six samples were irradiated individually by i4yv5'*'/6+ beam at energies «64, 
71, 76, 81, 86 and 90 MeV. The beam currents of «5 pnA were employed 
for irradiation and the duration of each irradiation was kept » 3 h, keeping 
in view the half lives of interest. The samples of ^°^Rh, ^^^Te and ^^^Tm 
were irradiated using ^^0^+ beam. In case of '"^i?/i, two stacks containing 
three samples each were irradiated at «80 and 85 MeV, respectively. For 
^^°Te, two stacks of two samples each were prepared and irradiated at w85 
and 90 MeV, respectively. The beam energy on each sample was calculated 
using the stopping power tables of Northcliffe and Schilling[l]. In case of 
first ^°^Rh stack irradiated at !^80 MeV, the incident energies on different 
foils were «80, 68 and 56 MeV. However, in the second stack irradiated 
at w85 MeV, the incident energies on different foils were «85, 73 and 60 
MeV. Similarly, in case of ^^°Te stacks energy range from «61 to 90 MeV 
was covered. Keeping in view the half lives of interest, irradiations for the 
samples in ^° /^?/i and ^^"Te stacks were carried out for ^A h. The typical 
experimental set up used in the present measurements for excitation functions 
is shown in Fig. 2.4.1.1. 
The two silicon surface barrier detectors Di and D2 (Rutherford moni-
tors) were kept at 30° with respect to the direction of the beam at the forward 
angle, to record the scattered incident ions for flux normalization. The inci-
dent flux was also determined from the total charge collected in the Faraday 
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cup. Flux of incident beam determined from the counts of Rutherford mon-
itors and from the integrated current counts of Faraday cup were found to 
agree with each other within 5%. 
Incident Beam 
r 
Faraday cup 
Fig. 2.4.1.1 TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR HEAVY ION 
IRRADIATION 
The residual nuclei trapped in the samples were counted alongwith Al-
catcher foils. These residues were identified by their characteristic 7-rays 
and by their measured half lives as well. The observed 7-rays spectrum for 
i6Q^i03^/^ system at ^85 MeV is shown in Fig. 2.4.1.2. For clear view, 
this spectrum is divided into two parts, from channel number 1 to 4000 and 
than 4000 to 7000, as shown in Figs. 2.4.1.2(a) and (b). Various peaks in 
the spectrum correspond to different residues produced via different reaction 
channels. 
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2.4.2 Measurement of recoil range distributions of 
residues. 
In the present work, the recoil range distributions (RRDs) for various 
radioactive residues produced in the interaction of ^^O beam with ^^^Tm 
target nucleus have been measured at «76 and 81 MeV. In the irradiation 
chamber (GPSC) the target was mounted with Al-backing facing the beam so 
that the catcher stack immediately followed the «;50 fig/cm^ Thulium layer. 
The beam energies incident on front Al surface were ?5i80 and 85 MeV, re-
spectively. After an energy loss of «4 MeV in the AI thickness the incident 
beam energies were reduced to ~76 and 81 MeV on the Tm material. A stack 
of thin Al-catcher foils of the thicknesses varying from ?5i20 -68 jig/cm^ was 
used to trap the recoiling nuclei. The irradiation of the targets was performed 
~10 h duration with a beam current ~10 pnA. A typical arrangement of the 
target and the catcher assembly for the RRD measurements is shown in Fig. 
2.4.2.1. The Al catcher-thicknesses used in the present experiments for the 
RRD measurements at ?=i76 and 81 MeV are given in Table 2.4.2. 
Al- Backing 
Target Al Catcher-stack 
Fig. 2.4.2.1 TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE TARGET AND THE 
CATCHER ASSEMBLY USED FOR RECOIL RANGE MEASUREMENTS 
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Table 2.4.2 Catcher thicknesses used for the RRD measurements 
S. No. Thickness in ng/cm? Thickness in ng/cm?' 
for the irradiation at for tlie irradiation at 
»76 MeV w81 MeV 
56.1 
62.6 
63.9 
64.6 
65.2 
65.9 
66.2 
66.7 
66.6 
66.7 
67.9 
67.2 
67.6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
20.6 
21.6 
24.0 
24.5 
26.9 
28.2 
28.6 
28.6 
29.4 
29.5 
29.6 
30.6 
31.0 
31.2 
31.2 
31.3 
31.8 
32.1 
Both, the targets and the catchers were prepared by vacuum evaporation 
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technique (discussed in section 2.1). The thicknesses of the samples and the 
catchers as already mentioned were me^xsurcd prior to their use, by measuring 
the energy loss suffered in the foil by 5.485 MeV a particles from ^^Mm 
source. Stopping power tables of Northcliffe and Schilling[l] were used for 
determining the thickness from the energy loss measurements. The activities 
induced in each thin catcher were followed off-line for about two weeks using 
a precalibrated high resolution (2 keV for 1.33 MeV 7 ray of ^°Co) HPGe 
detector of 100 c.c. active volume of CANBERRA coupled to CAMAC based 
software FREED0M[6] at lUAC, New Delhi. 
A typical 7-ray spectrum of Al-catcher foil at the cumulative catcher 
thickness w378 mg/cw? is shown in Fig. 2.4.2.2. The peaks in the spectrum 
arise due to various residues produced in the ^^0-\-^^^Tm system at 81 MeV 
beam energy. In order to see the various peaks clearly the spectrum is divided 
into two parts from channel number 1-3000 and 3000-6000, as shown in figs. 
2.4.2.2(a) and (b). 
The experimentally measured cross-sections {a) for a particular reaction 
product in different catcher foils were obtained using equation (19). In order 
to obtain the yield distribution as a function of cumulative depth in the 
catcher stack, the yield in each catcher was divided by its measured thickness. 
The resulting yields have been plotted against cumulative catcher thickness 
to obtain the differential recoil range distributions. Measured recoil range 
distributions for various residues are presented and discussed in Chapter 3 
and 5 of the thesis. 
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Fig. 2.4.2.2 A TYPICAL 7-RAY SPECTRUM OF Al-CATCHER FOIL AT 
CUMULATIVE THICKNESS «378 mg/cm'^. VARIOUS PEAKS 
CORRESPOND TO THE RESIDUES PRODUCED IN THE SYSTEM 
\6Q^imrp^ AT 81 MeV BEAM ENERGY 
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2.4.3 Measurement of angular distributions of residues. 
In the present work, the angular distribution for various radioactive 
residues produced in the interaction of ^^O beam with ^^^Tm target nu-
cleus have also been measured at w81 MeV. A typical arrangement of the 
target and catcher assembly used for the angular distribution measurements 
is shown in Fig. 2.4.3.1. ^^^Tm material {^47.5 ^ig/crri^) deposited on Al foil 
was used as the sample and was kept normal to the beam direction with Al 
surface, facing the beam. The beam energy incident on Al surface was «85 
MeV. After an energ>' loss of w4 MeV in the Al thickness the incident beam 
energy was reduced to wSl MeV on the Tm material. Annular aluminum 
catchers of thickness %0.3 mm with diameters 0.81, 1.29, 1.95, 2.64, 3.27, 
5.46 and 6.4 cm respectively, were used to trap the recoiling nuclei emit-
ted at different angles. The arrangement of annular catchers was placed 1.8 
cm behind the target for collecting the residue emitted in different angular 
ranges viz., 0° - 13°, 13° - 21°, 21° - 30°, 30° - 39°, 39° - 45°, 45° -.60° and 
60° - 64°. 
The irradiation was carried out for about II h with a beam current of w7 
pnA. The activities induced in each catcher were followed off-line for about 
two weeks using a precalibrated high resolution (2 keV for 1.33 MeV 7-ray 
of ^°Co) HPGe detector of 100 c.c. active volume of CANBERRA coupled 
to CAMAC based software FREED0M[6] at lUAC, New Delhi. 
The observed ganmia ray spectra of Al-catcher rings forming angular 
range 0°-13°, 13°-2lO and 21°-30° are shown in Fig. 2.4.3.2. While spectra 
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covering the angular ranges 30° - 39°, 39° - 45°, 45° - 60° and 60° - 64° are 
shown in Fig. 2.4.3.3, various peaks in these spectra correspond to different 
reaction channels. The 7 peaks corresponding to alpha emission channel are 
shown in inset for their clear view in Fig. 2.4.3.4. 
Target irge 
Incident Beam 
• « : . 
M 
% 
Stack of Al-catchers 
with concentric holes 
Fig. 2.4.3.1 TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE TARGET AND 
CATCHER ASSEMBLY USED FOR THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
MEASUREMENTS . 
The cross-sections (a) for a particular reaction product in different catcher 
foils were obtained using equation (19). Measured angular distributions for 
various residues are presented in Chapter 3 and are discussed in Chapter 5 
of the thesis, respectively. 
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Fig. 2.4.3.2 TYPICAL 7-RAY SPECTRA OF Al-CATCHER RINGS IN THE 
ANGULAR RANGES 0° - 13°, 13° - 21° and 21° - 30°. VARIOUS PEAKS 
CORRESPOND TO THE RESIDUES POPULATED IN THE ^^O +1^ 9 Tm 
SYSTEM AT 81 MeV 
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Fig. 2.4.3.3 TYPICAL 7-RAY SPECTRA OF Al-CATCHER RINGS 
COVERING ANGULAR RANGES 30° - 39°, 39° - 45°, 45° - 60° and 
60° - 64°. VARIOUS PEAKS CORRESPOND TO THE RESIDUES 
POPULATED IN THE ^^'O +^^^ Tm SYSTEM AT 81 MeV. 
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Fig. 2.4.3.4 TYPICAL 7-RAY SPECTRA OF Al- CATCHER RINGS 
COVERING THE ANGLES O" - 13°. INSET SHOWS THE 360.7 AND 365.6 
keV 7-RAYS CORRESPONDING TO THE RESIDUE ^^^Re. 
SYSTEM 1^ 0 +1^ 9 Tm AT 81 MeV BEAM ENERGY 
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2.5 Determination of the nuclear reaction 
cross-section 
If an incident particle a hits a target nucleus X emitting a particle of 
type b leaving behind the residual nucleus y, then the binary reaction may 
be represented as, 
a + X-^Y + b (17) 
In abbreviated form it may be represented as X{a, b)Y. The cross-section 
ar for a particular reaction is given by, 
Number of events X{a,b)Y/area . 
^^  = i v : ^ ^ ^^ ^^  
Wliere, No is the number of the target nuclei, (p the beam flux and t is the 
time of irradiation. If the residual nucleus Y is radioactive, then the number 
of events X{a, b)Y may be deduced from the activity induced in the sample. 
At a given beam energy, in the laboratory frame, the reaction cross section 
ar{E)is given by the expression[2]. 
^(E) = AXexp{Xt2) . 
'•^  ' No4>eK{Ge)[l-exp{-XU)][l-exp{-Xt3)] ^ ^ 
Where, A is the total activity counts recorded during the accumulation 
time tz of the induced activity of decay constant A, No the number of the 
target nuclei irradiated for time i^ with a particle beam of flux ^, f2 the 
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time lapse between the stop of irradiation and the start of counting, 6 the 
branching ratio of the characteristic 7-ray and Ge the geometry dependent 
efficiency of the detector. The factor [1 - e.Tp(-A^i)] takes care of the decay 
of residues during the irradiation and is typically known as the saturation 
correction. The correction for the decay of the induced activity due to the 
delay between the stop of irradiation and the start of counting and during 
the data accumulation is taken into account via the factors eip(At2) and 
[1 - exp(-Af3)], respectively. K is the correction for the self absorption of 
the 7 radiation in the sample itself and is given by [{1 - exp(-^d)}//id], 
here d is the thickness of the sample and ^ is the 7-ray absorption coefficient 
for the target material. 
2.6 Detection of reaction residues 
The composite system formed following complete and/or incomplete fu-
sion may, in general, decay by emitting one or more neutrons, protons and/or 
Q-particles, leaving behind the residues which are generally in the excited 
states. These excited residues decay to their ground states by emitting char-
acteristic 7-rays. In order to determine the fusion cross sections, two methods 
may be used. One is IN-BEAI\I method in which the reaction residues may 
be identified directly and the other is OFF-BEAM method in which the ra-
dioactive residues may be identified by their characteristic 7 radiations. Each 
radioactive isotope has a unique decay mode and that provides a specific way 
for its identification. Thus, the observed intensity of induced activity is a 
measure of the production of that particular cvapoiation residue. The main 
advantage of this method is the relatively low background as compared to 
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that of the on hue measurements and hence better sensitivity. Further, as 
already mentioned, the cross sections for several reactions can be determined 
in a single irradiation and hence it is less expensive and less time consuming 
also. Proper choice of projectile-target combination, incident energy, dura-
tion of irradiation, half lives of induced activities and good detectors are 
some of the basic requirements for accurate measurements by the activation 
technique. 
The activation method involves identification and the measurement of the 
intensity of the characteristic 7-rays emitted by the excited residual nucleus 
or by the daughter nucleus in the case of radioactive evaporation residues. 
Several activities may be induced in the sample foil by irradiating them with 
a flux of heavy ion beam. The irradiation may be followed by off line mea-
surement of the activities induced in the target and the catcher assembly. 
In such measurements, the 7-ray spectrum of each irradiated sample was 
recorded at increasing times and radioactive residues were identified by their 
characteristic 7 radiations as well as by their half lives. In some case, 7-rays 
emitted by two different residues were of nearly same energy. The contri-
bution of each isotope in such cases was separated on the basis of their half 
lives, by following the induced activities for a considerably long period. 
Some of the radioactive residues are produced independently (indepen-
dent yield) in the interaction of heavy ions. Some of them are also produced 
in the decay of higher charge isobar precursor (cumulative yield) nucleus 
through /?+ emission, and/or electron capture. For such cases, cumulative 
cross sections have been measured if the half life of the precursor is consid-
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erably smaller than that of the residue, by analyzing the induced activities 
at times greater than about eight to ten half lives of the precursors. The 
cumulative cross section of the given residue is the sum of (i) its independent 
production cross section and (ii) cross section for the independent produc-
tion of its precursor multiplied by a numerical coefficient which depends on 
the branching ratio for precursor decay to the residue and the half lives of 
the precursor and the residue. In such cases, the decay analysis given by 
Cavinato et. al.,[3] has been used in order to obtain contributions of the 
precursor decay . 
During the irradiation, if a precursor P is formed with cross section ap , 
and it decays with a half life of Ti/2^ and a branching ratio Pp, to a daughter 
nucleus D which is produced with the cross section ao during the irradiation 
and decays with a half life Ti/2^, then decay equations for t < T (T is the 
irradiation time) may be given as; 
dNp 
- ~ = -XpNp + apncp (20) 
dNn 
- ^ = -XOND + (^Ducj) + PpXpNp ' (21) 
Where, Np and No are the number of the parent and the daughter nuclei in 
the sample, respectively. Ap and Ap are the decay constants for the parent 
and daughter nuclei, respectively. </> is the flux of incident beam per unit 
time and n the number of the target nuclei in the sample. To solve equations 
(20) and (21), equation (20) is multiphed by the PpXp/{Xp - XQ) and then 
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added with equation (21), to get the following expression; 
(22) 
Equation (22) becomes, 
- ^ = -XoNcicm + CFcumn^ (23) 
at 
Where, N^rn = ND + [PPXP/{XP-XD)]NP and acum = (TD + [PP>^P/{>^P-
^D)WP- AS, such cumulative cross section acum, for the production of the 
daughter is given by the relation; 
CTcum = ao + Pp o'"^ pap (24) 
D 
2__ 
1/2 - - ' 1 / 2 
The branching ratio Pp has been taken from reference[4] 
In case where the precursor A undergoes two step successive decay of the 
type A -^ B A C, the cumulative cross-section for the production of C is 
given by, 
'T' C /rp C\2 
acum = trc + PB c^'\ B^B + PAPB C ^ \(rpc W"^^^^ 
•'1/2 - - ' 1 / 2 (Ti /2 - T i / 2 ) )(7^1/2 - ^1/2) 
(25) 
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The above expression has been used for separating the contribution of 
precursor decay from the measured cumulative cross-section. 
In some cases, the radioactive residues emit 7-rays of more than one 
energy. In such cases, the intensities of several 7-rays emitted from the 
same residue have been recorded and the cross-section for the production of 
the residue has been calculated from the observed intensities of these 7-rays 
separately. The weighted average[5] of these calculated values is then taken 
as the measured cross-section. U Xi±AXi, X2±AX2, A'siAXs, are the 
different measured values of the same quantity, then the weighted average is 
given as, 
here. 
VV, = ^ (27) 
and the internal error (I.E.) is given by, 
I.E. = \T.\¥,\-'I^ (28) 
while the external error (E.E.) is given by, 
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E.E. 
EWi{X-^ Xif^^^^ (29) 
n{n - l)i:Wi 
Equation (28) depends entirely on the errors of individual observations, 
whereas equation (29) depends also upon the differences between observa-
tions from the mean value. As such, the internal error depends on the in-
ternal consistency, whereas the external error is a function of what might be 
called the external consistency of the observations. A computer programme 
EXPSIGMA based on the above formulation has been used for computation 
of cross-sections at various energies. 
2.7 Experimental uncertainties 
Critical evaluation of uncertainties that are likely to introduce errors in 
the measured cross-sections reflects the quality of measurements. Following 
factors may introduce errors in the present measurements. 
1. Non-uniform thickness of the target material and inaccurate estimate 
of foil thickness may lead to the uncertainty in the determination of 
the number of the target nuclei. This in turn will introduce error in 
the measured cross-sections. To check the uniformity of the samples, 
the thickness of the samples were measured at different positions by 
Q-transmission method. The thicknesses so determined were found to 
agree within 1%. 
2. Fluctuation in the beam current may result in the variation of incident 
flux. The beam current was continuously monitored and any acciden-
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tal stop of beam or appreciable fluctuation of the beam intensity was 
recorded and taken care of while calculating the total irra,diation time, 
average beam current and decay of the induced activities. 
3. Dead time of counting is likely to introduce errors in determining the 
count rates. In the present work, dead time of the counting was kept 
<10% by suitably adjusting the sample detector distance. Further, 
correction for the dead time was applied in the recorded count rate. 
4. Uncertainty in the fitting of the efficiency curve (<3%) and also the 
solid angle effect (<2%)[7] may lead to inaccuracy in the measurement 
of detector efficiency. The measured efficiency may be inaccurate on ac-
count of the statistical errors of counting of the standard source. These 
were minimised by accumulating the data for a longer time (ssSOOO sec). 
The statistical fluctuation in efficiency is estimated to be <2%. 
5. Losses due to the nuclei recoiling out of the target may introduce error 
in the measured excitation functions. These were minimized by count-
ing together the activity induced in the sample and the catcher foils, 
which were kept just behind the target. 
6. Error in the incident beam energy has been determined by calculating 
the energy spread in half thickness of the sample with the help of 
stopping power tables of Northchffe and Schilling[l]. 
These errors exclude the uncertainty of the nuclear data like branching ra-
tio, decay constant etc., which have been taken from the Table of Isotopes[8]. 
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Chapter 3 
MEASUREMENTS 
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With a view to study the complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion 
(ICF) in nuclear reactions induced by '^^ A^  and ^^0 ions, experiments have 
been performed to measure the excitation functions (EFs), the recoil range 
distributions (RRDs) and the angular distributions of the residues. The 
systems studied, the parameter measured, energy range covered in the present 
measurements and the Coulomb barrier (C.B.) for each of these systems are 
presented in Table 3.0. 
Table 3.0 List of systems studied, measurements done along with the 
energy range and Coulomb barrier. 
Systems studied 
YN +if Te -^\f Pr 
f 0 +if Rh -4^9 J 
I'O +lf Te -,lf Nd 
f 0 +lf Tm -4if Ir 
Measurements 
EF 
EF 
EF 
RRD& 
Angular Dist. 
Energy range 
« 64-90 MeV 
w 56-85 MeV 
« 61-90 MeV 
« 76 & 81 MeV 
« 81 MeV 
' C.B. 
« 47 MeV 
w 48 MeV 
K 53 MeV 
w 66 MeV 
The excitation functions for twenty three reac-
tions viz., i28Te(i''Ar,4n)i38"'Pr, ^^^TeC'^N,5ny^'^Pr, ^^^TeC'^N^pAnY^'^sCe, 
128 jg^ujY^ a5n)i33La, ''^^Tei'^N, aiinY^'^'JLa, ''^^Te^^N, a2pnY^^^Cs, 
'^^TeC'N,2a2pny^'I, '^^TeC'N,3ay^''<^I, '''^RhC^V,pny'^^Te, 
^°=*/?/i(i«0,p2n)ii6Te, '°^RhC^0,2py'''Sb, ''>^Rh{'^0,2pny'^3Sb, 
'"^RhC^O, 2pn)ii6-56, '''^RhC^O, aY'^Sb, ''^^RhC^O, 2aY'''In, 
RhC'0,2a2n)i°95/n, '^^Rh^'O, danY'^^'Ag, ''"^R^O, SaSnY'^'Ag, 
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i302-g(i6Q 3^„)i33mjj^g aud ^^°re(^^0,3a3n)^3^"'Xe have been measured us-
ing the activation technique. The details of these measurements are given in 
section 3.1. 
The recoil range and the angular distributions of the residues populated in 
reactions 1697^^(160^3^)182;^^ '^^TmC^O.inY^'Ir, '^^TmC^O,pny^^Os, 
'^^Tm{'^0,p2ny^^0s, '^^Tm{'^0,p3ny^''0s, '^^TmC^O^aY^^Re, 
'^^TmC^O, 2apny'^Hf, '^^TmC^O, 2apbnf''Hf, ^^^Tm{^^0, Zanf'^^Lu 
and ^^^Tm{^^0,ZoL2nY''^^Lu have been measured in present experiments. 
The RRDs of residues produced in ^^0 +^^^ Tm system have been measured 
at «76 and 81 MeV beam energies. With a view to get complementary 
information about the linear momentum transfer, angular distributions of 
residues produced in the system '^O 4-^ '^^  Tm have also been measured at in-
cident energy ss81 MeV. Further, details of these measurements are given in 
Section 3.2. To the best of our knowledge the presently measured excitation 
functions, recoil ranges and angular distributions are being reported for the 
first time. 
3.1 The excitation functions 
3.1.1 System: ^'^N+lfTe 
Excitation functions for eight reactions[l], listed in the Table 3.1.1(a), 
have been measured in the energy range %64 to 90 MeV. The reaction 
residue, characteristic 7-ray identifying the residue, and their branching ra-
tios are also provided in Table 3.1.1(a). 
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Table 3.1.1(a) Reactions, residues, identified 7-rays and their branching 
ratios. 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Reaction 
:28j^g(14^^4„) 
i28re(i^Ar,5n) 
i28Te(i^iV,p4n) 
^^^TeC^N, a5n) 
128 je(i4iv, Q6n) 
1282^g(14yv^^2pn) 
i282^e(i''iV,2a2pn) 
i28Te(i4/V,3Q) 
Residue 
138m p ^ 
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if^r 
W'Ce 
'S'La 
W'La 
l35mQ„ 
131 r 
53 -' 
130s r 
53 ^ 
E^ikeV) 
302.7, 390.9 
547.5, 788.7 
1037.8 
434.3, 837.1 
447.2 
302.4 
540.4 
786.9, 840.0 
284.3, 364.4 
637.0 
536.1, 668.6 
739.5 
Branching ratio (%) 
80.0, 6.1 
5.2, 100 
100 
1.3, 1.1 
2.2 
1.2 
7.8 
99.7, 96.0 
6.1, 81.2 
7.3 
99.0, 96.1 
82.3 
Reaction residues have been identified by their characteristic 7 -rays and half 
fives. In some cases more than one 7 ray of the residues have been identified. 
Cross-section has been calculated separately from the intensity of each of the 
observed 7-ray. Each reaction has been discussed in details in the following; 
1. ^28Te(i''N,4n) channel [residue=Jf ""Pr, T1/2 = 2.1 h, J" = 7"] 
The evaporation residue ^^^Pr may be formed by the complete fusion of ^^AT 
with ^^sje forming the composite system ^'^'^Pr, followed by the evaporation 
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of 4 neutrons. The residual nucleus ^^^Pr has two states, the ground state 
issgpj. an(;i tjie metastable state ^^^""^Pr. In the present experiments only the 
state i38mp^ Yxas been observed. The metastable state was identified by the 
characteristic 7-rays of energies 302.7, 390.9, 547.5, 788.7 and 1037.8 keV, 
and was confirmed from their measured half life of 2.1 /i. The residue ^^^apj-
has a half life of only 1.45 m and as such only the metastable state ^ ^^"^Pr 
could be recorded. 
2. i28xe(i4N^ 5n) channel [reszdue=Jf Pr , T1/2 = 1.28 h, J'^  = 5/2+] 
The evaporation residue ^^"^Pr may be populated by the complete fusion of 
^'^N with ^^^Te followed by the evaporation of 5 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus ^^'^Pr. 
3. ^28Te(i4N^p4n) channel [residue=ll'^'^Ce, T1/2 = 9.0 h, J" = 3/2+] 
The evaporation residue H'^^Ce is likely to be formed by the complete fusion 
of ^^N with ^^^Te followed by the evaporation of a proton and 4 neutrons from 
the compound nucleus ^'^'^Pr. The residue H^^Ce may also be populated by 
the 0'^ and/or EC decay of higher charge precursor isobar Ig^Pr produced 
via ^'^^TeC'^N,5n) channel. As such, the measured activity of If^Ce may 
have contribution from precursor decay also. 
The presently measured cross-sections for the production of various 
residues in the complete fusion of '^*A'' with ^^^Te are tabulated in Table 
3.1.1(b). 
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Table 3.1.1(b) Cross-sections for the residues ^^^"^Pr, ^^^Pr and ^^"^^Ce. 
Lab Energy 
{MeV) 
64.0±0.8 
71.1±0.8 
75.9±0.7 
81.2±0.6 
85.6±0.5 
89.7±0.5 
a(i3S"'Pr) 
(mb) 
225±55 
381±42 
178±20 
62±8 
66±7 
48±5 
ai'^^Pr) 
(mb) 
-
-
456±65 
463±60 
577±62 
611±72 
cr(i3^flCe) 
(mb) 
-
-
144±19 
194±21 
220±35 
263±50 
4. " 8 T e ( " N , a 5 n ) channel [residue=^f La, T1/2 = 3.9 h, J'^  = 5/2-] 
The residue If La may be produced by the complete fusion of ^'^N with 
^^ ®Te followed by the evaporation of an a particle and 5 neutrons from the 
composite system '^*^Fr. The same residual nucleus may also be produced 
assuming that the ^'^N breaks up into ^°B and "//e fragments in the presence 
of field of the target nucleus and the fragment '"B fuses with ^^^Te form-
ing ly^La, from which 5 neutrons are emitted. The measured cross sections 
may, therefore, include contributions from both the complete and incomplete 
fusion processes. 
5. ^28Te(i4N,a6n) channel [residue=ll^''La, T1/2 = 4.8 h, J' ' = 2"] 
The residue 57^ ^ La may be produced by the complete fusion of '^'A^ with 
^^^Te followed by the evaporation of an a particle and 6 neutrons from the 
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composite system ^'^^Pr. The same residual nucleus may also be produced 
if the fragment ^°B of ^^ A'' fuses with ^^^Te and six neutrons are emitted. 
The measured cross sections, therefore, include contributions from both the 
complete and incomplete fusion processes. 
g i28Te(i4N, a2pn) channel [residue=ll^"'Cs,Ti/2 = 53 m , J ' = 19/2"] 
The residue If'^Cs may be produced by the complete fusion of ^^N with 
^^^Te followed by the evaporation of an a particle, 2 protons and a neutron 
from the composite system ^'^'^Pr. The same residual nucleus may also be 
produced if the fragment ^°B of ^'^N fuses with ^^^Te nucleus and two pro-
tons & a neutron are emitted. In this case also the measured cross sections, 
may include contributions from both the CF and ICF processes. 
Experimentally measured production cross-sections for l^^La, 57 ^ La and 
i35m^g residues by the complete fusion of ^'^N with ^^^Te and the incomplete 
fusion of ^^N (fusion of ^°B, if '^*iV undergoes breakup into a-particle and 
'°B) with i287e are given in Table 3.1.1(c). 
7. i28Te(i4N^2a2pn) channel [reszdue=^f I, T1/2 = 8.0 d, J'^ = 7/2"*"] 
The residue H^I may be produced by the complete fusion of ^^N with ^^^Te 
forming ^^'^Pr followed by the evaporation of 2a particles, 2 protons and a 
neutron. The same residual nucleus ^^^I may also be produced if the fragment 
"/fe of ^'^N{ii i^ iV breaks up into a-particle and ^°B) fuses with ^^^Te and a 
proton is emitted. The measured cross sections for the residue ^^^I, therefore, 
include contributions from both the CF and ICF processes. 
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Table 3.1.1(c) Cross-sections for the residues ^^^La, ^^'^^La, ^^^"^Cs, ^^i/ 
and 1309/. 
Lab Energy 
{MeV) 
75.9±0.7 
81.2±0.6 
85.6±0.5 
89.7i:0.5 
aC^^La) 
(mb) 
-
-
376±38 
1435±144 
a( i32s^Q) 
(mb) 
-
-
18±2 
478±48 
aC^^'^Cs) 
(mb) 
46±4 
6.1±0.6 
1.2±0.1 
141±40 
aC^'I) 
(mb) 
-
-
98±32 
36±4 
( T ( 1 3 0 5 / ) 
(mb) 
2.1±0.5 
28±4 
12±2 
2.0=:i0.3 
8. "»Te(i4N,3a) channel [residue=ll°n, Ti/a = 12.36 h, J" = 5+] 
The residue 53°^/ may be produced by the complete fusion of ^^N with ^^^Te 
followed by the evaporation of 3Q particles. The same residue ^^°^I may also 
be produced if the fragment '^He of '^'A'^  fuses with ^^^Te and one proton 
&; a neutron are emitted. The measured cross sections, therefore, include 
contributions from both the CF and ICF processes. 
Presently, measured production cross-sections for ^^ Z^ and ^^°^I by the 
complete and the incomplete fusion of '^'A^ with ^^^Te are also given in Table 
3.1.1(c) 
3.1.2 System: fO+lfRh 
Excitation functions for the reactions listed in Table 3.1.2(a) have been 
measured in the energy range «56-85 MeY. 
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Table 3.1.2(a) Reactions, residues, identified 7-rays and their branching 
ratios. 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Reaction 
i03f?/i(i6O,pn) 
I03i?/i(i6o,p2n) 
i03i?^(i6o, 2p) 
^°3i?/i(i6o,2pn) 
'°^Rh{^^0,2pn) 
'"^RhC^O^a) 
'°^RhC^0,2a) 
'°^RhC^O,2a2n) 
i°3i?/i(i6o,3an) 
i03i?/i(i6o,3Q3n) 
Residue 
^r^Te 
IfTe 
IVSb 
l\''Sb 
ll^^'Sb 
ll'Sb 
ll'^In 
109s r 
49 • ' '^ 
1 0 6 m ^ ^ 
TAg 
E^(keV) 
719.7, 886.6 
923.8, 996.6 
1090.7 
628.7 
158.6 
931.8, 1293.5 
135.5, 407.3 
436.6, 542.8 
844.0, 972.5 
1072.4, 1293.5 
497.4, 489.1 
171.3, 245.4 
203.2, 623.6 
451.0, 717.4 
767.8, 555.8 
Branching ratio(%) 
64.7, 1.4 
6.2, 3.9 
6.9 
1.0 
85.9 
24.8, 85 
29,42 
4.1, 52 
12,72 
21.8, 100 
98, 1.3 
• 90.2, 94.0 
73.5, 6.0 
27.6, 29.0 
65.9,92.8 
Details of each reaction are discussed in the following; 
1. ^°3Rh(i6o,pn) channel [residue=ll''^Te, T1/2 = 62 m, J'^ = 1/2+] 
The evaporation residue ^^ ^»Te is likely to be formed by the complete fu-
sion of ^^O with ^°^Rh forming the composite system ^^^I followed by the 
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evaporation of a proton and a neutron from the composite system. The 
residue IV^Te may also be populated by the |3+ and/or EC decay of higher 
charge precursor isobar ^^/ . The contribution due to the decay of precursor 
isobar ^'^J to the residue H^^Te has been separated by using formulations 
given by the Cavinato et.al., [3]. 
^CJ2Te) ^ ^(J,l?Te) + 1.03xa(.J,1^^7) (30) 
Where, subscript cum and ind stand, respectively for cumulative and in-
dependent yields. The experimentally determined independent cross-sections 
for the formation of ^^^Te are given in Table 3.1.2(b). 
2. ^°3Rh(i80,p2n) channel [residue=ll^Te, T1/2 = 2.49 h, J'^ = 0+] 
The evaporation residue ^^^Te may be formed by the complete fusion of 
^^O with ^°^Rh forming the composite system ^'^/, which may evaporate a 
proton and two neutrons. The same residue H^Te may also be populated by 
the P'^ and/or EC decay of higher charge precursor isobar 53"/. The contri-
bution due to the decay of precursor isobar 53^/ to the residue H^Te has also 
been separated using standard decay formulation [3]. The independent cross-
sections deduced from the cumulative yield using equation (31) are given in 
Table 3.1.2(b). 
^CJLTe) = a{]^',Te) + 0.97xa(|,l^/) (31) 
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Table 3.1.2(b) Cross-sections for the residues ^^ "^Te and ^^^Te. 
Lab Energy 
{MeV) 
55.9±2.6 
60.3±2.5 
68.3±2.3 
72.8±2.2 
78.4±1.6 
85.5±1.5 
acmi'^'^Te) 
(mb) 
6.4±0.1 
14.4±0.1 
5.6±0.3 
3.5±0.4 
0.81±0.05 
0.22±0.04 
<rW''Te) 
(mb) 
3.0±0.3 
5.9±0.6 
2.4±0.2 
l.liO.l 
-
-
a^mC'^Te) 
(mb) 
52±4 
182±18 
228±40 
210±30 
199±25 
173±19 
(^W'Te) 
(mb) 
45±4 
149± 18 
164± 40 
158±30 
178±25 
169±19 
3. i03Rh(i6o,2p) channel [residue=l\'^Sh, T1/2 = 2.80 h, J'^  = 5/2+] 
The evaporation residue ^^''Sb may be populated by the complete fusion 
of ^^O with ^°^Rh forming the composite system ^^^I followed by the evap-
oration of two protons from the composite system ^^^I. The residue WSb 
may also be populated by the P'^ and/or EC decay of higher charge precur-
sor isobar W^Te. Contribution of precursor decay has been separated[3] and 
the cumulative as well as the deduced independent yields are given in Table 
3.1.2(c). 
4. i°^Rh(i«0,2pn)channel [residne=Ji^«Sb, T1/2 = 15.8 m, J" = 3+] 
[residue=l\^"'Sh, T1/2 = 60.3 m, J ' = 8+] 
In case of reaction ^^^RhC^O, 2pn), two states of residue ^^^^Sb {T1/2 = 
15.8 m) and ^'^"^Sb (T1/2 - 60.3 m) are populated. The two states de-
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cay independently by their characteristic 7-rays of energies 931.8 and 135.3 
keV. The cross-sections for the two states have been obtained from observed 
intensities of characteristic 7-rays while the decay of two states has been con-
firmed by their characteristic half lives. The evaporation residue ^^^Sb may 
be formed by the complete fusion of ^^O with ^'^^Rh forming the composite 
system ^^ /^ followed by the evaporation of two protons and a neutron from 
it. The residue ^^^^Sb may also be populated via (3'^/EC decay of higher 
charge precursor isobar of ^^^Te. The contribution of precursor decay has 
been separated using the formulation given in reference[4] 
The presently measured cross-sections for the production of ^^"^^'"^Sb 
residues in the complete fusion of ^^O with ^^^Rh system are tabulated in 
Table 3.1.2(c). 
Table 3.1.2(c) Cross-sections for the residues ^^^56 and ^^^^'^^Sb. 
Lab Energy acuA'^'Sb) aU'^'Sb) acnmC'^'Sb) a{''^^Sb) aW'^Sb) 
{A4eV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
55.9±2.6 
60.3±2.5 
68.3±2.3 
72.8±2.2 
78.4±1.6 
85.5±1.5 
15±2 
26±6 
27±4 
9±1 
4±0.4 
2.1±0.2 
1.4±1.3 
3.3±1.2 
2.7±1.8 
0.4±0.2 
-
-
54±2 
127±7 
106±18 
197±14 
106±12 
166±57 
0.4±0.5 
2±0.3 
5±0.5 
0±0.7 
5±0.8 
4±0.5 
42±6 
98±25 
94±41 
102±44 
98±37 
114±76 
5. ^03Rh(i6o^ci) channel [residue=l\^Sh, T1/2 = 32.10 m, J'' = 5/2+] 
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The evaporation residue ^^^Sb may be formed by the complete fusion of ^^O 
with ^°^i?/i forming the composite system ^^^I followed by the evaporation of 
an a particle. The same residue may also be produced if the fragment ^^C 
of ^^O (if ^^O undergoes breakup into a-particle and ^^C fragments) fuses 
with ^^^Rh nucleus. As such, the measured cross section for ^^^Sb include 
contributions from both the complete as well an incomplete fusion processes. 
6. io3Rh(^«0,2a) channel [residue=\l^nn, T1/2 = 2.8 d, J'^ = 9/2+] 
The residue ^^^^In has been identified by the characteristic 7-rays of 171.3 
and 245.4 keV energies. The evaporation residue ^^^^/n is likely to be formed 
by the complete fusion of ^^O with ^^^Rh forming the composite system "^ / 
which may evaporate two alpha particles. The same residue ^^^^In may also 
be produced if the fragment *jBe of ^^O (if ^^O undergoes breakup into two 
®Be fragments) fuses with ^°^Rh nucleus. The measured cross section, may 
therefore, include contributions from both the complete as well a,s incomplete 
fusion processes. 
7. i03Rh(i6o,2Q2n) channel [residue=lQ^nn, T1/2 = 4.2 h, J' ' = 9/2+] 
The evaporation residue ^°^»/TI which was identified by 203.2 and 623.6 keV 
gamma rays and 4.2 h half life may be formed by the complete fusion of 
^^O with ^^^Rh, followed by the evaporation of two alpha particles and two 
neutrons from the composite nucleus "^/ . The same residue may also be 
produced if the fragment ^Be of ^^O (if ^^O undergoes breakup into two ^Be 
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fragments) fuses with ^°^Rh followed by the evaporation of two neutrons. The 
measured cross section thus inchides contributions from both the complete 
as well as incomplete fusion processes. 
8. i03Rh(i«O,3an) channel [residue=l^^"'Ag, T1/2 = 8.28 d, r = 6+] 
The evaporation residue ^°^"^Ag may be formed by the complete fusion of ^^O 
with ^°^Rh forming the composite system ^^^I followed by the evaporation 
of three alpha particles and a neutron from the composite system ^^^I. The 
same residue may also be produced if the fragment ^He of ^^O (if ^^O under-
goes breakup into a and ^^C particles) fuses with ^^^Rh nucleus followed by 
the evaporation of a neutron. The measured cross sections, therefore, include 
contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. 
9.i°3Rh(i60,3a3n) channel [restdue=4?^«Ag, T1/2 = 1.15 h, J" = 5+] 
The evaporation residue ^°'^^Ag identified by 767.8 and 555.8 keV gammas 
and 1.1 h half-life, may be formed by the complete fusion of ^^O with ^°^Rh 
forming the composite system ^^^I followed by the evaporation of three al-
pha particles and three neutrons from the compound nucleus ^^^I. The same 
residue may also be produced if the fragment '^He of ^^O (if ^^O undergoes 
breakup into a and ^^C-particles) fuses with ^^^Rh followed by the evapora-
tion of three neutrons. The measured cross sections may therefore, include 
contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. 
Experimentally measured cross-sections for the production of ^^^Sb, ^^^^In, 
i°997n, ^°^"'Ag and ^^^^Ag isotopes at different energies are given in Table 
3.1.2(f). 
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Table 3.1.2(f) Cross-sections for the production of residues ^^^56, ^^^»/n, 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
60.3±2.5 
68.3±2.3 
72.8±2.2 
78.4±1.6 
85.5±1.5 
aC'^Sb) 
(mb) 
2.4±0.2 
53±6 
149±18 
266±37 
380±49 
aC'^In) 
(mb) 
-
0.5±0.1 
3.3±0.3 
4.2±0.6 
18±2 
aC°^^In) 
(mb) 
-
0.5±0.1 
2.1±0.1 
10.3±0.7 
20±2 
^ ( 1 0 6 m ^ ^ ) 
(mb) 
-
9.0±1.2 
13.4±2.1 
19.4±1.9 
29±4 
aC'^'Ag) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
2.8±0.3 
5.1±0.5 
3.1.3 System: 1^0+lf Te 
Excitation functions for the reactions hsted in the Table 3.1.3(a) have 
been measured in the energy range ^^61-90 MeV. 
Table 3.1.3(a) Reaction, residue, energy of the identified 7-ray and the 
^ branching ratio. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Reaction 
i30Te(i^O,5n) 
i30Te(i6O,a3n) 
130^6(16(9 ,3Qn) 
i30Te(i6o,3an) 
i3°Te(i«0,3a3n) 
Residue 
If'Nd 
f^^ Ce 
If'Xe 
133m Yc 54 ^ 6 
m m v 
54 ^ ^ 
£;^ (keV) 
1127 
165.8 
80.9 
233.2 
163.9 
Branching ratio(%) 
0.8 
80 
73 
10.3 
1.97 
Details for each reaction are discussed in the following. 
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1. i30Te(i6o,5n) channel [residue=lt'^'^Nd, Tj/a = 2.49 h, J'^ = 3/2+] 
The evaporation residue ^'^^^Nd may be formed by the complete fusion of ^^0 
with ^^°Te followed by the evaporation of five neutrons from the composite 
system ^"^^Nd. The residue ^'^^^Nd has been identified by the characteristic 
7-ray of energy 1127 keV and also by its half-life. 
2. i30Te(i8O,a3n) channel [residtie=Jf ^Ce, Ti/a = 137.6 d,r = 3/2+] 
The evaporation residue ^^^^Ce may be formed by the complete fusion of 
^^O with ^^°Te, forming the composite system ^'^^Nd which may decay by 
the evaporation of an alpha particle and three neutrons. The same residue 
may also be produced if the fragment ^^C of ^^O (if ^^O undergoes breakup 
into a and ^^C fragments) fuses with ^^°Te followed by the evaporation of 
three neutrons. The measured cross section includes contributions from both 
the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. 
3. i30Te(i«O,3an) channel [rcsidue=lf^Xe, Ti/2 = 5.2 d, J" = 3/2+] 
[residue=lf'"Xe, Tj/a = 2.19 d, J" = 11/2"] 
The evaporation residue ^^^Xe may be formed by the complete fusion of 
^^O with ^^°Te forming the composite system ^'^^Nd followed by the evap-
oration of three alpha particles and a neutron from it. The same residue 
may also be produced if the fragment ^He of ^^0(if ^^O undergoes breaks 
up into Q and ^^C particles) fuses with ^^°Te followed by the evaporation a 
neutron. The measured cross sections include contributions from both the 
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complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. 
4 i30Te(i6O,3a3n) channel[reszdue=|i^'"Xe,Ti/2 = 11.9d,J'^ = 11/2"] 
The evaporation residue ^^ '^"Xe is likely to be formed by the complete fusion 
of ^^O with ^^°Te followed by the evaporation of three alpha particles and 
three neutrons. The same residue may also be produced if the fragment 
"^He of ^^0(if ^^0 undergoes break up into a and ^^C fragments) fuses with 
^^°Te followed by the evaporation of three neutrons. The measured cross 
sections include contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete 
fusion processes. Experimentally measured cross-sections for the reactions in 
16Q ^ 130 rp^ system are given in Table 3.1.3(b). 
I^ble 3.1.3(b) Cross-sections of for the residues ^^^^d, i^ SflCe, ^^^""Xe, 
"3sA"e and ^^i^Xe 
Lab Energy 
{MeV) 
61.3±2.2 
67.1±2.1 
83.2±1.8 
90.1±1.9 
ai^^^md) 
(mb) 
2.2±0.2 
20±2 
682±84 
885±110 
cr(i39flCe) 
(mb) 
-
107±11 
890±84 
183±18 
a(i33'"Xe) 
(mb) 
8±2 
183±30 
180±25 
477±60 
ai'^^^Xe) 
(mb) 
5.1±0.8 
30±3 
34±3 
8±1 
ai^^'^^Xe) 
(mb) 
8±1 
12 ±2 
180±20 
32±4 
3.2 The ^^O +^^^ Tm SYSTEM: Measurement of 
recoil range and angular distributions 
The recoil ranges and the angular distributions of the residues ^^^/r, ^^^/r, 
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1830s, ^^^Os, ^^^^Os, 181 fle, 1^^///, ' ^ ' / / / , ^'^'^"Lu and i^ i^ Ltx have also been 
measured. Details of reactions, residues, identified 7-rays and their branching 
ratios are listed in Table 3.2. For these reactions measurement of excitation 
functions has already been reported separately [5]. In this section details of 
the measurement of recoil range and angular distributions of these residues 
are discussed. 
Table 3.2 List of reactions, identified 7-rays and their branching ratios. 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Reaction 
'^^TmC^0,3n) 
i69Tm(i60,4n) 
'^^Tm{'^0,pn) 
i^9Tm(i60,p2n) 
I69rm(i60,p3n) 
i^9rm(i60,a) 
"^^TmC^O, 2apn) 
i69Tm(i60,2ap5n) 
i69Tm(i'50,3an) 
i69Tm(^60,3a2n) 
Residue 
182^-^ 
181 j ^ 
mgQs 
1820s 
18190s 
181i?e 
175^j . 
1^1/ / / 
i^2»Lu 
"i^Lu 
^.^(keV) 
126.9, 273.1 
764.2, 891.1 
912.2 
107.6, 123.5 
184.6, 227.0, 
231.6, 318.9, 
114.4, 381.8 
180.2, 263.3 
238.7, 826.7 
360.7, 365.6 
343.4 
122.0, 295.0 
662.0 
1093.6 
739.8 
Branching ratio (%) 
34.4, 43 
5.6, 5.7 
8.7 
15.2, 4.2 
4.2, 8.8 
4.6, 7.0 
20.7, 77 
34.7, 6.6 
44, 20.2 
20, 57.0 
87 
11.1,4.8 
9.2 
63.5 
48.1 
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3.2.1 The recoil range distributions at w76 and 81 MeV 
In the experiment performed to measure recoil range distributions a sam-
ple of ^^^Tm («47 ^glcm?) on ^/-backing («1.1 mg/cm?) was bombarded 
by ^^O ion with Ai-backing facing the beam. The sample was followed by 
a stack of yl/-catcher foils of thickness ranging from sa20-60 iig/cm^. The 
recoiling residues get trapped in the catcher foils at different ranges in Al-
catchers. Two such stacks were separately bombarded by ?5;76 and 81 MeV 
^'^0 beam. The activities induced in individual catcher foils were followed off-
line. The residues embedded in different catcher foils were identified by their 
characteristic 'y radiations and half lives. The cross-sections corresponding to 
various radioactive residues in each catcher were obtained from the intensity 
of identified 7 rays. In this way, the cross-section for a particular evapo-
ration residue in each catcher foil was determined. In order to obtain the 
recoil range distributions, the measured cross-section for each evaporation 
residue in individual catcher wa.s divided by the respective thickness of that 
catcher foil. The results of recoil range distribution (RRD) measurements for 
1^0 +lf Tm system at %76 and 81 McV, are tabulated in Tables 3.2.1(a) 
and 3.2.1(b). 
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Table 3.2.1(a) Measured recoil range distributions (RRDs) for Ir, Os, Re, 
Hf and Lu isotopes at w76 MeV 
Cumulative 
thickness (^) 
20.6 
42.3 
66.3 
90.8 
117.8 
145.9 
174.5 
203.1 
232.5 
291.6 
322.3 
353.3 
415.7 
Recoil range 
182j^ 
-
-
-
-
-
267 
293 
600 
1346 
1864 
1112 
500 
-
^^''Os 
144 
1189 
68 
1489 
97 
138 
133 
254 
424 
805 
357 
-
-
distribution in units of ( 
18IPQ5 
337 
374 
322 
352 
378 
345 
380 
514 
562 
752 
758 
394 
364 
^^^Re 
63 
26 
48 
40 
46 
42 
121 
491 
707 
712 
1629 
1264 
771 
175 j ^ ^ 
38 
236 
201 
134 
217 
216 
617 
335 
98 
544 
324 
235 
-
7^ i) for the residues 
'-''Hf 
34 
50 
81 
104 
187 
94 
231 
59 
384 
256 
57 
-
-
^-^'^9Lu 
49 
24 
29 
869 
929 
55 
815 
235 
-
-
-
-
-
^'^^Lu 
475 
89 
34 
39 
46 
71 
84 
126 
58 
44 
226 
37 
44 
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Table 3.2.1(b) Measured recoil range distributions (RRDs) for Ir, Os, 
Re, Hf and Lu isotopes at w81 MeV 
Cumulative 
thickness ( ^ ) 
56.2 
118.7 
182.1 
247.1 
312.3 
378.3 
444.4 
511.2 
577.8 
644.5 
711.6 
Recoil range distribution i 
182/^ 
-
-
35 
223 
374 
586 
340 
-
-
-
-
183gQg 
8 
7 
5 
5 
7 
19 
7 
6 
7 
3 
4 
1820s 
12 
17 
7 
21 
93 
138 
90 
30 
8 
7 
-
mgQg 
-
36 
49 
100 
341 
484 
162 
127 
10 
-
-
n units 
'^'Re 
9 
6 
42 
250 
748 
1168 
544 
240 
16 
3 
10 
of ( ; ; ; ^ ) ^^ ^ ^^^ residues 
USfff 
675 
696 
79 
336 
1008 
695 
482 
146 
-
-
-
Ulfff 
14 
24 
7 
52 
101 
48 
40 
10 
-
12 
-
^•^^sLu 
86 
104 
69 
73 
58 
49 
32 
24 
25 
25 
25 
'^'^Lu 
126 
45 
150 
69 
263 
151 
78 
53 
63 
45 
45 
71 
As may be observed from these tables, the recoil range distributions show 
peaking of cross-section at same cumulative catcher thickness. The measured 
RRDs are discussed in Chapter 5 of the thesis, where an attempt has also 
been made to obtain the relative contribution and energy dependence of CF 
and ICF components. 
3.2.2 Measurement of angulEir distributions for the 
residues produced in ^^ O +^^ ^ Tm system at «81 MeV 
In the experiment performed to study angular distributions for the 
residues produced in the system '^O +^ ®^  Tm, a sample of ^^^Tm (on Al-
backing) was irradiated by w81 MeV ^^ O^ "*" beam for 11 /i. The details of 
the experimental setup are already given in Chpater 2 of the thesis. The 
outgoing residues were trapped in the annular catcher foils. The activities 
induced in the individual annular catcher foils were followed off-line. The 
residues were identified by their characteristic 7 radiations and half-lives. 
The identified 7-rays and their branching ratios are already given in Table 
3.2. The cross-sections corresponding to various radioactive residues in each 
annular catcher have been computed using the intensities of identified 7 rays. 
In order to obtain the angular distributions, the measured cross-section for 
each evaporation residue has been plotted against angular range. The details 
of identified residues are given in the following, 
1. i69Tm(i60,3n) channel [residue =}flr, ii/2=15 m ] 
2. '^^Tmi^^OAn) channel [residue =^?^Ir, t^/2=4.9 m, r = 7/2+] 
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3. '^^Tm{'^0,p2n) channel [residue - ^ f O s , ti/2=21.6 h, J'^  = 0+] 
4. i69Tm(^^0,p3n) channel [residue =7|^^0s, ti/2=1.75 h, r = 1/2"] 
5. i69rm(^60,2p2n) channel [residue =^ f Re, ii/2=20 h, J'^ = 5/2"*"] 
6. ^^^TmC^0,3an) channel [residue ="^^Lu, ti/2=6.7 d, J" - 4"] 
Experimentally measured cross-sections for above mentioned reaction 
channels for different angular ranges are tabulated in Table 3.2.2. Further, 
analysis and discussion on angular distributions are included in Chapter 5. 
Table 3.2.2 Measured angular distributions for six residues. 
Angle-range a{'^^Ir) a^^'lr) a{'^^Os) aC^'^Os) ai^^'Re) ai^'^^^Lu) 
(mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
0° - 1 3 ° 64±9 197±25 142±25 148 ±68 
13°-21° 1.0±0.2 2,1±0.3 3.2±0.5 3.5±0.5 
21°-30° 0.9±0.1 O.TdbO.l 0.5±0.1 0.9±0.2 
30°-39° . . . . 
39°-45° . . . . 
45°-60° - • -
60°-64° . . . . 0.21±0.02 0.26±0.031 
275±64 
6.1±2 
2.1±0.4 
0.9±0.1 
6.1±0.3 
3.2±0.4 
-
-
-
-
0.15±0.1 
0.67±0.3 
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Chapter 4 
COMPUTER CODES AND MODEL 
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In the present work, theoretical calculations of the excitation functions 
have been performed using four different computer codes viz., ALICE-9l[l], 
PACE[2], CASCADE[3] and SUMRULE14]. Brief description of these codes 
are presented in the following. 
4.1 ALICE-91 
The code ALICE-91 [1] is based on the Weisskopf-Ewing model[5] for 
compound nucleus reaction (equiUbrium) while pre-equiUbrium emission is 
simulated within the framework of Hybrid/Geometry Dependent Hybrid 
Model[6, 7]. In this code the possibility of incomplete fusion has not been 
taken into account but it can compute statistical fission cross-sections losing 
Bohr-Wheeler approach with angular momentum dependent ground state 
and saddle point energies. The code considers the emission of neutrons, 
protons, deuterons and/or a particles. The code may calculate the reaction 
cross-sections for the residual nuclei upto 11 mass and 9 atomic number units 
away from the compound nucleus. Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass formula[8] 
is used for calculating Q-values and binding energies of all the nuclei in the 
evaporation chain. 
The inverse reaction cross-sections used in the code are calculated using 
the optical model[9] subroutines. The transmission coefficients for heavy ions 
are calculated using the parabolic model of Thomas[10]. The pre-equilibrium 
calculations in this code are done assuming equipartition of energy among 
the initially excited particles and holes. The important input parameters 
required in this code are, the level density parameter a, the initial exciton 
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number rio and the mean free path (MFP) multipher COST. The MFP for 
intranuclear transitions may be calculated from the optical model of Becchetti 
and Greenlees[ll] or from Pauli corrected nucleon-nucleon cross-sections[12, 
13]. The MFP multiplier COST is used to adjust the nuclear mean free path 
in order to reproduce the experimental data. It accounts for the difference, 
if any, between the calculated and the actual MFPs for two-body residual 
interactions. 
Level densities of the residues may be calculated either from the Fermi 
gas model or from the constant temperature form. The Fermi gas model 
giveslU], 
p{U) = {U- <J)-5/V(V»(t^-«)) (32) 
Where, S is the pairing term and U is the excitation energy of the nucleus. 
The level density parameter a is taken as A/K, where A being the mass 
number of the nucleus and K is an adjustable parameter. The level density 
p{U) in constant temperature approach is given as[15], 
p{U)oc^e'^'' (33) 
The differential cross-section for emitting a particle with channel energy 
£ may be written as (cross-section per unit energy to emit a particle of type 
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j ^ \ 2 oo 00 I+t 
T- = f E(2^ + TO(25. + l)E^'4s) E Pi^^jy^ (34) 
Where, A is the de-Broglie wavelength of the incident ion, Tj the trans-
mission coefficient of the /"' partial wave of the incident ion, p(e, J) the spin 
dependent level density for the residual nucleus, D the integral of numera-
tor over all particles and emission energies, e the excitation energy of the 
compound nucleus. S^ is the intrinsic spin of the particle u, T'e is the trans-
mission coefficient for the particle u with kinetic energy e and orbital angular 
momentum £. 
In the Weisskopf-Ewing calculations, the nuclear moment of inertia is 
assumed to be infinite and hence there is no energy tied to rotation. As such 
there is no level density cut off at high spin. This code does not take into 
account the angular momentum involved in heavy ion reactions. However, 
the heavy ion projectile imparts large angular momentum to the composite 
system which has a finite moment of inertia. Hence the composite nucleus 
has large rotational energy. Due to nuclear rotation, a nucleus with a given 
angular momentum J, can not have energy below a minimum value Ej^^^, 
which is given by. 
Er'^^J{J + l)- (35) 
Here, / being the moment of inertia of the composite nucleus. If in the 
last stages of nuclear de-excitation, higher angular momentum of the nucleus 
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inhibits particle emission more than it does 7 emission, then, the peak of the 
excitation functions corresponding to particle emission mode will be shifted 
to higher energy [16]. A similar shift may also be produced if the mean energy 
of the evaporated particles increases with increasing nuclear spin. One way 
of obtaining an estimate of the overall energy shift is from the nuclear rota-
tional energy. Assuming the excited nucleus to be rigid body, the rotational 
energy may be given by Erot ^{m/M)Eiab, where, m/M is the ratio of the 
projectile and target masses and Eiab is the incident energy [16]. To account 
for the large angular momentum imparted to the composite system in heavy 
ion reactions, it is desirable to shift the energy axis for excitation functions 
calculated with code ALICE-91, by the approximate amount of the rotaional 
energy Erot-
4.2 PACE 
The code PACE[2] is used to calculate the reaction cross-section of ex-
cited compound nucleus having high angular momentum using a statistical 
approach. In this code most of the required input parameters have been used 
as default. Fission is considered as a decay mode, while the incomplete fusion 
is not taken into account. The angular momentum conservation is explicitly 
taken into account at each step. 
The partial cross-section for compound nucleus formation at angular mo-
mentum i and specific bombarding energy is given by. 
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a, =- ^ ( 2 i : + l ) r , (36) 
Where, A is the reduced wavelength and T^ is given by, 
T , = [1 + exp{i - irru..)!^]'' (37) 
Where, 6 is the diffuseness parameter and C a i is obtained by total fusion 
cross-section, 
(^F = Yl^i (38) 
The transmission coefficients for the evaporation of light particles (n, p 
and Q), during the first step of de-excitation are obtained by optical model 
calculations. In this code the fission decay mode may be considered using a 
rotating liquid fission barrier routine[2]. Angular momentum projections are 
calculated at each stage of de-excitation which enables the determination of 
the angular distribution of the omitted particles. It may be pointed out that 
code PACE performs only the statistical equilibrium model calculations and 
does not take PE emission into consideration. 
4.3 CASCADE 
The code CASCADE[3] is based on Hauser-Feshbach theory[17] for com-
pound nucleus calculations and is frequently used to calculate the reaction 
cross-sections for heavy-ion interactions. It is assumed that the compound 
nucleus has lost all its memory about the formation by the time a thermody-
namic equilibrium is attained. This code computes the reaction cross-sections 
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for product nuclei both stable and radioactive in the ground state formed 
by the de-excitation of the compound nucleus. The decay probabilities are 
determined by the level densities of the daughter nuclei and the barrier pen-
etrabilities for the various channels. This code does not take into account 
the possibility of pre-equilibrium emission and/or incomplete fusion. How-
ever, the present version of the code includes fission competition for which 
the liquid drop fission barrier is assumed. Some of the input parameters like 
the mass of nuclide and the transmission coefficients for the emitted particles 
are computed using subroutines MASS and TLCALC, respectively, for the 
region of interest and are stored permanently on the disc. The optical model 
potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees [11] are used for calculating the trans-
mission coefficients for protons and neutrons, while optical model potential 
of Satchler[18] is used for a particles. Fermi gas model is used for calculating 
the level densities for the product nuclei. At low excitation energies, the pa-
rameters can be determined empirically. However, attention is required for 
the spin dependence of level densities in the region of high excitation. This 
is because of the high angular momenta involved in heavy ion reactions. 
The partial cross-section for the formation of the compound nucleus of 
spin J and parity n from a projectile and a target nuclei of spins Jp and JT 
respectively, at center of mass energy E is given by[19], 
Here, Ti the transmission coefficient, depends on the energy and the or-
bital angular momentum . S={Jp + JT) is the channel spin. The T; as a 
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function of angular momentum is approximated by a Fermi distribution, 
'^' " l + exp[-(£-4)/d] "^^ ^^  
Where, ig is the grazing angular momentum and d is the diffuseness para-
meter. 
In case of even-even nuclei, the spins of the projectile and the target are 
taken as zero. The partial cross-section in that case is given as, 
at = ^{2i + l)Te{E) (41) 
While, the total cross-section (at) is given by, 
at=^f:i'^^+mE) (42) 
The total fusion cross-section for the maximum angular momentum ic of 
the CN is given by; 
^/ = ^ E ( 2 ^ + i m ( ^ ) (43) 
In statistical model calculations, the critical angular momentum ic for CN 
fusion may have a sharp limit, or may have some overlap from 4 to higher £ 
determined by the diffuseness parameter d. 
The level density p at an excitation energy E and spin J is given by [20], 
p{E,J)=uj{E,M = J)-u{E,M = J + l) (44) 
with the level densities,, 
u}{E,M) =u{E - MyaR,Q),uj{E,0) = _ - l _ ^ exp(2Vaf/) (45) 
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and the equation of state, 
U = E-A = at''-^t (46) 
Here, a is the level density parameter which determines the energy de-
pendence, A is the pairing energy which determines the zero point of the 
effective excitation energy U = E - A and t is the thermodynamic temper-
atm-e given by the equation of state. The spin dependence is determined 
by the parameter aR — 2Ilh^, where, / is the effective moment of inertia 
obtained from the low lying states of the isotope. Generally, I is taken as, 
2 
/ = -mr'^ (47) 
5 
with, r = ToA^^^ 
The level density formula implies a yrast line, 
Eroi{J) = J{J + l)/aR + A = '^'^'^-^^^^ + A (48) 
When large range of excitation energies are involved, the parameters used 
should be energy dependent. Therefore, the entire energy region is divided 
into three groups, 
Region I (Low excitation energy E<3 to 4 MeV) 
Here, the experimentally known levels are used. 
Region II (Medium excitation energy 4<E<10 MeV) 
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Here, the analytic level density formula is applied. The parameters a and 
A can be determined empirically for each nucleus as was done by Vonach 
and Hillie et. al.,[2l] and Dilg et. al.,[22]. 
Region III (High excitation energy E>ELDM) 
In this region, very little is known about the level densities. So it is as-
sumed that at a sufficiently high excitation energy ELDM, all nuclei behave 
as predicted by liquid drop model (LDM). Analytical form of Fermi gas level 
density is used here and both parities are assumed equiprobable. The pa-
rameter a=aiDM is taken to be (1/8)A MeV~'^. The pairing shift ^LDM 
is calculated assuming that the virtual ground state for the level density in 
this region should coincide with the ground state energy of a spherical Uquid 
drop which can be calculated from one of the following options (1) Myers-
Swiatecki mass formula (2) Dilg et. al.[22] and (3) Ramamurthy et. al.[23]. 
The moment of inertia which determines the spin dependence is taken to be 
that of a deformable liquid drop with gyrostatic motion. 
4.4 SUMRULE MODEL 
The SUMRULE[4] model is based on idea of partial statistical equilibrium 
and generalized concept of critical angular momentum. With the help of 
this model, one can calculate absolute cross-sections for complete fusion, 
incomplete fusion and other binary reactions, which presumably proceed via 
the formation of dinuclear system. J.Wilczyhski et.al.[4], assumed that the 
transfer of mass may only take place if the angular momentum of relative 
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motion of the captured fragment with respect to the absorbing nucleus is 
smaller than the critical angular momentum {i < icr)- The critical angular 
momentum c^r (based on liquid drop model) is calculated with the help of the 
following formulation, 
(49) 
Where, Ci, C^ and Z\, Zi are the half-density radii and charges of two 
interacting nuclei, respectively, while 7 is the surface tension coefficient. The 
half-density radii may be calculated using the expression [24] 
C = i?{l - - ^ -I-...} (50) 
Where, b = l / m and R = {\.1^A\ - 0.76+0.8A^) / m . The surface 
tension coefficient 7 is given as, 
7 = 0.95(1 - 1.78/2)MeK/m2 (51) 
As concluded by Bondorf et.al.[25], the reaction probability for a given 
channel /'(i) is proportional to the following exponential factor. 
P(z)oc , , , (Qpp(0 - Qc{i)) (52) 
Where, Qgg is the ground state Q-value, T the effective temperature and 
Qc(i)[= {ZbZy - ZaZx)e'^/Rc] is the change in the Coulomb interaction 
energy due to the transfer of charge. Za, Zx, Zb and Zy are, respectively 
the charges of the initial ions and of the final ions. 
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Under the assumption of the smooth cut-off in the i space for each indi-
vidual reaction channel i, the transmission coefficient Ti{i) is given as, 
T,(i) = 1 -I- exp - — A (53) 
Here, iumii) is the limiting angular momentum in the reference frame of 
entrance channel and A the diffuseness of the cut-off in the Tg, distribution, 
respectively. 
The absolute cross-section for a reaction channel (i) is given by the ex-
pression. 
Where, -A = ^ is the reduced wave length associated with the entrance 
channel in the center of mass system and i,nax is the angular momentum 
that confines the range of partial waves leading to formation of the dinuclear 
system. 
The model contains three free parameters, one is the effective tempera-
ture T, second the effective Coulomb interaction radius Re and the third is 
diffuseness A of the Te distributions. The second and third parameters are 
purely empirical in nature, while T has no clear interpretation. 
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Chapter 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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In the present work, excitation functions (EFs) for twenty three reactions 
have b(>en measured. A hst of these reactions is given below; 
'•''TeC'N, abriY^^La, '''^TeC'N, aQnY^'oLa, '^'TeC'^N, a2pny''^Cs, 
'^^Rh{'^0,p2nY'^Te, ''^^Rh{'^0,2py'\Sb, '''^nhC'^0,2pny'^'f>Sb, 
'"3ii/i(">0,2pn)'^'""56, '°^RhC''0,ay'^Sb, ''^^Rh{^^0,2ay''^In, 
'°^RhC^O, 2Q2n)i09s/n, '°^RhC^O, Sany^^'Ag, i°3/?/i(^«0,3a3ny^'Ag, 
i^OTeC^O, bny^'^Nd, '^°TeC^O, aZny^^^Ce, ^^"^Tei^^O, 3ocny^^'Xe, 
i302^g(i6Q 3^^)i33m;^g and '^°Te{'^0,3aZny^'^Xe. 
The measured EFs for these reactions are plotted in Figs. 5.1.1-5.3.3. The 
analysis of EFs has been performed employing three different computer codes 
viz., ALICE-91[1], PACE[2] and CASCADE[3]. Details of the analysis are 
provided in Sections 5.1 to 5.3. 
With a view to separate out the relative contributions of complete 
fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion (ICF), the recoil range distributions 
(RRDs) of some residues produced in the interaction of ^^O with ^^^Tm 
have been measured at =76 and 81 MeV energies. The RRD for the ra-
dioactive residues of reactions ^^^TmC^O, Zny^^Ir, ^^^TmC^O,pny^^sOs, 
>«3rm(i«0,p2n)i«205, '''TmC'0,p3ny''30s, '^^Tm{'^0,ay^'Re, 
""^TmC'0,2apny'-^Hf, '^'TmC'0,2ap5ny''Hf, '^^TmC^O, 3any'^Lu 
and ^^^rm(i^O,3a2n)i^i»Lu have been measured. The analysis of the 
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data is presented in section 5.5. An attempt has also been made to 
measure the angular distributions of radioactive residues formed in the 
reactions '^^Tm{'^0,3nY^^Ir, '^^TmC^OAnY^'Ir, "''Tm{'^0,p2nY^^0s, 
i^^Tm{'^0,p3ny^^30s, '^^Tm{'^0,aY^'Re and '^^Tmi'^O^ZanY'^^Lu at 
Ks81 MeV incident beam energy. Detailed analysis of these measurements is 
presented in section 5.6. 
5.1 Analysis using code ALICE-91 
The code ALICE-91 developed by M. Blann[4], is based on Weisskopf-
Ewing model[5] for CN calculations and Hybrid Model[6] for simulating 
PE-emission. The code assumes equipartition of energy among the ini-
tially excited particles and holes. It uses Gove mass tables[7] or My-
ers Swiatecki/Lysekil[8] mass formula. The option that substitutes Gove's 
table [7] for Myers Swiatecki/ Lysekil[8] mass formula including shell cor-
rections has been used. In order to calculate inverse cross-sections optical 
model subroutine with the parameters of Becchetti and Greenlees[9] has been 
employed for the reaction channels occurring in the systems '^'A'^  -|-^ ^^  Te, 
IQQ _)_IO3 ^ ^ g^ j^ j^  16Q _|_i30 rp^ 'pj^ g measured EFs for various channels popu-
lated in these systems are compared with those of theoretical predictions in 
Figs. 5.1.1 to 5.1.7. 
System C'^N +^^^ Te) 
The important parameters of the code ALICE-91 are the level density 
parameter a, initial exciton number Uo, and the mean free path multi-
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pUov COST. T\\v first paiauioter largely affects the equilibrium component, 
throiiRh th(^  le\'el (iensitic^s. The level density parameter a is calculated using 
th(> relation a A/I\\ \vher(\ .4 is the mass uumlxu' of th(> nucleus and A' is 
a constant which may be varied to match the experimental data. The effect 
of the variation of K on the calculated EFs has been studied. The value of 
K was varied from 9 to 18. As a tyi)ical example the calculated EFs for the 
reaction ^•'^ '*re(".V, 4n) for different values of K are shown in Fig. 5.1.1. As 
can be seen from this figure and, in general, the present experimental data 
is b{\st reproduced with a value of K=\8. However, it has been pointed out 
by J.P. Lcstono[10] tluit the value of K above 10 is unrealistic. 
10V 
10^  
"''Te(^'N,4n)"'""Pr 
1 ' 1 '—3 
EXPERIMENTAL 
n„=14 
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10" I > 1 < I ' 1 1 1 ' I t _ J 1 I L 
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Fig. 5.1.1 Excitation functions for the reaction ^• '^*Te(^ '*yV,4n)^ ^*'"Pr. The 
fill(<d circles represent the experimental data. Various curves correspond to 
the theoretical predictions of the code ALICE-91. 
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Hcuco, the Ccikulatious douo usiuj>, the level density parameter K=9 and 10 
avo shown m Fig, 5.1.2(rt). 
The i)aranieters n„ and COST largely govern the PE-component. The 
initial i^xciton number n„ decides the complexity of initial configuration. 
Smaller value ui n„ means that the initial state is less complex and hence 
far from the eciuilibrium. As such, a larger PE-contribution is expected. 
On the other hand a large value of rio means that the system is nearer to 
the ecjuilibrium stage and therefore, smaller PE-contribution is likely. In 
order to study the effect of variation of rit, on calculated EFs, calculations 
have been done by varying n„ from 14 to 16[11]. As a representative case, 
these calculations for ^^Tp(''*.V,4ri) channel are shown in Fig. 5.1.2(b). It 
may he seen from this hgure, and in general also, that a value of no=14 is 
best suit(>(i foi th(^  pie.sont expeiimental data. A value of ao-=14 may be 
justihed assuming that the piojectile ".V breaks up in the nuclear field of 
the target nucleus creating 14 excitons. The parameter COST, which may 
bo us(\l to adjust the mean free path for two body residual interactions in-
side the nuclear matter is varied from 1 to 3 and its (effect on excitation 
function for '-''7>(".V. 1?;) reaction is shown in Fig. 5.1.2(c), as a repre-
.sentative case. It may be pointed out that a set of A'-IO, no=14 with 
COSTS giv(>s a satisfactory reproduction of the magnitude of the experi-
mental data, in general. As a typical case, the calculated excitation function 
for '^^Tf'C'A'.Dn) reaction is shown in Fig. 5.1.2.(d) along with the mea-
sured data. It may be observed that the theoretical calculations satisfacto-
rily rei)roduce the magnitude of the experimental data in the peak region. 
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Fig. 5.1.2 Excitation functions for the reactions ^'^^Te{^^N,Any^^'^Pr, 
TeC\W,5ny^^Pr and ^^^TeC\^^,p4ny^''>'Ce. The filled circles represent 
the exporinieutal data. Various curves correspond to the theoretical 
prodittious of the code ALICE-91. 
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It hius, lunvovcr, been observed that excitation functions calculated us-
ing the al)()V(^  s(>t, of paianietois for all the Ccuses studied presently, have their 
maxima shifted towards the lower energy side, as compared to the experimen-
tal data. This is expected -an in HI induced reactions, the proje(;tile imparts 
large angular momentum to the composite system. As such, this high an-
gular mouientuni imparted to the composite system, may inhibit particle 
emission in the last stages of de-excitation[13|. As a result, the peaks of the 
experimental EFs corresponding to particle emission mode are expected to 
be shifted towards higher energy[13] side. This effect has not been taken into 
account in code ALlCE-91. An estimate of the possible energy shift may 
be obtained from the rotational energy Erot, which may be approximated 
using the formulation E,ut ^{Tn/M)Eiah['i-3], where, m and M are respec-
tively the projectile and target masses and Eiab is incident energy. In the 
rc^ gime of incident energies considered in the present work, the rotational 
energy shift (£Vo/) for different systems is found to vary from %? to 9 MeV. 
Since, the angular monuuitum effects have not been taken into account in 
WVisskopi'-Ewing calculations, it is desirable to shift the calculated EFs by 
an amount ^Em,. As such, theoreticcilly calculated EFs for all the reac-
tions wer{^  shifted towards the higher energy side by an amount ^Eroi and 
satisfactory agreement between experimental and theoretical EFs has been 
observed, in general. As a representative case the effect of rotational energy 
on calculated EF for the reaction ^'^^Te{^^N,An) is shown in Fig. 5.1.2.(e). 
In Fig. 5.1.2.(f), experimentally measured cross-sections for the reaction 
'^'*rfi("'A'.p4n) are shown along with theoretically calculated EFs. As can 
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1)(^  S(v<ii tVoin this figm(\ rvon l)v varying the level (l(>usity limamotcr constant 
A', tlu' theoietieal calculations luidcicstiniate the cross-sections as compared 
to tlie expovinunital ch t^a. These larger values of observed cross-sections 
may be due to the contribution from precursor decay. During irradiation of 
the sample, the residual nucleus ^'"Ce may be populated via two different 
channels. One, directly through the reaction ^'^^TeC'^N.p^n) and secondly 
through the J^ /EC decay of the residual nucleus ^^"^Pr formed via the reac-
tion '•^'*Tc('\V, 5r)). As such, the meas\ued cross-sections of ^2**Te(^*N,p4n) 
reaction will have contribution from the ;^ '*' decay of higher charge isobar 
precinsor (cumulative yi(!ld) also. Though, it is possible to estimate the con-
tribution from precursor decay[14], however this could not be done in the 
present case, since the meta stable state of the ^^^Ce could not be observed. 
In figure 5.1.3(a), experimentally measured EF for ^2*Te(*'*N,4n) reac-
tion is compared with the theoretical calculations done using only the CN 
model as well as by including PE-component. The dashed line in this figure 
shows CN calculations done by considering Weisskopf-Ewiiig model. As can 
bo seen from this figiue, t.lie CN calculations do not match with the expcri-
mentcxl data in the higher energy side where PE-emission may be important. 
In order to see the effect of PE-emission theoretical calculations were also 
performed using hybrid model option of the code ALICE-91. It can be see 
from Fig. 5.1.3(a), that high energy tail portion of the measured EF is 
close to calculated EF, if PE-emission is included in the calculations. As 
such, it may be concluded that there is considerable PE-component in the 
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Fig. 5.1.3 Excitation functions for the reactions ^'^Te{^'^N,Any^^'^Pr, 
'28re(i'»/V,2Q2pn)i3i/ and '^'TeC'N,Zay'''^I. The fiUed circles represent 
the experimental data. The solid and dotted lines correspond to the 
theoretical predictions of the code ALICE-91, respectively. 
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reaction ^'^^Te{^^N,An) at higher energies, as expected. For ^^^Te{^^N,a^n) 
and ^^^Te(^''iV,Q6n) reactions, the theoretical predictions of code ALICE-
91 including PE-emission give substantially small cross-sections as compared 
to the measured cross-sections as shown in Figs. 5.1.3(b) and (c) respec-
tively. This discrepancy of considerably higher values of the experimentally 
measured cross-sections as compared to the theoretical calculations, may be 
explained in terms of the contribution coming from ICF of the ^^N ion. If 
it is assumed that ^'^N ion breaks up into ^°5 and '^He fragments under the 
nuclear field of the target nucleus and if only one of the two fragments i.e., 
^°B fuses with the target (and *He moves along the beam direction) nucleus 
forming the excited composite system ^^^La*. The excited ^^^La* may then 
emit 5n/6n leading to the formation of the residual nuclei ^^^La and ^^"^La, 
respectively. Theoretical calculations of ALICE-91, however, do not take 
into account this ICF process. As such, the discrepancy in the experimen-
tally measured EFs and the theoretically calculated counter parts may be 
attributed to the above mentioned ICF processes. 
For the i28Te(^*A^,Q2pn), ^^^Te{'*N,2a2jm) and ^287^6(1*^, 3a) reac-
tions, theoretical predictions of code ALICE-91 give negligible cross-sections. 
However, the measured cross-sections are substantial as shown in figure 
5.1.3(d-f). This discrepancy of much higher experimentally measured cross-
sections as compared to the theoretical calculations, may again indicate the 
presence of contributions coming from incomplete fusion of the '^AT ion. The 
higher cross-sections in case of ^'^^Te{^'^N,a2jm) reaction may be explained 
assuming that ^°B (If i^ iV breaks up into i°B and ^He) fuses with the target 
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nucleus emitting two protons and a neutron. Similarly, in case of the reac-
tion ^'^^TeC'^N,2a2pn) it may be assumed that ^"^N breaks into ^Li and two 
alpha particles, where ^Li fuses with the target nucleus to form ^^^Cs*. The 
excited composite system ^^'^Cs* then emits two protons and one neutron to 
produce '^'7. Further, in case of ^^^TeC^N,3a) reaction, it may be assumed 
that the '^TV breaks up into three a-particles and a deuteron, where fusion of 
deuteron takes place with target nucleus leaving behind the residual nucleus 
'^ ' / which may decay by 7-emission. Since, excitation functions calculated 
using ALICE-91 (which does not include incomplete fusion) underestimate 
the measured data for '^^Te{'^N,a^n), '^^Te{'^N,aQ,n), '^^TeC''N,a2jm), 
i28j'g^i4^ 2a2pn) and ^^^TeC*N,3a) reactions, it may be inferred that in-
complete fusion contributes significantly to these reactions. 
System ^^0 +^^^ Rh) 
In all the calculations done for the reactions induced in the interaction of 
I6Q .^103 ^^^ .^ value of K=10 gives satisfactory reproduction of the experi-
mental data. The value of no is taken as 16, which may be justified assuming 
that the projectile ^^O breaks up in the nuclear field of the target nucleus 
creating 16 excitons. The parameter COST, which is used to adjust the 
mean free path for two body residual interactions inside the nuclear matter, 
is taken equal to 3. It may be pointed out that a set of K=10, no=16 with 
C0ST=3 gives a satisfactory reproduction of the magnitude of the experi-
mental data. In Fig. 5.1.4, experimentally measured EF ioT^'^^Rh{^^0,pn) 
reaction is compared with the theoretical calculations done with the inclusion 
of PE-emission to the CN calculations. It can be seen from this figure, that 
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Fig. 5.1.4 Excitation functions for the reaction ^°^Rh(^^0,pnY^'^sTe. The 
filled circles represent the experimental data. Theoretical predictions of 
code ALICE-91, with and without pre-equilibrium emission are shown by 
solid and dotted lines, respectively. 
high onorgy tail portion of the measured EF is close to calculated EF, if 
PE-emission is included in the calculations. As such, it may be concluded 
that PE-emission plays an important role at higher energy regime, as ex-
pected. In Figs. 5.1.4, 5.1.5(a), (b) and (c) the measured EFs for the re-
actions i03i?/z(i6O,pn), '''Rh{''0,p2n), '^^Rhi'^0,2p) and '''RhC'0,2pn) 
are shown alongwith calculated EFs. FVom these figures, it may be observed 
that the theoretical calculations give lower cross-section values as compared 
to the experimental data. These higher values of observed EFs may again be 
due to the contribution from precursor decay, as discussed below. 
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During irradiation of the sample, residues ^^^^Te and ^^^Te may be 
populated via two different channels. One, directly through the reactions 
^°^RhC^O,pn) & ^°^Rh{^^0,p2n), respectively and secondly, through the 
/3+/EC decay of higher charge isobar precursors ^^ /^ and ^^^I formed via the 
reactions ^^^RhC^0,2n) and ^^^RhC^0,3n), respectively. As such, the mea-
sured activities of n^g.uej'g ^^^y Yi&ve contributions from the /3+/EC decay of 
higher charge isobar precursors (cumulative yield ) also. It is possible to sep-
arate out the contribution from precursor decay using successive radioactive 
decay formulations[14]. In the present case, the precursors ^^''I{ti/2 = 2.2 m) 
and ^^ ^7(^ 1/2 = 2.9 sec) have short half hves, and could not be observed, since 
counting could be started only after 10 m of the stop of the irradiation. How-
ever, for separating the precursor contribution the values of cross-sections for 
the production of residues ^^"^I and ^^^I have been taken from the predictions 
of code PACE. The independent yields (filled symbols) of "^^Te and ^^^Te 
obtained after subtracting the precursor contributions are also shown in Fig. 
5.1.4 and 5.1.5(a), alongwith cumulative yields (open symbols). As can be 
seen from this figure, that now there is some what better agreement between 
theoretical and measured excitation functions. Similarly, in case of reaction 
^°^i?/i(^^0,2p) the residue '^ '^ 56 may be populated (i) directly through 2p 
channel and (ii) via the decay of higher charge isobar precursor ^^"^^Te formed 
in the ^°^/?/i(^^0,pn) reaction. The precursor contribution in this case has 
also been separated using the prescription given by Cavinato et.al.,[l4]. The 
cumulative as well as independent yields as obtained from the decay analysis 
have been plotted in Fig. 5.1.5(b). Theoretical calculations of code ALICE-
91 though show much lower cross-sections but follow the same trend as that 
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of measured values. Experimentally measured reaction cross-sections for the 
voactious '"''/i/i("'O,2p70"""'"'Sf> aro also shown in Fig. 5.1.5(c). 
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Fig. 5.1.5 Excitation functions for the reactions ^°^i?/i(^®0,p2n)^^^Te, 
'°^RhC'0,2py''Sb, '°'Rh{''0,2pny''9Sb, '°'RhC^0,2pny'^^Sb and 
^°3/2/i(i6(9,a)^'556. Theoretical predictions of code ALICE-91 are shown by 
sohd lines. 
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It may, however, be noted that ALICE-91, calculations give only the total 
cross-sections and do not calculate cross-sections for isomeric and ground 
states separately. The independent yield for ^^^'Sb has been separated from 
the measured cumulative yield using the standard formulation of successive 
radioactive decay. 
The enhancement of measured excitation functions for the reactions 
'''^RhC''0,ay'''Sb, '"3;^/i('«0,2Q)"'5/n and ^^^RhC^O,2a2ny°^'In as 
shown iu Figs. 5.1.5(d), 5.1.6(a) and (b), may be attributed to the fact 
that these residues may not only be populated by the complete fusion alone 
but also have significant contributions from incomplete fusion. The residue 
^^^Sb may be produced via two different channels. One, by the complete 
fusion of ^^O with ^° /^?/i forming ^^^I and secondly, by the emission of an 
Q-particle from this composite system. The residue ^^^Sb may also be popu-
lated through ICF process, if it is assumed that the incident ^^O ion breaks 
up into ''^C and an a-particles out of which, '^^ C fuses with ^^^Rh target 
nucleus giving rise to the formation of ^^^Sb, which may decay by emitting 7 
radiations.Similarly, in case of the reaction '°''/t!/i("'0,2a), the residue ^''^/n 
may be populated both via CF & ICF channels. Here, it may be assumed 
that ^^O breaks up into *Be and 2a fragments in the field of the interact-
ing ions, where ^Be fuses with the target nucleus and 2a-particles move 
forward. Since, code ALICE-91 do not take into account this incomplete 
fusion process, as such, the enhancement of experimentally measured excita-
tion functions in comparison with theoretically calculated counter parts may 
be attributed to the incomplete fusion processes. The excitation function 
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Fig, 5.1.6 Excitation functions for the reactions ^°^/2/j.{^^0,2Q)^"9/n, 
Thoorctital predictions of code ALICE-91 are shown by sohd Hnes. 
of "'^/?/i("'0,2a2n)'""-'/n reaction [Fig. 5.1.6(b)] needs special mention. In 
this ca-se. the nietastablo states of half lives 1.3 m and 0.2 sec of ^°^/n could 
not be obser\-ed. As such, the discrepancy may be attributed to the contri-
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hiitiou tVoiu motastablc stat.o as well as from the iuc.ompletc fusion process. 
Further, the theoretical calculations give negligible cross-sections in compar-
ison to measured cross-sections for the reactions ^^^RhC^O,Zany°^"'Ag and 
^°^ilh('^0, 'iainY^'^^Ag, while, the experimental values are qiiite substantial 
as shown in Fig. 5.1.6(c) and (d). As such, it may again be inferred that 
major contributions for the production of these residual nuclei may come 
from ICF (if ""O breaks up into a and ''^C fragments) channels, which are 
not considered in these calculations. The reaction '"^i?h(^^0,3an)^°^'"Ap 
may be explained assuming that incident '^O ions breaks up into a-particle 
& ^'^C and one of the fragments i.e., a-particle fuses with the target nucleus 
forming composite system ^^"^Ag, which may emit a neutron leaving behind 
the residue ^^^'^Ag. Similarly, the reaction '°3/?/i(i^O,3a3n)'°''Mg, may be 
explained if throe neutrons are emitted from the composite system ^^^Ag 
formed by the fusion of a-particle with ^^'^Rh. 
System C^O+^^^Te) 
The measured EFs for the reactions i)r(Hhued in the "^O +''^"Tfi system 
have also been compared with theoretical predictions based on computer code 
ALICE-91. As a typical example the effect of the variation of parameter K 
on the calculated EFs for '^"Te(^^0,5n)^^^9A^d reaction has been shown in 
Fig. 5.1.7(a). The present experimental data is best reproduced with a value 
oi K = 10. In order to see the effect of variation of no on calculated EFs, 
calculations have been done by varying TIQ from 14 to 16 in steps of one. The 
value of //()=:--16 is best suited for the present experimental data as in case of 
O -I '"•* Rh system. The parameter COST is also varied from 1 to 3 and 
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the value of COST-=l reproduces the experimental data satisfactorily. For 
this system the rotational energy shift is calculated to be «7.5 to 11 MeV. 
In cf„sc of ''"'Te( ^^0,0-37-0 reaction, theoretical predictions of code give low 
cross-sections while the measured experimental cross-sections are substantial 
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as shown in Fig. 5.1.7(b). This discrepancy of much higher experimentally 
measured cross-sections as compared to the theoretical calculations, may be 
explained in terms of the contribution coming from ICF of the ^^O ion. If 
it is assumed that ^^O ion breaks up into ^^C and '^He fragments under the 
nuclear field of the target nucleus and if ^^C of the two fragments fuses with 
the target nucleus and reaming part of it moves in the beam direction as a 
spectator. 
In Figs. 5.1.7(c) and (d) measured cross-sections for the reactions 
^^°Te('^ 0,3<-vr?) and '^°Te(^^0,3Q3n) have been shown. In case of these 
reactions, calculations give negligible cross-sections while the measured ex-
perimental cross-sections are quite substantial as shown in figures. Since, 
ICF is not considered in these calculations the enhancement of the measured 
EFs for these reactions may be attributed to the contributions from ICF 
Channels. 
5.2 Analysis using code PACE 
The code PACE[2] is based on statistical approach. In this code the 
deexcitation of the CN .is followed by Monte Carlo procedure. The angular 
momentum projections are calculated at each stage of deexcitation which en-
ables the determination of the angular distribution of the emitted particles. 
Measured and calculated excitation functions for the reaction residues popu-
lated in the systems ^^N+^^^Te, ^^0+'°^Rh and '^O+^^'^Te are graphically 
shown in Figs 5.2.1 to 5.2.5 and are discussed here. 
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System {^-^N+^^^Te) 
In code PACE the level density parameter a is an important parameter, 
which may be varied to match the experimental data. The effect of variation 
in level density parameter constant /C(=8, 9 and 10) on calculated EFs for 
the reactions '^ '^ Te '^^ iV, 4n), ^^'^TeC^N, bn) and i2«Te(i''iV,p4n) are shown in 
Figs. 5.2.1(a-c). As can be observed from these figures, a value of K=Q satis-
factorily reproduces the measured EFs, for ^^^Tei^'^N, An) and ^'^^Tei^'^N, 5n) 
channels which are populated via complete fusion. Further, as can be seen 
from Fig. .5.2.1(c), that the experimental values are larger as compared to 
their theoretical counter part. As in case of ALICE-91 calculations also, it 
may be because of the contribution from precursor decay. As already men-
tioned the prec-ursor contribution in this case could not be separated. Since, 
ICF ih not considered in these calculations the enhancement of the mea-
sured EFs over their theoretical counter part for reactions ^'^^Te(^^N,a5n) 
and ^'^^Te{^'^N,a6n) as shown in Figs. 5.2.1(d) & (e) may be attributed to 
the fact that these isotopes are not only produced by the complete fusion 
but also have significant contribution from ICF (if ^^N breaks up into ^°D 
and '^He fragments). Further, the theoretical PACE calculations give negligi-
ble cross-sections for the reactions ^'^^TeC'^N,a2pn), ^'^^Te{^'^N,2a2pn), and 
'^*'re('''A^, 3Q) while the experimental values are quite substantial as shown 
in Figs. 5.2.1(f), 5.2.2(a) k (b), respectively. As such, it may again be in-
ferred that major contribution for the production of these residues comes 
from ICF channels, which are not considered in these calculations. 
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Fig. 5.2.1 Excitation functions for the reactions ^^'^Te("*A'',4n)^^^'"Pr, 
'''Te{''N,5ny'''Pr, '^^TeC'N^piny^'^Ce, '''TeC'N,a5ny'^La, 
''^TeC'N,a6ny^^^La and ''^TeC'N,a2pnY^^-'Cs. The filled circles 
represent the experimental data. Various curves correspond to the 
theoretical predictions of the code PACE. 
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System C^O +'°^ Rh) 
In the present calculations for the reactions populated in ^^0-\-^^^Rh sys-
tem, a value of /<'=9 is found to give a satisfactory reproduction of experimen-
tal data. In Figs. 5.2.3(a), (b), (c) and (d), experimentally measured cross-
sections for the reactions "'•*/?/i('^0,pn), "''RhC''0,p2n), i"^/?/i(i«0,2p) and 
^°^/?/i(^'^0,2pn) are shown alongwith theoretically calculated EFs. As can 
be seen from these figures, theoretical calculations underestimate the cross-
sections as compared to the experimental data. These larger values of ob-
served cross-sections may be due to the contribution from the decay of higher 
charge precursor, as discussed in section 5.1. As shown in Figs. 5.2.3(e) 
and (f), in case of channels ^^^RhC^O^ay^^Sb and ^^^Rh{^^0,2aY^^3In, the 
measured cross-sections exceed the theoretical calculations. This discrep-
ancy may be attributed to the fact that these channels are populated not 
only by complete fusion but also by ICF process (i.e., fusion of ^^C and ^Be, 
respectively). For the channel ^°^Rh{^^0,2a2ny°^^In the calculations over-
estimate the measured cross-sections as shown in Fig. 5.2.4(a). It is expected 
beca'ise the metastable states of half lives 1.3 m and 0.2 sec. of ^°^/n could 
not be observed and the code calculates the total cross-section and not the 
contributions separately for the ground and metastable states. 
In case of '°^RhC^0,3any°^"'Ag and '''^Rh{'^0,3a3ny'?^3Ag reactions 
theoretical prediction of code PACE give negligible cross-sections while the 
measured cross-sections are substantial, as shown in Fig. 5.2.4(b) and 
(c). This discrepancy of higher experimentally measured cross-sections 
as compared to the theoretical calculations, may again be attributed to 
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with code PACE are represented by the solid lines. 
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calculation done by code PACE is represented by the solid Hne. 
the contributions coming from incomplete fusion of the ^^O ion. Since, the-
oretical calculations of PACE do not take into account the ICF, it may be 
inferred that a significant part of these reactions involving a-emission chan-
nels go through ICF, at these energies. 
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System ("'O+^^^Te) 
The measured and calculated excitation functions for the reac-
tions '''°Tc{H),5ny''sMd, '30re(i60,Q3n)i39sCe, '30^6(160,3071)1339X6, 
^'^^TeC^O,3Qn)^^^"'Xe and ^^^TeC^'O/daSnY^^^'Xe are shown in Fig 5.2.5. 
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Fig. 5.2.5 Excitation functions for the reactions ^^°Te{^^0,5n)i^i3iVd, 
i30Te(i«O,a37i)i399Ce, ''°Te{''OMny''^Xe, ''°Te{''0,3any'^"^Xe and 
i30Te(i6O,3Q3n)i3i-Xe. The filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Various curves correspond to the theoretical predictions of the code PACE. 
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Calculations have been done using the code PACE with K=8, 9 and 10, re-
spectively. It may be observed from the Fig 5.2.5(a) that a value of K=9 well 
reproduces the experimental data for the 5n channel, which is expected to be 
formed by CF only. Further, in case of reaction ^^°Tei^^O,a3ny^^3Ce, the 
measured EF [Fig. 5.2.5(b)] exceeds the theoretical EF, which again indicates 
that ICF plays an important role. Moreover, for i30Te(^^O,3an)^2^9''"Xe and 
isoj^ g i^SQ 3Q3„^i3im;^g channels the theoretical calculations of PACE show 
negligible cross-sections (and hence not shown in figures) Avhile the mea-
sured cross-sections are appreciable. Thus, it may again be inferred that 
these channels may have significant contributions from the ICF processes, as 
shown in Figs. 5.2.5(c) and (d). 
5.3 Analysis using code CASCADE 
The code CASCADE[3] developed by F. Puhlhofer is based on Hauser-
Feshbach theory[18] for evaporation calculations. This code computes the re-
action cross-sections for the residues formed by the de-excitation of the com-
pound nucleus. The decay probabilities are determined by the level densities 
of the daughter nuclei and the barrier penetrabilities for the various chan-
nels. This code does not take into account the possibility of pre-equilibrium 
emission and/or incomplete fusion. Some of the input parameters like the 
mass of nuclide and the transmission coefficients for the emitted particles are 
computed using codes MASS and TLCALC, respectively, which are stored 
permanently on the disc. The optical model potentials of Becchetti and 
Greenlees[9] are used for calculating the transmission coefficients for pro-
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tons and neutrons, and the optical model potential of Satchler[19] is used for 
a particles. In this code for calculating binding energies, Myers-Swiatecki 
Lysekil[8] mass formula has been used. The Fermi-gas model is used in 
the code to calculate the level densities of the p^-oduct nuclei. In the code 
CASCADE the level density parameter constant K and the ratio of actual 
moment of inertia to the rigid body moment of inertia of the excited system 
Fe are the parameters, which may be varied to match the experimental data. 
At low excitation energies, the parameters can be determined empirically. 
However, attention is required for the spin dependence of level densities in 
the region of high excitation. This is because of the high angular momenta 
involved in heavy ion reactions. 
Excitation functions calculated using the code CASCADE are shown in 
Figs. 5.3.1 to 5.3.3. It may be observed from these figures that the value of 
K—IO and ^6=0.85 are best suited for the present measurements. The pre-
cursor contributions in cases of reactions ^^^Rh(^^0,pn), ^°^i?/i(^^0,p2n), 
i°3/?/i(i60,2p) and ^°^RhC^0,2pn)[Fig. 5.3.1] have been separated using 
the standard formulation as mentioned earlier. Further in case of reaction 
'°^/?/i(''^0,Q)[Fig.5.3.2(a)] the theoretical calculations have a lower value 
than the experimental data. It may be due to contribution of ICF chan-
nel. In case of ^°^Rh{^^0,2a) and ^°^RhC^O,2a2n)[F\gs.b.3.2{b) and (c)] 
reactions the measured cross-sections lie below the theoretical values. It is 
expected because only the ground state cross-sections have been measured. 
The theoretical calculations, however give the total cross-sections for both 
the ground and metastable states. In case of reactions ^°^Rh{^^0,3an) and 
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Fig, 5.3.1 Excitation functions for the reactions ^°^Rh{^^0,pn)^^'^sTe, 
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various lines. 
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^^•^Rh{^^0,Za'in) theoretical calculations using code CASCADE give negli-
gible value for cross-sections. However, as shown in Figs. 5.3.3(a) and (b) 
experimental values are «10-30 mb. In these two cases, it appears that the 
reactions predominantly proceed through ICF. 
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Fig. 5.3.3 Excitation functions for the reactions ^°^/?h(^^0,3fvn)'°^"M(7 
and ^"^/?/i(^^'0,3a3n)i"'»Mp. 
5.4 Analysis using SUMRULE model 
As has already been mentioned, it is possible to calculate cross-sections 
for CF and ICF channels using the SUMRULE[20] model. The underlying 
assumption in the SUMRULE model is that the ICF channels open only for 
those partial waves which have £ values greater than £crxucai{i > ^crutcoi)- On 
the other hand, partial waves oU < i^.ucai values contribute to CF. There are 
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three important parameters in the model viz., the temperature T of the con-
tact zone, the diffuseness A of the Tt distribution, and the Coulomb interac-
tion radius Re- The values T=3.5 MeV, ^=1.1% and i?c=12 fm have been 
suggested[20] for these parameters. The reaction residues, the ground state 
Q-values Qgg\n], experimental measured cross-sections and cross-sections 
calculated by SUMRULE model for ICF and CF channels populated in the 
system "^O +'^'* Tm at ss81 MeV incident beam energy are given in Table 
5.4.1. 
Residue 
Incomplete fusion channels 
''^^Lu 
•^•^•"Lii 
U^Hf 
Ml^lj 
'^'Re 
183gQg 
1820s 
mgQg 
182/^ 
Complete fusion channel 
185jr 
Table 5.4.1 
^99 
{MeV) 
-11.2 
-12.5 
-23.5 
-34.1 
-21.9 
-35.6 
-36.3 
-48.5 
-51.2 
-25.7 
a{Experiinental) 
(mb) 
69.6±15.0 
32.2±4.2 
193.9±40.1 
12.9±3.9 
40.2±12.1 
-
-
-
-
495±85 
a{SUMRULE) 
(mb) 
1.5x10-2 
1.0x10-2 
4.2x10-3 
2.0x10-" 
8.1 
2.0 
1.6 
5.2x10-2 
3.1x10-1 
535 
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As may be seen from the table, the calculated and experimental cross-
sections for CF channel agree reasonably well. However, there is a large 
discrepancy between the measured and calculated cross-section values for 
ICF channels. Similar discrepancy in case of ^^C +^^^ Ta system studied 
by Babu et. al.[21], in his experiments at w6 MeV/nucleon energy has 
also been observed. Wilczyhski et.al[20], tested the SUMRULE model for 
reactions at 8-10 MeV/nucleon energy and found satisfactory agreement in 
the calculated and experimental cross-sections. The possible reason for the 
disagreement between the experimental and SUMRULE model calculations 
for ICF channels in the present case, may be the non-validity of the concept 
of critical angular momentum at these low energies. The cluster structure of 
the incident ion may also play important role in ICF reactions. 
5.5 Recoil range distributions 
In order to separate out the relative contributions of complete and in-
complete fusion, the recoil range distributions (RRDs) for some residues pro-
duced in the interaction of ^^O with ^^^Trn have been measured at %76 and 
81 MeV incident energies. The measured differential RRDs for various evap-
oration residues are shown, respectively in Figs. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. It may be 
pointed out that, in our earlier analysis of some excitation functions[22, 23], 
enhancement of cross-sections was observed for some of these channels. 
The measured recoil range distributions for eight residues ^^^/r, ^^'^'^^^^Os, 
181 ^ g_ 175,171 ^ y ^^^ ^7^9,1719Lu at ft;76 MeV energy are shown in Figs. 
5.5.1.(a)-{h). Similarly, the measured data for the recoil ranges of nine 
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Fig. 5.5.1 Measured recoil range distributions of evaporated residues at 
!^76 MeV energy, in the system ^^O +^^^ Tm. 
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Fig . 5.5.2 Measured recoil range distributions of evaporated r.esidues at f^Sl 
MeV energy, in the system ^^O +^^^ Tm. 
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residues ^^'^Ir, isss.isa.isigQ^^ mj^^^ iio.mj^j and i^Ss.iTig^^ ^t «81 MeV 
incident energy have been plotted in Figs. 5.5.2.(a)-(i). An attempt has been 
made to fit experimentally observed recoil ranges of residues by Gaussian 
peaks using the software ORIGIN. The Gaussian fit for recoil ranges in case of 
182/r, and i82,i8igQg ^t «76 MeV and for the residues ^^'^Ir and isss.iss.isigQg 
at w81 MeV show only one peak. However, the experimental RRD data for 
the residues ^^^Re, i^s.ni/^y and I^^S.ITIS^^ ^t :%76 MeV and for the residues 
isi^g^ i75,i7i^y and i72s,i7is^j^ at «81 MeV may be fitted by more than one 
peaks. Each (;as(^  is discussed individually in the following; 
1. RRD for the residue ^^^Ir 
As has already been said this residue is produced from the reaction 
i^^TTn(i^0,3n). The experimental data for the recoil range distributions 
both at %76 and 81 MeV energies can be well fitted by Gaussian distribu-
tions with peaks at cumulative thickness «276 and 370 fig/cm^, respectively 
[Figs. 5.5.3.(a) and (b)). The recoil range for the residue has also been 
calculated using stopping power tables of Northcliffe and Schilling[24]. The 
calculated values agree well with the measured data. It may, therefore, be in-
ferred that the residue ^ '^^ /r is produced only by the complete fusion process. 
2. RRD for the residue ^^^^Qs 
The experimentally measured recoil range data with the Gaussian fit for 
this residue at %81 M.eV has been plotted in Fig. 5.5.4. The observed RRD 
for the residue ^^^^QS may be fitted by one Gaussian peak at the cumula-
tive thickness ^=370 fig/crn^. The calculations of the recoil range for this 
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Fig. 5.5.3 Gaussian fits to the measured recoil range data for the residue ^*^/r 
at 76 and 81 MeV energies. 
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residue has been performed using reference[24], which agree with the mea-
sured value. This residue may, therefore, be formed by the complete fusion 
of ^^O with the target nucleus ^^^Tm, through the reaction ^^^Tm{^^0,pn). 
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Fig. 5.5.4 Gaussian fit to the measured recoil range data for the residue ^^^^Os 
at 81 MeV energy. 
3. RRD for the residue ^^^Os 
The Gaussian fits of the RRD data for the residue ^^^Os at ^76 & 81 
MeV energies are shown in Figs. 5.5.5(a) and (b). As may be observed, 
the experimental RRD data at both the incident energies may be fitted by 
a single peak, at Ri276 ng/cm? for «76 MeV energy and Ri370 ng/cm^ 
thickness for ^81 MeV. Since, only one peak appears at each incident energy, 
it may be concluded that the residue ^*^0s is populated only by complete 
fusion at both the incident energies through the reaction ^^^Tm{^^0,p2n). 
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F\u-ther, the experimental value of the absorber thickness at peak position 
agrees well with the calculations done using stopping power values. 
4. RRD for the residue ^^^^QS 
The measured RRD data for the residue ^^^^QS both at w76 & 81 MeV 
incident energies may be fitted by a single peak, at w276 fxg/crn^ thickness 
for si76 MeV and at ^370 n.glcw? thickness for «81 MeV [Figs. 5.5.6(a) 
and (b)]. These peaks may be well understood, if it is assumed that the 
residue is produced by complete fusion in the reaction ^^^TTn(^^0,p3n). The 
observed cunnilative thicknesses of s;27G &: 370 ng/cm^ are well reproduced 
by theoretical calculations also. 
5. RRD for the residue ^^^Re 
The recoil range distributions for the residue ^^^ Re at both the inci-
dent energies (%76 & 81 MeV) are shown in Figs. 5.5.7(a) and (b). As 
may be observed from the figures the measured RRD data for this residue 
can be fitted by more than one Gaussian peaks. At the incident energy 
si76 MeV, the RRD data may be resolved into two Gaussian peaks one 
at w221 fig/cm'^ and the other at R;348 ng/cm? thickness. The Gaussian 
peaks for the «81 MeV data appear at the cumulative thicknesses «265 
and 380 ng/cm?, respectively. The peaks at higher cumulative thicknesses 
(w348 ng/cm^ at ?5;76 MeV and w380 fig/cm^ at 81 MeV) correspond to 
the residue which are populated by CF of ^^0 with the target on the other 
hand peaks at thicknesses %221 ^ig/cm'^ at 76 MeV and « 265 fig/cm^ at 81 
MeV may be assigned to those residues which are produced by ICF of ^^O. 
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Hence, it may be concluded that the residues produced by ^^'^Tm(^^0,a) 
channel may have contributions of complete as well as incomplete fusion. 
The relative contributions of the complete and incomplete fusion channels 
may be obtained from the intensity of the corresponding Gaussian peaks. 
The percentage contributions for the complete fusion and incomplete fusion 
channels are presented in Table 5.5.1. 
6. RRD for the residue ^'^^Hf 
In Figs. 5.5.8(a) and (b), the recoil range data for the residue ^"^^Hf 
have been plotted. The RRD data for this residue can be fitted by three 
Gaussian peaks, at both the incident energies w76 and 81 MeV. The 
Gaussian peaks are observed at wllO, 185 and 295 ^gjcrr? thicknesses, re-
spectively for the energy w76 MeV. In case of «81 MeV incident beam 
energy, the peaks are observed at the thickness =sl30, 300 and 396 jj-g/crri^, 
respectively. The inspection of these figures indicates that at RJ76 MeV 
incident energy, the residue ^^^Hf formed by the incomplete fusion of ^^0 
(fusion of ^Be) is stopped in the absorber thickness within the range of ^110 
fxg/cm'^, While the same residue formed by the incomplete fusion of ^^O 
(fusion of ^^C) has a range of ^185/j.g/cm'^. At the higher incident energy 
of «81 MeV, the corresponding ranges are «130 and 300 fig/cm?. The 
peak appearing at the highest absorber thicknesses of «295 pLg/cm^ at «76 
MeV and ?S5396 ^ig/crn^ at ss81 MeV incident energy are due to the com-
plete fusion of ^^O. The theoretical calculations for these recoil ranges per-
formed using the reference[24] satisfartorily repoduced the measured values. 
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7. RRD for the residue ^^^Hf 
The Gaussian fits of the measured recoil range data for the residue ^^'/// 
have been plotted in the Figs. 5.5.9(a) and (b). The RRD data for this 
residue can be fitted by three Gaussian peaks at ssllO, 170 and 289 fig/cm? 
thickness for %76 MeV incident energy and two peaks at %282 and 390 
^.glcm^ cumulative thickness for «81 MeV. The three peaks for the data 
at «76 MeV may be assigned respectively, to the ICF of ^^O (the peak at 
ssllO fj.g/crn^ to the fusion of ^Be, the peak at s;170 fig I cm?- to the fusion 
of '^C) and CF of '^O (^289 fig/err?). In a similar way, the peaks at «81 
MeV incident energy may be attributed to the ICF of ^^O ( the peak at 
5i;282 ixg/c.m^ thickness to the fusion of '-C) and of CF of ^^ O (the peak at 
%390 ygjarP-). At J5;81 MeV incident energy the peak due to the ICF of 
^^ O (corresponding to the fusion of ^Bt) has not been observed. 
8. RRD for the residue ^'^'^^Lu 
The measured RRD data for the residue '^'^ 'Lw can be fitted by two 
Gaussian peaks at both the incident energies si76 and %81 MeV [Figs. 
5.5.10(a) and (b)]. At the incident energy ss76 MeV, the RRD data can 
be fitted at the cumulative thicknesses %105 and 175 ngfcrn? while at the 
incident energy w81 MeV the data can be fitted by Gaussian peaks at sil20 
and 276 fig/cm^ thickness. From Figs. 5.5.10(a) and (b) it may be observed 
that peaks at the cumulative thicknesses 2^105 and 120 fig/cm'^ correspond 
to the residue formed via ICF of ^^O (fusion of ®Be). The peaks observed at 
the cumulative thicknesses ?sl75 and 276 ng/cm? correspond to the residue 
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fonuod in the mu'lioii >''"7';/)("'(;, 3(v) tlnough ICF of '"O (fusion of ''^C). 
It is interesting to note that in this case no peak has been observed for the 
CF of '^O with the ^^^Trn at both the incident energies. 
9. RRD for the residue ^^ ^^ Lit 
The experimentally measured RRD data for the residue ^^^^Lu, at both 
the incident beam energies ss76 and 81 MeV has been plotted in Figs. 
5.5.11(a) and (b). As may be seen froui these figures, the RRD data can 
be htted by three Gaussian peaks at both the incident energies. At energy 
»76 MeV, the Gaussian peaks appear at the thicknesses of Ri44, 154 and 197 
fxg/cm^, while for the ==81 MeV incident energy, peaks appear at thicknesses 
of w60, 175 and 330 ^gjcm^. The peaks at lowest cumvilative thicknesses 
=44 fig/nri^ for =576 McV and %60 ^ig/cm'^ for !^81 MeV, may be assigned 
to the ICF of "^ O (fusion of ""//e). The peaks at larger cumulative thicknesses 
may be assigned respectively to the ICF of ^^O (fusion of ^Be and ^^C). It 
may be observed that again no peak appears for the complete fusion of ^^O 
with the target nucleus. In general, the observed positions of peaks in mea-
sured RRD data agree with the theoretical calculations of ranges made using 
stopping power values taken from tables of Northcliffe and Schilling(24|. 
In order to separate out th(> relative contriljutions of complete and incom-
plete fusion in o-emission i-hannels, the areas under the peaks in Figs. 5.5.7 
to 5.5.11 have been computed. The relative contributions of the processes 
are obtained In- dividing the intensity of the corresponding peak (complete 
fusioii/incomijleto fusion) by tiie total area and are given in Table 5.5.1. 
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Table 5.5.1 Energy dopeiidonco of relative contributions of CF and ICF at 
5^76, 81 ami 8G McV (The RRD data at 86 MeV are taken from one of our 
earlier work|22]). 
Reaction- Residue 
1. '^^TmC^O,Qy^'Re 
2'^^TmC^O,2apny'^''Hf 
3}'^^TmC^O,2ap5ny^^Hf 
A-'^^TmC^O/iany^'^^Lu 
5 169j^^(l6Q 3Q,2n)171gjr^j^ 
EiabiMeV) 
75.5±0.5 
80.5±0.4 
t85.9±0.5 
75.5±0.5 
80.5±0.4 
t85.9±0.5 
75.5±0.5 
80.5±0.4 
75.5±0.5 
80.5±0.4 
t85.9±0.5 
75.5±0.5 
80.5±0.4 
^85.9±0.5 
CF 
85% 
80% 
35% 
27% 
26% 
25% 
64% 
35% 
-
-
-
-
-
-
ICF of '^C 
15% 
20% 
65% • 
16% 
40% 
46% 
15% 
65% 
45% 
32% 
-
61% 
53% • 
-
ICF of ^Be 
-
-
-
57% 
34% 
29% 
21% 
-
55% 
68% 
80% 
14% 
23% 
26% 
ICF of Q 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
20% 
22% 
24% 
74% 
t Phys. Rev C70, (2004) 44606 
The over all errors in relative contributions are expected to be less than 
==20%,. The plots of relative contribution verses incident energy are shown in 
Figs. 5.5.12 to 5.5.15. The continuous and dotted Unes in the above figures 
are just to guide the eye. In case of the residue ^^^Rt [Fig. 5.5.12],it may be 
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Fig. 5.5.12 Relative contributions of complete and incomplete fusion as a 
function of beam energy for the residue '^ ^/?e 
observed tliat the relative contribution of CF of ^^O decreases, while the con-
tribution of ICF of ^^0 (fusion of ^'^C) increases with the increase of incident 
energy. As shown in Fig. 5.5.13 for the reaction ^^^Tm{^^0,2ajmY'^^Hf, 
the relative contribution for the CF of '^'0 decreases and the contributions 
of ICF of ""O (fusion of '^C and ^De) increase as a function of incident en-
ergy. The relative contributions for the residue ^"^'^^Lu (from the reaction 
^^^Tm[^^0, 'ian)) are shown in Fig. 5.5.14. It may be observed that the con-
tribution of ICF of '^O (fusion of ^-C) increases and the contribution of ICF 
of ^^ O (fusion of ^Be) decreases almost linearly with the beam energy. For 
the residue '^'Uiz, plots of the relative contributions of CF and ICF as a func-
tion of beam energy are given in Fig. 5.5.15. Again, the contribution for the 
ICF of '^O (f\ision of ^^C) is found to decrease and the contribution for ICF 
of ^^O (fusion of ^Be and ^He) is found to increase with the beam energy. 
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5.6 Angular distributions of evaporation residues at 
^81MeV 
111 the present work, the angular distributions for the six residues 
formed in the reactions "'^rfN("'0,3n)'^'^/r, '^^Tw('^0,4n)'^^/7', 
"•^rm("'O,/y270^'2O.s, "'9rm('f^O,p3n)'«i90.s, i"^Tm(^«0,Q)i8i^g ^^^ 
"'''^rTn("'0,3cw()'"'-«Lu have been measured at ss81 McV incident energy. 
The measured angular distributions for the above residues are presented in 
Figs. 5.().1 to 5.G.6. As may be observed in Figs. 5.6.1 to 5.6.4 the residues 
'*^/r, "*'/r, "*^0.s and '"^^Os are mostly emitted within the forward cone of 
half angle 30" from the beam direction. Further, the peak of the distribution 
lies betwc(>n 0" - 13" range. This is expected if the above mentioned residues 
are prod\Kod by (.omplcte fvisiou. Theoretical calculations done using code 
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PACE, which takos hito accomit only complete fusion, indicates the emission 
oC losidnes p(n\kiu^ at ^3^' to 4" from the beam ditoetion ami extending upto 
%18". The experimental angular distributions for residues ^^^Re and ^^ '^ L^'u 
are shown in Figs. 5.G.5 k 5.6.6. In case of ^^^Re, two peaks niay be observed 
one within dVomuX 0° - 13", which may he assigned to the residues populated 
by complete fusion and the other in the angular range 45° - 60". The second 
peak may be assigned to the residues populated by incomplete fusion. The 
oUsevved augviUw distrilmtiou of the residue ^~'^<'Lu is shown in Fig. 5.6.6. As 
may be seen from the figure, the distribution show no data upto 30°, and a 
peak is observed in the angular range 39° to 64°. This clearly indicates that 
the residue ^^'^^Lu is populated mostly by incomplete fusion. 
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Fig. 5.6.4 Angular distiibution of residue ^^^^Os at ss81 MeV incident energy. 
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Conclusions 
The present, experiments have been designed to study mechanism of heavy 
ion induced reactions. In particular, an attempt has been made to study the 
complete and iucomplote fusion of '"N with '^^Tc aud ^^ O with '"^"Te, °^^ Rfi. 
and ^^^Tvfi targets. Three types of measurements have been done. The 
excitation functions ior various channels leading to radioactive residues have 
been measured, and are compared with the theoretical calculations done 
using available computer codes viz., ALICE-91, PACE and CASCADE. It 
may be pointed out that all the above mentioned codes take into account 
only the complete fusion process. It has been observed that for some reaction 
channels the experimentally measured cross-sections are order of magnitude 
larger than the calculated ones, indicating the presence of incomplete fusion. 
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Calculations for cross-sections have also been performed using SUMRULE 
model. This model calculates both the complete and the incomplete fusion 
cross-sections. The cross-sections for incomplete fusion channels calculated 
with SUMRULE model are very much smaller than the measured values. 
However, the cross-sections for complete fusion are in agreement with the 
experimental data. The large discrepancy for ICF channels may be due to 
the cluster structure of the projectile and/or due to the non-validity of the 
concept of critical angular momentum. 
In order to find out the relative contributions of the complete and incom-
plete fusion channels, recoil range distributions for some residues have been 
measured. Analysis of the data, in some cases has shown additional peaks in 
the recoil range distributions at catcher thicknesses smaller than the expected 
range of the residue due to complete fusion. Since, only a part of the inci-
dent energy is imparted to the recoiling residue in case of incomplete fusion, 
the peaks at smaller catcher thicknesses may be assigned to the incomplete 
fusion channels. The recoil range data has been fitted with Gaussian peaks. 
The relative contributions of complete fusion and incomplete fusion channels 
have been estimated from the ratio of the area under a given peak to the 
total area. In some cases [^^^Tm{^^0,Zan) and ^^^Tm(^^0,3a2n)] no peak 
in the recoil range distributions could be assigned to the complete fusion and 
therefore, the residues ^^ ^^ Lu and ^^ ^^ Lu are assumed to be populated only 
by incomplete fusion. 
In case of complete fusion the reaction residues are emitted in a cone of 
small angle along the beam direction. However, in case of incomplete fusion 
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the recoiling residues are expected to emerge at larger angles with respect 
to the beam direction. As such, angular distributions of the residues with 
respect to the beam direction also provide complementary information about 
the complete and incomplete fusion. In the present experiment, angular dis-
tributions of some residues for the system ^^O +^^^ Tm have been measured. 
The analysis of the angular distribution data further confirms the presence 
of incomplete fusion. The relative contributions of complete and incomplete 
fusion have been separated for the channel "^^Tm( '^'0,Q)^**^/?e from both 
the recoil range and angular distribution measurements. The recoil range 
measurements give RS80% contribution for complete fusion and ss20% con-
tribution for incomplete fusion of ^^O (at 81 MeV incident energy), while 
the angular distribution measurements give s;82% and «18% contribution 
for the same complete and incomplete fusion. As such there is satisfactory 
agreement in the two measurements. The data of present measurement may 
be of use in dovloping a model for incomplete fusion. 
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Complete and incomplete fusion reactions in the '^ O+^^^Tm system: Excitation functions 
and recoil range distributions 
Manoj Kumar Sharma,' Unnati,' B. K. Sharma,' B. P. Singh,' H. D. Bhardwaj," Rakesh Kumar,^ 
K. S. Golda,^ and R. Prasad' 
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With the view to study complete and incomplete fusion in heavy ion induced reactions, experiments have 
been carried out for measuring excitation functions for several reactions in the system 0+ T'm at energies 
near the Coulomb barrier to well above it, using an activation technique. The measured excitation functions 
have been compared with those calculated theoretically using three different computer codes viz., ALICE-91, 
CASCADE and PACE2. The enhancement of experimentally measured cross sections for alpha emission channels 
over their theoretical prediction has been attributed to the fact that these residues are formed not only by 
complete fusion but also through incomplete fusion. In order to separate out the relative contributions of 
complete and incomplete fusion, the recoil range distributions of eight residues produced in the interaction of 
"O with ""Tm at =»87 MeV have been measured. The recoil range distributions indicate significant contri-
butions from incomplete fusion at =87 MeV for some of the channels. 
DOl: 10.1103/PhysRevC.70.044606 PACS number(s): 25.70.Jj 
I, INTRODUCTION 
During the last couple of years there has been a renewed 
interest in the study of incomplete fusion reactions in heavy 
ion (HI) interactions particularly with heavier target nuclei. It 
has been observed that at energies just above the Coulomb 
barrier, both the complete fusion (CF) and the incomplete 
fusion (ICF) may be the dominant reaction mechanisms. In 
CF reactions, the incident ion completely fuses with the tar-
get nucleus, forming an excited composiie system, from 
which particles and/or y-rays may be emitted. However, in 
case of ICF, the projectile is assumed to break up into the 
fragments (e.g.,' O may break up into '"C and an a-particle; 
two *Be fragments; an a-particle and '^C), one of which 
fuses with the target nucleus while the rest of it moves in the 
forward direction with almost same velocity as that of inci-
dent ion. The excited system formed as a result of the fusion 
of one of the fragments of the incident ion may also under go 
de-excitation by the emission of particles and/or gamma 
rays. Recent measurements of excitation functions (EFs) 
[1-4] for the production of large number of residues in HI 
reactions have indicated that ICF plays an important role in 
such reactions. However, the relative contributions of CF and 
ICF components, their dependence on energy, projectile-
target combinations, etc. have not yet been fully explored 
and understood. Such measurements are still limited to a few 
systems only. As such, to have a better understanding of CF 
and ICF processes, more experimental data on EFs and recoil 
range distributions (RRDs) of the residues in HI reactions, 
covering a wide range of the periodic table and energy is 
required. It is possible to separate out the relative contribu-
tions of various ICF channels at energies near and just above 
the Coulomb barrier from the measurement of EFs and the 
RRD of evaporation residues. The measurement of RRD is 
based on the linear momentum transfer of the projectile to 
the target nucleus. In CF reactions, the linear momentum is 
completely transferred to the target nucleus, while ir. the case 
of ICF reactions, partial transfer of projectile momentum 
takes place. Most of the earlier studies of ICF reactions have 
been done at beam energies >10MeV/nucleon using 
medium-mass targets. However, there are limited studies at 
lower beam energies with heavier targets {A > 150). Further, 
when medium mass targets are used, it becomes difficult to 
distinguish the residues produced by CF and ICF mecha-
nisms, as a-emission from the fused excited system is quite 
pronounced. However, if heavier targets are used, the emis-
sion of or-particles from the fused excited system is likely to 
be substantially reduced [5] due to the high Coulomb barrier. 
As a result, the emission of or-particles in ICF channels will 
give rise to heavy residues which have a very little contribu-
tion from CF channels. With a view to study CF and ICF in 
several projectile-target combinations, a program of precise 
measurement and analysis of EFs and RRD has been under-
taken [6-10). In the present work, excitation functions for 
eight reactions in the syttem '*0+'*'Tm, in the energy range 
="71-95 MeV and recoil range distributions of the residues 
in the Al-catcher foils at «87 MeV beam energy have been 
measured, using the activation technique. The measured EFs 
have been compared with theoretical calculations done using 
three different codes viz., ALlCE-91 [11], CASCADE [12], and 
PACE2 [13]. To the best of our knowledge these EFs as well 
as the RRDs have been measured for the first time. The 
analysis of EFs and RRDs have clearly indicated that ICF is 
a dominant mode of reaction mechanism at these energies. 
The experimental details are discussed in Sec. II of the paper. 
The analysis of excitation functions and recoil range distri-
bution are given in Sees. Ill and IV of the paper, respectively. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Excitation functions 
The experiments have been carried out using the 15 UD 
Peiletron accelerator facility of the Nuclear Science Center 
(NSC), New Delhi, India. Details of sample preparation, ir-
radiation, post-irradiation analysis, etc., are given in the fol-
lowing sections. 
1. Sample preparation 
The samples of natural '^ 'Tm were prepared by the 
vacuum evaporation technique. The thiclcness of each target 
was determined by the a transmission method which is based 
on the measurement of the energy lost by 5.485 MeV a par-
ticles obtained from an ^*'Am source, while passing through 
the sample. The thicknesses of the '*'Tm deposited on Al-
foils (""LS mg/cm^) were «»0.6 mg/cm^. The samples were 
cut into size of 1.2 X 1.2 cm^ each and were pasted on rect-
angular Al-holders having concentric holes of 1.0 cm diam-
eter. The Al-holders were used for rapid heat dissipation. The 
thick Al-backing of '*'Tm samples served both as an energy 
degrader as well as a catcher, so that recoiling residues may 
be trapped in catcher thickness. 
2. Irradiation 
The irradiations were carried out in the General Purpose 
Scattering Chamber (GPSC) of 1.5 m diameter having an 
in-vacuum transfer facility at the Peiletron accelerator facil-
ity of NSC, New Delhi, India. Two stacks containing four 
' ^ m samples each were irradiated by an '*0'* beam at 
"•92 and "•95 MeV, respectively. The beam current was 
- 3 0 - 5 0 nA. The targets of '^ 'Tm backed by an Al-catcher 
were placed normal to the beam direction so that the recoil-
ing nuclei coming out of the target may be trapped in the 
catcher foil. Keeping in view the half lives of interest, the 
irradiations were carried out for '^S hours duration each. The 
delay time between the stop of irradiation and the beginning 
of counting was minimized using an in-vacuum transfer of 
samples. The total charge collected in the Faraday cup has 
been used to calculate the flux of the beam. 
3. Post-irradiation analysis 
The stack of samples after irradiation was taken out from 
the scattering chamber using an in-vacuum transfer facility. 
The activities induced in various samples were recorded by 
counting the target and catcher foils together using a HPGe 
>^ ray spectrometer coupled to the PC based multichannel 
analyzer. Software FREEDOM [14] has been used for re-
cording and analysis of the data. The HPGe detector (reso-
lution « 2 keV for a 1.33 MeV >^ ray of '"Co) was pre-
calibrated both for energy and efficiency using various 
standard y sources like "^Na, ^ "Mn, "'^Co, '"Ba, '"Cs. and 
'"EU. The geometry dependent efficiency of the HPGe de-
tector for various source-detector distances was determined 
using a ""Eu source. A typical >«-ray spectrum of an irradi-
ated '^ 'Tm sample at 92 MeV is shown in Fig. 1. The vari-
ous peaks in observed >^ ray spectra were assigned to differ-
ent residues on the basis of their characteristic energy and 
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FIG. 1. A typical observed y-ray specUiim for the "0+'*'Tm 
system at 92 MeV. 
measured half-lives. The data for the half-life was fitted us-
ing the software ORIGIN. A list of reactions, energy of iden-
tified y-rays and their branching ratios are given in Table I. 
The intensities of the characteristic -y-rays were used to com-
pute the reaction cross sections using the formulation [9] 
^r(£) = 
AX. exp(Xf2) 
N„<f>eK{Ge)[l - exp(- Xr,)Il - exp(- kt^)]' 
(1) 
where A is the observed counts during the accumulation time 
ti of the induced activity of decay constant X, NQ is the 
number of target nuclei irradiated for time ti with a particle 
beam of flux 4>, ti is the time lapse between the stop of 
irradiation and the start of counting, 6 is the branching ratio 
of the characteristic y ray and Ge is the geometry dependent 
TABLE \. List of reactions, energy of identified >^ rays and their 
branching rutios. 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Reaction 
'^ ''Tm('«0.3«)"'nr 
'"Tm('«0.4«)'«'lr 
'**rm("'0,/,2«)'«20s 
'^ ''Tm('*0,/j3/.)'«'*0s 
"*'Tm('*0,2^2/,)'»'Re 
'''Tm('«0.a3„)"«Re 
"*'Tni('«0,2«H"'Hf 
'*'^m('*0,3an)'"Lu 
Ey 
(keV) 
126.9 
273.1,764.2 
891.1,912.2 
107.6,123.5 
184.6,227.0 
231.6,318.9 
180.22 
263.29 
238.68 
826.74 
360.7 
365.59 
237.19 
343.4 
1093.6 
Abundance 
(%) 
34.4 
43.5.6 
5.7,8.7 
15.2,4.3 
4.3,8.9 
4.6,7.0 
34.7 
6,6 
44 
20.2 
20 
57.0 
45 
87 
63.5 
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TABLE n. The experimentally measured cross sections. 
Lab energy 
(MeV) 
71.7±1.0 
74.9±0.9 
78.7±0,9 
82.0±0.8 
85.8±0.8 
88.9±1.0 
9l.6±0.4 
94.6±0.4 
o("Mr) 
(mb) 
3.28±0.7 
42.30±7.2 
59.86±13.9 
86.43 ±14.8 
47.64±7.7 
35.23±3.9 
13.77±3.2 
8.47±1.4 
^""Ir) 
(mb) 
— 
28.47±12.5 
110.00± 15.65 
170.47 ±28.4 
250.16±67.7 
316.79±34.8 
229.84±39.6 
183.89±27.2 
tr„„('»^Os) 
(mb) 
4.58±1.4 
82.77± lO.O 
139.41 ±22.9 
155.6±20.7 
107.46±14.4 
7l.50±9.9 
29.37±4.1 
18.42±3.7 
tri„rf('«Os) 
(mb) 
1.26±0.6 
39.98 ±5.1 
78.85±13.8 
68.15±8.3 
59.28±7.5 
35.84±6.2 
15.45 ±4.4 
9.85±2.7 
<r„„('»'Os) 
(mb) 
2.72±0.4 
4.81±1.2 
32.81 ±4.3 
129.0±16.3 
198.02±23.3 
250.92±31,l 
153.8±17.8 
173.1 ±22.8 
0<'»'Re) 
(mb) 
2.66±0.7 
5.35±0.7 
137.37 ±28.7 
391.49±83.0 
594.02±90.6 
607.94±86.7 
526.23 ±78.6 
441.99±66.9 
<7<'''»RC) 
(mb) 
— 
— 
1.74±0.2 
5.2±0,8 
9.02±1.2 
27.34±5.3 
32.14±3.7 
34.31 ±5.5 
tTC^Hf) 
(mb) 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.57±0.l 
2.53 ±0.4 
2.96±0.5 
4.62±0.6 
aC'^Lu) 
(mb) 
— 
— 
14.93±2.1 
20,58±2.6 
31.32±3.9 
30.27±3.7 
28.39±3.l 
28.1±3.3 
efficiency of the detector. The factor [ l -exp(- \ f i ) ] takes 
care of the decay of evaporation residue during the irradia-
tion and is typically known as the saturation correction. The 
correction for the decay of the induced activity due to the 
delay between the stop of irradiation and the start of count-
ing and during the data accumulation is taken into account 
via the factors exp(X.f2) and [l-exp(-Kt3)], respectively. K 
={_l-cxp(~fid)/(jui] is the correction for the self absorption 
of the y radiations in the sample thickness itself, where d is 
the thickness of the sample and /j. is the y ray absorption 
coefficient. 
Excitation functions for reactions '^'Tm('^0,3n)'*Mr, 
'**rm('*0.4/t)'*4r. '^m('*0,/72«)'*20s, 
'*'Tm('*0,p3«)'«'0s, '*'Tm('^0.2/;2«)'«'Re, 
'^«»Tm('*0,«3n)'"Rc. '«'Tm("0,2a;,n)'"Hf, and 
' 'Tm('*0,3a»i)"^Lu have been measured in the energy 
range '•71-95 McV. The measured cross sections are tabu-
lated in Table H. It may be pointed out that reactions 
'«^m("*0,3«)'«2lr. '*''Tm('*0,4n)'«'lr. 
"'Tm(O.p2/0"'Os, and '*'Tm('*0,p3/i)'«'0s may be 
populated only via CF. However, the reactions 
^**rm('*0.2p2,,)'*'Re. '«'Tm('*0,«3;,)'^«Re, 
'«'Tm('*0.2ap«)'"Hf. and '*''Tm('*0.3a«)''2Lu may be 
populated not only by CF but also by ICF. 
In the interaction of heavy ions with a target nucleus, 
some of the residues are produced directly (independent 
yield) while some of them are also produced in the decay of 
a higher charge isobar precursor (cumulative yield) nucleus 
through p* emission, and/or electron capture. For such cases, 
cumulative cross sections have been measured if the half-life 
of the precursor is considerably smaller than that of the resi-
due, by analyzing the induced activities at times greater than 
about eight to ten half-lives of the precursor. The cumulative 
cross section of a given residue is the sum of (i) its indepen-
dent production cross section and (ii) the cross section for 
the independent production of its precursoi' multiplied by a 
numerical coefficient which depends on the branching ratio 
for precursor decay to residue and the half-lives of the pre-
cursor and the residue. In such cases, the analysis given by 
Cavinato et al. [15] has been used to separate the contribu-
tion from precursor decay. 
This has been done for the residue '*^0s, which may be 
formed via the reaction '®Tm('*0,p2«) and may also be 
populated by the ^ decay of higher charge isobar precursor 
'*^Ir produced via the reaction '*'Tm('*0,3/j). As such, the 
measured activity of residue "^Os has contributions from the 
precursor decay also. In the present work, the precursor con-
tribution for the reaction '*'Tm('*0,/72n) has been separated 
and the cumulative as well as independent yields for this 
residue are given in Table 11. The cross section for '*'0s 
given in Table 11 is cumulative, since this residue produced 
via reaction '*'Tm('*0,p3n) may also be populated through 
the ^ decay of higher charge isobar pre-cursor '*'lr pro-
duced via reaction '*'Tm('*0,4n). Since the /?^ decay of 
'*'lr produces '*'0s (105 min) and '*''"0s (2.7 min) iso-
topes, the shorter half-life isotope could not be measured. As 
such, the precursor contribution for '*'0s could not be de-
duced. 
III. ANALYSIS OF EXCITATION FUNCTIONS 
The analysis of presently measured excitation functions 
has been performed using three different computer codes 
viz., ALICE-91 [11], CASCADE [12], and PACE2 [13]. In the 
following sections brief details of these codes along with 
their important parameters, etc. are discussed. 
A. Analysis with Code ALICE-91 
The code ALICE-91 [11] has been developed by Blann, to 
account for the equilibrium (CN) as well as pre-equilibrium 
(PE) emission in light and heavy ion induced reactions. The 
CN calculations in this code are performed using the 
Weisskopf-Ewing model [17], while the PE component is 
simulated using the Hybrid/Geometry Dependent Hybrid 
model [18]. In this code, the configuration of the initially 
excited number of particles and holes, also referred to as 
initial exciton number UQ, is the starting point in any particle 
mduced nuclear reaction. In code AUCE-91, the intermediate 
states of the system are characterized by the excitation en-
ergy £ and number rip of excited particles and n^ of excited 
holes. Particles and holes are defined relative to the ground 
state of the nucleus and are called excitons. The initial con-
figuration of the compound system defined by the exciton 
number /io=(«p+n/,) is an important parameter of PE formal-
ism. The code ALICE-91 calculates two-body nuclear transi-
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tion rates using Pauli corrected free nucleon-nucleon scatter-
ing cross-section data. Tiie actual mean free path (MFP) 
inside the nucleus n\ay be quite different from the one cal-
culated using free nucleon-nucleon scattering data. In order 
to compensate for this difference, a parameter COST is pro-
vided in the code ALICE-91. A value of COST greater than 
zero means a smaller value of actual MFP for nucleon-
nucleon scattering inside a composite excited nucleus. As 
such, in this code the level density parameter a, the mean 
free path multiplier COST and initial exciton number /IQ are 
the important parameters. The level density parameter a 
largely affects the equilibrium component, while the initial 
exciton number MQ and mean free path multiplier COST gov-
ern the pre-equilibrium component. The level density param-
eter a is calculated from the expression a=AIK, where A is 
the mass number of the residual nucleus and Kisa parameter 
which can be varied to match the experimental data. In this 
work, a value of K=22 along with no=l6(8p+8n+0/i) and 
C0ST=2, is found to reproduce the maximum magnitude of 
the experimental data satisfactorily, but energy dependence 
could not compare well. It may be clarified that when ALICE-
91 calculations with above mentioned values of parameters 
were compared with their experimental counterparts, it was 
observed that the maxima of the measured EF's were at 
higher energies than those of the calculated EF's. This is 
expected, since in ALICE-91 calculations the angular momen-
tum effects have not been taken into account. In HI induced 
reactions incident particle imparts relatively larger angular 
momentum to the composite system. If, in the last stages of 
nuclear de-excitation, higher angular momentum inhibits 
particle emission more than it does y emission, then the peak 
of excitation function corresponding to the particle emission 
mode will be shifted to higher energies [19]. The effect is 
more pronounced in heavy ion (HI) reactions as compared to 
the light ion reactions, since the rotational energy is much 
greater in the case of HI reactions. An estimate of the pos-
sible shift due to angular momentum effects may be made 
from the nuclear rotational energy. For a rigid body, the ro-
tational energy is given by £,„,=* (m/M)£,ab. Here, mIM is 
the ratio of the projectile and the target nucleus masses and 
Eiab is the incident energy [19], Since the angular momentum 
effects have not been considered in the Weisskopf-Ewing 
calculations of the present version of ALICE-91 code, it is 
desirable to shift the calculated excitation functions by the 
amount approximately equal to £,„, as calculated above. 
Similar shift has been observed in some earlier work also 
[6-8]. As an example, the calculated EFs with an energy 
shift equal to £„ , for reaction '*'Tm('*0,3/i)'*'lr is shown 
in Fig. 2. The unshifted calculated EF is also shown by a 
dotted curve in this figure for comparison. As such, in the 
present work, the calculated excitation functions for all the 
reactions have been shifted by E„„ on the energy scale as 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 by dashed curves. 
It may be mentioned that the nucleus '*'lr is found to emit 
about 34 T^rays, the relative intensities of which are given in 
the reference [16]. In the present measurements, the residual 
nucleus '*'lr has been identified through y-rays of energies 
106.7 keV. 123.5 keV, 184.6 keV, 227 keV, 231.6 keV, and 
318.9 keV. The absolute intensities of above mentioned 
y-rays were calculated using relative intensity data of refer-
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FIG. 2. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-
lated EFs using code ALICE-9I. The calculated EF with an energy 
shift equal to £„/ 's shown by a solid curve, while unshifted EF is 
represented by a dotted curve for comparison. 
ence [16] and are given in Table I. It has been observed that 
the measured cross-section data agree with the theoretical 
calculations of code ALICE-9I, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In Figs. 
3(c) and 3(d) the experimentally measured and theoretically 
calculated EF's for the reactions '*'Tm("0,;72«)'*^Os, and 
'*'Tm('*0,p3/i)'*'0s are shown. The residue '*^0s may be 
populated independently as well as by the )8* decay of its 
higher charge isobar precursor '*^Ir which may be formed 
via the reaction '**rm('^0,3H). The open circles in Fig. 3(c) 
represent the cumulative yield for the production of the resi-
due '*^0s. A brief detail of the method used for separating 
precursor contribution [15] is given here. 
If a precursor P is formed with cross-section ap during 
the irradiation, and decays with half-life Tpm and a branch-
ing ratio Pp. to a daughter nucleus D which is produced with 
cross-section ap during the irradiation and decays with half-
life rfli/2, the cumulative cross-section crc for the production 
of a daughter is given by 
o-c=crD+ cr;{7*i«/(7*'« - r''i«)]P;,. (2) 
Using the above formulation in the present case, the cu-
mulative yield cr^^^ and independent yields o;„j are related 
by the equation 
(^cun, = crw('*-0s) + 1,011709a{'*-Ir). (3) 
The filled circles in Fig. 3(c) represent the observed indepen-
dent yield of '*^0s as discussed above. As can be seen from 
Fig. 3(d), there is a discrepancy between the measured and 
calculated EF for the reaction '*'Tm('*0,;?3/j)'*'0s, which 
may be due to the contribution from its precursor decay. The 
observed enhancement, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), of measured 
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FIG. 3. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EF's using codes ALICE-91, CASCADE, and PACE2. In (c), the open circles 
represent the cumulative yield for the production of the residue '*^0s, while dark circles represent its independent yield. 
EFs over their theoretically calculated values for the reac-
tions '«^m("0.2/72/i)'*'Re and '*^m"("0.a3/i)''' 'Re may 
be attributed to the fact that these channels may be popu-
lated, not only by the CF of "O but may also have signifi-
cant contributions from ICF (if '*0 breaks up into a, *Be and 
' C fragments). It may be pointed out that incomplete fusion 
is not taken into account in the ALICE.91 calculations. Fur-
ther, the Uieoretical calculations for reactions 
' ^m("0 ,2a / ;H) ' "Hf and '^m( '*0 .3a«)"^Lu are not 
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), since the calculated values of 
cross-sections for these cases are negligibly small 
(<0.01 mb). As such, it may be concluded that the major 
contribution to these reaction channels comes from the in-
complete fusion. 
B. Analysis with code CASCADE 
The code CASCADE [12] is based on Hauser-Feshbach 
theory [20] and docs not consider the possibility of incom-
plete fusion (ICF) and PE emission. In this code the level 
density parameter constant K and the ratio of actual moment 
of inertia to tiie rigid body moment of inertia of the excited 
system Fg are the two important parameters which may be 
varied to match the experimental data. The Fermi-gas model 
is used in this code to calculate the level densities of the 
product nuclei. The transmission coefficients in these calcu-
lations are generated using the optical model potentials of 
Becchetti and Greenlees [21] for neutrons and protons and 
that of Satchlcr [22] for a-particles. In HI induced reactions 
of interest, the high angular momentum and excitation en-
ergy is expected to have considerable influence on the de-
excitation cascade. Since in HI reactions an increase in ex-
citation energy also increases the angular momentum, as 
such, the deformation of the nucleus due to the angular mo-
mentum effect may also be quite substantial. In these calcu-
lations, the deformation effects may be included by using an 
angular momentum dependent moment of inertia, which re-
sulu into the deviation of the yrast liive from that calculated 
assuming tiie nucleus to be a rigid sphere. The level density 
parameter a^ at the saddle point, which is obtained from the 
relation af=AID^f, where, A is the mass number of the com-
pound nucleus and D^f is a parameter, has also been found 
to influence tiie calculated EF's considerably. It has been 
observed tiiat the parameter D^f has a considerable influence 
on calculated EFs in the higher energy region. Further, a 
value of K= 14, D/^F= 14 with F^Q.%5 is found to give sat-
isfactory agreement wiUi experimental data. The CASCADE 
calculations in Figs. 3 and 4 are shown by dotted curves. As 
may be observed from these Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the EFs for 
'*'Tm('«0,3«)'«^Ir and '*'Tm("*0,4«)''»Ir reactions are in 
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FIG. 4. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs using codes ALICE-91, CASCADE, and PACE2. In (c) and (d) 
calculated EFs are not shown as discussed in the text. 
satisfactory agreement with theoretical calculations of code 
CASCADE. For reaction '*'Tm('*0,p2n)'*"0s. as can be seen 
from Fig. 3(c), the data peaks at a lower energy, and the 
predicted cross section is considerably larger than the calcu-
lation in the lower energy side. However, in case of reactions 
'**rm("*0.p3/i)""0s [Fig. 3(d)], the discrepancy between 
the experimental and calculated excitation function may be 
due to the pre-cursor contribution from the residue '*'lr. The 
reaction '*T'm('*0,2p2n)'*'Re needs special mention. For 
this reaction, as shown in Fig. 4(a), theoretically calculated 
EFs do not match with the experimentally measured values. 
The theoretical calculations are much lower as compared to 
that of the experimentally measured EFs. This may be attrib-
uted to the fact that this channel may be populated not only 
by the CF of '*0 but also may have a significant contribution 
from ICF. Further, for the reactions '*'Tm('*0,2a/7n)'"Hf. 
and '**rm('*0,3a7i)"^Lu, the calculated values of EFs us-
ing code CASCADE are negligibly small (<0.01 mb) and 
could not be shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). Since, the ICF has 
not been considered in CASCADE calculations, it may be con-
cluded that the major contribution to these reaction channels 
comes from the incomplete fusion. Further, the EF for the 
residue '^ *Re [Fig. 4(b)], which is expected to have a signifi-
cant ICF component is reproduced well by this code which is 
quite surprising. In order to confirm the production of '^ *Re 
via an ICF channel, the recoil range distribution for this resi-
due has also been measured and details are is given in Sec. 
IV of this paper, which clearly indicates that ICF has a sig-
nificant contribution for this channel. 
C. Analysis with code PACE2 
The code PACE2 [13] is based on a statistical approach. In 
this code the deexcitation of the CN is followed by a Monte 
Carlo procedure. The angular momentum projections are cal-
culated at each stage of deexcitation which enables the de-
termination of angular distribution of the emitted particles. In 
this code the level density parameter is one of the important 
parameters which may be varied to match the experimental 
data. In the present work, a value of level density parameter 
constant A'=16 is taken for calculation. The calculated EFs 
for the reactions "''Tm('*0,3«)'«2lr. '«»Tm('*0 4rt)'»'lr 
";'Tm(0,;,2«)'820s, and '^'Tm('«0,p3n)'«'0s are shown iti 
Figs. 3(a)-3(d). As can be seen from these figures that PACE2 
calculations are in good agreement for the reactions 
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TABLE m. List of catcher-thicknesses used in RRD 
measurements. 
S. No. Thickness in /.tg/cm' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
16.8 
19.6 
27.4 
27.8 
28.6 
29.5 
30.2 
30.6 
31.3 
31.9 
32.1 
33.2 
33.9 
37.1 
39.9 
44.2 
46.1 
47.0 
"'Tm('«0,3n)"'^Ir and '*'Tm('*0,4n)'*'lr. however, for re-
acUons '^m(0,p2n)'*^0s and '*'Tm('*0,/73«)'*'Os, the 
discrepancy between experimental and calculated EFs may 
be due to their precursors contributions, as stated earlier. For 
reactions '*'Tm(0,2p2/i)'*'Re and '*'Tm('*0,a3/i)'''*Re, 
the predictions of PACE2 are almost similar to that of code 
CASCADE as shown by solid curves in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). In 
the case of reactions '''Tm('*0,2Qp«)'"Hf and 
'*'Tm('*0,3ajj)''^Lu, the theoretical predictions are negli-
gibly small, and hence are not shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), 
while the measured cross sections are comparatively larger. 
This enhancement of the measured cross sections than their 
theoretical predictions may be associated with the ICF pro-
cess. 
IV. RECOIL RANGE DISTRIBUTIONS 
The recoil range distributions (RRDs) for various radio-
active residues produced in the interaction of the 86.6 MeV 
'*0 beam with the '''Tm target nucleus have been measured. 
The target was mounted in the irradiation chamber with 
Al-backing facing the beam so that the catcher stack imme-
diately followed the Thulium layer. The beam energy inci-
dent on front Al surface was 92 MeV. After an energy loss of 
"•5 MeV in the Al thickness the incident beam energy was 
reduced to 86.6 MeV on the Tm material. A stack of 19 thin 
Al-catchers of thickness varying from «= 16-45 fig/cm^ was 
used to trap the recoiling nuclide. The thicknesses of the 
Al-catcher foils used are given in Table III. The duration of 
irradiation was about 18 h with a beam fluence of 
"SSOO fxC. The activities induced in each catcher were fol-
lowed off-line for about two weeks using a pre calibrated 
high resolution (2 keV for 1.33 MeV y ray of '^Co) HPGe 
detector of l(X)c.c. active volume coupled to CAMAC 
based software FREEDOM [14] at NSC, New Delhi. 
The cross-sections {a) for a particular reaction product 
were computed using Eq. (1) as given in Sec. II. In order to 
obtain the yield distribution as a function of cumulative 
depth in the catcher stack, the cross section in each catcher 
was divided by its measured thickness. The resulting yields 
have been plotted in Figs. 5(a)-5(h) against cumulative 
catcher thickness to obtain the differential recoil range dis-
tributions. Solid curves guide the eye to the experimental 
data. As can be seen from the Figs. 5(a)-5(c), the recoil 
range distributions for '*^ Ir and '^ '-^ ^^ Os isotopes produced 
via ('*0,3n), C^0,p3n), and ('*0,p2n) channels, respec-
tively, have a peak at only one value of cumulative catcher 
thickness "350 figlcrr?. Here, RRD of Ir and Os isotopes 
are nearly Gaussian having peaks at a depth nearly corre-
sponding to the expected recoil range of the compound sys-
tem '*^ Ir in aluminum, calculated using the classical ap-
proach and the stopping power tables of Northcliffe and 
Schilling [23]. It means that these products (Ir and Os) are 
formed by a complete fusion process only, followed by the 
evaporation of n and/or p. However, for reaction 
'^Tm('^0,2/?2n)'*'Re [Fig. 5(d)], the RRD has two peaks: 
one at a relatively lower value (=250 /tg/cm^) of cumula-
tive catcher thickness and the other at =350 figlcxt?, the 
same as in the case of complete fusion, respectively. In Fig. 
5(d) the maxima at a larger value of cumulative thickness 
(=»350 /ig/cm^) corresponds to the fraction of the residues 
produced through complete fusion, while the peak at rela-
tively smaller range of cumulative catcher thickness 
(=250 /tig/cm^) may be attributed to the fact that the residue 
'*"RC is produced via incomplete fusion of '^ C, where the 
linear momentum transferred is expected to be less than that 
for the CF channel. In Fig. 5(e), it may be pointed out that 
the expected data points for the peak position of RRD at 
=350 fjLglcm} for the residue "*Re produced via the 
('*0,a3;i) reaction through CF could not be obtained due to 
the short half-life (13.3 m) of the residue. However, from the 
trend of RRD it may be observed that there may be two 
peaks: one corresponding to the ICF and the other due to the 
CF channel. 
As expected, the observed recoil range distribution [Fig. 
5(f)] for the '"Hf isotope produced via '*'Tm("0,2Qpn) 
reaction have three peaks at cumulative thicknesses 
«370yug/cm^ «260/tg/cm^ and "ISO/ug/cm^ corre-
sponding to the residue '^ *Hf produced via three diiferent 
channels, i.e., (a) the complete fusion of '*0 with ' ^ m , 
forming the composite nucleus '*'lr, followed by the emis-
sion of a proton, a neutron and two a-particles; (b) the in-
complete fusion of '*0, if it is assumed that '*0 breaks up 
into C and; an or-particle and fragment '^ C fuses with 
Tm, forming the composite nucleus '^'Re, followed by the 
emission of a proton, a neutron and a-particles; (c) the in-
complete fusion of '*0, assuming that '*0 breaks up into two 
Be fragments and one of these fragments fuses with '*'Tm, 
forming the composite nucleus '"la, followed by the emis-
sion of a proton, and a neutron. For the reactions 
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FIG. 5. Theexperimentally measured recoil range distributions for various radioactive residues produced in the interaction of an '*0 
beam with a '*T'm tai^et at ==87 MeV. 
'*'Tm( 0,3ar/i)'^-Lu and '^'Tm('*0,3a2/i)'"Lu, the mea- cates that these products are not populated by the complete 
sured RRDs [Figs. 5(g) and 5(h)] show two peaks at rela- fusion process but by some other process in which the linear 
lively lower values of cumulative catcher thicknesses at momentum transferred is less than that for complete fusion 
=»75 /ig/cm^ and =150 /ig/cm^ respectively. This indi- process. This is possible when only a part of the projectile 
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RG. 6. (Color online) The recoil range distributions fitted with Gaussian peaks for determining the relative contributions of complete and 
incomplete fusion. 
fuses with the target (incomplete fusion) and the rest of it 
moves with a velocity nearly equal to the velocity of the 
projectile. As such, in these reactions the contribution of 
complete fusion is expected to be negligible. This may also 
be confirmed from the fact that the theoretical calculations of 
EFs for these channels using all of the three codes ALlCE-91, 
CASCADE, and PACE2 give negligible cross-sections, as has 
already been mentioned in the text. 
In order lo separate out the relative contributions of com-
plete and incomplete fusion in the '*'Tm('*0,2p2«)'*'Re 
reaction, the experimentally measured RRD has been fitted 
with Gaussian peaks using the software ORIGIN as shown in 
Fig. 6(a), and the areas under the two peaks have been com-
puted. The peak represented by dark solid curve gives the 
ICF contribution while the dotted curve represents the CF 
contribution. The relative conU-ibutions of the CF and ICF 
processes are obtained by dividing the area of the corre-
sponding peak by the total area. The incomplete fusion (ICF) 
contribution in this case is found to be 65% and the CF 
contribution is about 35%, with an uncertainty of «5%. For 
the reaction '*'Tm('*0,2orpn)'"Hf, the experimentally mea-
sured RRD has been fitted with three Gaussian peaks at cu-
mulative thicknesses «150/ig/cm^, «=260/tig/cm^, and 
«370 /ig/cm^ as shown in Fig. 6(b). The relative contribu-
tions of CF, ICF for the fusion of fragment '^C and the ICF 
contribution corresponding to the fusion of *Be are found to 
be =»25%, «46%, and «29%, respectively, for this channel. 
Similarly, the relative contributions of ICF, as indicated in 
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), of or-particle and *Be have been found to 
be «20% and «80% for the residue "^Lu while «74% and 
=•26% for the residue ' " L U , respectively. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Excitation functions for eight reactions in the '^0 
+ Tm system have been measured. Theoretical calculations 
based on three different computer codes with a suitable 
choice of the various parameters agree well with the experi-
mental data, in general. The pre-cursor-decay has been found 
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to have significant contribution for p2n and pZn channels. 
The pre-cursor decay contribution has been obtained for the 
reaction '*'Tm('*0,/j2n)'*^0s. The enhancement of experi-
mentally measured cross sections for alpha emission chan-
nels over their theoretical predictions have been attributed to 
the fact that these residues are not only formed by the com-
plete fusion but also through incomplete fusion. The RRDs 
for eight residues produced in the '^0+'**rm system have 
also been measured. The analysis of RRD has clearly indi-
cated the significant contribution of ICF. An attempt has been 
made to obtain the relative contribution of CF and ICF chan-
nels from the analysis of the measured RRD distributions. 
PHYSICAL REVIEW C 70, 044606 (2004) 
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The excitation functions for eight reactions produced in the interaction of '*N + ' ' ' T e 
have been measured in the energy range as 64-90 MeV using the activation technique. 
To the best of our knowledge these measurements have been performed for the first time. 
The measured excitation functions are compared with theoretical calculations done using 
the computer programs ALICE-91 and PACE. The effect of the variation of various 
program parameters on calculated excitation functions have been studied. The present 
analysis indicates that complete fusion, incomplete fusion and pre-equilibrium omission 
processes play important roles in these reactions. 
Keywords: Complete and incomplete fusion; activation technique; excitation functions; 
14^ ^ iM-jig system; energy » 64-90 MeV. 
1. Introduction 
With the availability of accelerated beams of heavy ions, the study of nuclear re-
actions initiated by them has acquired a central place in nuclear physics research. 
Possible reaciion mechanisms in heavy ion (HI) reactions at energies around the 
Coulomb barrier to well above it have been discussed in recent papers.^ ""* In HI 
reactions, the formation of the compound nucleus (CN) is the dominant process 
at lower excitation energies. However, at moderate excitation energies, there are 
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indications that pre-equilibrium (PE) emission also contributes to the reaction pro-
cesses. Experimental studies have shown that complete fusion (CF) and incomplete 
fusion (ICF) (Inamura et al.^ first identified incomplete fusion) also play important 
roles in HI reactions. In the case of CF reactions, the projectile completely fuses 
with the target nucleus, while in the case of ICF, only a part of the incident ion 
fuses with the target nucleus and the remaining part moves in the direction of the 
incident beam with almost the same velocity, CF and ICF processes may also be 
categorized on the basis of the degree of linear momentum transferred from the 
incident projectile to the composite system. In the former case, the entire linear 
momentum of the projectile is transferred to the target nucleus and in the latter, 
only a part of the projectile fuses with the target nucleus leading to fractional 
transfer of linear momentum. The fraction of the momentum transferred depends 
on the mass of the fused fragment.^"^ 
Several measurements®"^^ including measurements by our gioup**^'"-^' have 
indicated the importance of CF and ICF as well as of PE-emission in HI reactions 
at energies around the Coulomb barrier. As a part of an ongoing program to study 
CF, ICF and PEi-emission in HI reactions, the excitation functions (EFs) for eight 
reactions produced in the "N + ^^ *Te system have been measured in the energy 
range as 64-90 MeV. The experiments were performed using the 15 UD Pelletron 
-accelerator facility at the Nuclear Science Centre (NSC), New Delhi, India. The 
experimental details are given in Sec, 2. The measured EFs are compared with 
theoretical calculations based on computer programs ALICE-91** and PACE.^ ^ 
Results of the present analysis are presented in Sec. 3. 
2. Experimental Details 
Samples of ^^ *Te of thickness 0.92 mg/cm^ were prepared from the enriched iso-
tope of '**Te (w 87%) by vacuum evaporation on aluminum foils of thickness 
6.75 mg/cm'. The thickness of the samples was determined by measuring the en-
ergy loss of 5.485 MeV a-particles from a -''^ Am source while passing through the 
target. The samples were fixed on aluminum holders of size 1.2 x 1.2 cm' with 
concentric circular holes of 10 mm diameter at their centers. The irradiations were 
performed in the General Purpose Scattering Chamber (GPSC) of 1.5 m diameter 
with a in-vacuum transfer facility at the NSC, New Delhi, India. Six samples of 
'^ ®Te were irradiated individually by a i-ix^'/s* beam at energies 64, 71, 76, 81, 
86 and 90 MeV. The beam currents of =5: 5 pnA were employed for irradiation. 
Keeping in view the half-lives of interest, the duration of each irradiation was kept 
at ss 3 hours. A sketch of the typical experimental arrangement used for irradiation 
Is shown in Fig. 1. The two silicon surface barrier detectors Di and D2 (Rutherford 
monitors) were kept at 30° with respect to the direction of the beam at the forward 
angle to record the scattered incident ions for flux normalization. The incident flux 
was also determined from the total charge collected in the Faraday cup. The flux 
of the incident beam determined from the counts of the Rutherford monitors and 
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Nitrogen Beam 
Faraday cup 
Fig. 1. Sketch of a typical experimental set-up used for irradiation. 
from the integrated current counts of the Faraday cup were found to agree with 
each other within 5%. 
The 7-ray spectra of irradiated samples were recorded by a pre-calibrated CAN-
BERRA HPGe detector of 100 c.c. active volume coupled to an ORTEC's PC based 
multi-channel analyzer. The spectrometer was calibrated using an ^^*Eu source. In 
order to measure short-lived activities, samples were quickly taken out from the 
scattering chamber using the in-vacuum transfer facility. The sample-detector sep-
aration was suitably adjusted so as to keep the dead time < 5%. The counting of 
irradiated samples was performed for several days. Reaction residues were identified 
by their characteristic 7-rays as well as half-lives. 
The cross-section CriE) at a given energy {E) for different reactions was deter-
mined using the expression,^^ 
where C is the total number of observed counts in time t, X the decay constant of 
the activity, U the time lapse between the end of the irradiation and the start of 
the counting. No is the number of target nuclei irradiated in the time interval U, 
C = {(l-e"*"')//id} isthecorrectionforselfabsorptionof the 7-ray with absorption 
coefficient fj. for the sample of thickness d. 4> is the incident flux, 6 the branching 
ratio of identified i-ray, and Gt the geometry dependent efficiency of the detector 
for a particular energy- e. 
The errors in the measured cross-sections may be introduced because of the 
uncertainty in determining the efficiency of the detector, the dead time of the 
detector, uncertainty in determining the number of nuclei in the sample, fluctuations 
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in beam current, etc. The overall error from these factors including statistical error 
is found to be < 15%. A detailed discussion of these is given elsewhere.^ ^ 
3. Results and Discussion 
The excitation functions for the reactions i2*Te("N,4n)^3^'"Pr, "^Te("N, 
5n)i"Pr, "8Xe(i4N,p4n)"^9Ce, "8Te(i4N^a5n)i33La, i28Te(i4N,a6n)"29La, 
i28Te("xN, Q2pn)i3«"»Cs, "8Te('*N, 2a2pnY^^l and ^28Te(i'*N,3a)i309l have been 
measured in the beam energy range w 64-90 MeV. A list of reactions, residues 
detected, identified 7-ray energies, their abundances etc., are given in Table 1. All 
the spectroscopic data have been taken from Ref. 17. Experimentally measured 
cross-sections for the production of various residues are given in Table 2. To the 
best of our knowledge these measurements hnve been done for the first time and 
hence no data is available for comparison. The measured EFs have been com-
pared with theoretical predictions based on computer programs ALICE-91^* and 
PACE.^ '^  The deteiils of these calculations and the parameters used are discussed 
in the following. 
3.1. Analysis with ALICE-91 
This code, developed by M. Blann,^* is based on the VVeisskopf-Ewing model^ ^ 
for CN calculations and the Hybrid Model^ for simulating PE-emission. The code 
assumes equipaitition of energy among the initially excited particles and holes. The 
Table 1. List of reactions identified along with the characteristics of the 
residues. 
Reaction 
i28-re(»<N,4n) 
•28Te('<N,5n) 
»28Te("N,p4ri) 
i28xe(i4N,Q5n) 
»28Te(i''N,Q6n) 
i2»Te(i^N,a2pn) 
i28-i-e(i'»N,2a2pn) 
i28Te(>'<N,3Q) 
Residue 
138m P r 
\f?r 
r^'ce 
1 3 3 1 -
57 ^ ^ 
57 *-* 
'"•"Cs 
1311 
53 ' 
I3O9, 
53 ' 
r 
7 -
5/2+ 
3/2+ 
5/2+ 
2 -
1 9 / 2 -
7/2+ 
5+ 
^^{keV) 
302.7 
390.9 
547.5 
788.7 
1037.8 
434.3 
837.1 
447.2 
302.4 
540.4 
786.9 
840.0 
284.3 
364.4 
637.0 
536.1 
668.6 
739.3 
Abundance (%) 
80.0 
6.1 
5.'.! 
100 
100 
1.3 
1.1 
2.2 
1.2 
7.8 
99.7 
9b.0 
6.1 
81.2 
7.3 
99.0 
96.1 
82.3 
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Table 2. Experimentally measured cross-sections for the residues. 
Lab Energy ff('*«'"Pr) <T('"Pr) a(^^'sCe) <T('"La) ffC^'La) a^Smcg a(">I) a(>3°»I) 
(MeV) (rabi (mb) rmb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
64 ± 0.8 225 ± 55 — — — — — — — 
71 ± 0.8 381 ± 42 — — — — — — — 
76 ±0.7 178 ±20 456 ± 65 144 ± 19 — — 46 ± 4 — 2 ±0.5 
81 ±0.6 62 ± 8 463 ±60 194 ± 21 — — 6 ±0.6 — 28 ± 4 
86 ±0.5 66 ± 7 577 ±62 220 ± 35 376 ± 38 18 ± 2 1 ± 0.1 98 ±32 12 ± 2 
90 ±0.5 48 ± 5 611 ±72 263-50 1435 ± 144 478 ±48 141 ±40 36 ± 4 2 ±0.3 
code uses Gove mass tables^' or the Myers Swiatecki/Lysekil^^ mass formula. The 
option that substitutes Goves table^* for Myers Swiatecki/Lysekil^^ mass formula 
including shell corrections was used. In order to calculate inverse cross-sections, 
the optical model subroutine with the parameters of Becchetti and Greenlees*' was 
employed. 
The important parameters of the ALICE-91 code are the level density parameter 
a, initial exciton number no, and the mean free path multiplier COST. The first 
parameter greatly afifects the equilibrium component, through the level densities. 
The level density parameter a is calculated using the relation o = A/K, where A 
is the mass number of the compound system and i^ is a constant which may be 
varied to match the experimental data. The effect of the variation of K on the 
calculated EFs was also studied. The value of K was varied from 9 to 18. As. a 
typical example, the calculated EFs for the reaction "*Te(^^N,4n) for diffe-ent 
values of K are shown in Fig. 2(3). As can be seen from this figure, and in general 
also, the prestnt experimental data is best reproduced with a value oiK = 18. The 
parameters no and COST greatly govern the PE-component. The initial exciton 
number no decides the complexit\- of the initial configuration. A smaller value of no 
means that the initial state is less complex and hence far from the equilibrium. As 
such, a larger PErContribution is expected. On the other hand, a large value of no 
means that the system is nearer to the equilibrium stage and therefore, smaller PEJ-
contribution Ls likely. In order to see the effect of variation of no on calculated EFs, 
calculations were done by varying no from 14 to 16. As a representative case, these 
calculations for "*Te("N,4n) channel are shown in Fig. 2(b). It may be seen from 
this figure that a value of no = U is best suited for the present experimental data. 
The value of no = 14 may be justified assuming that the projectile " N breaks up in 
the nuclear field of the target nucleus creating 14 excitons. The parameter COST, 
which is used to adjust the mean free path for two-body residual interactions inside 
the nuclear matter, is varied from 1 to 4 and its effect on EF for "^Te("N, 4n) 
reaction is shown in Fig. 2(c). as a representative case. It may be pointed out 
that a set of A" = 18, no = 14 with COST = 1 gives a satisfactory reproduction 
of the magnitude of the experimental data, in general. Similarly, the EF for the 
'28Te(i-'N,5n) reaction is shown in Fig. 2(d), and is satisfactorily reproduced in 
magnitude by the chosen set of parameters. 
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It has, however, been observed that theoretically calculated excitation functions 
for all the reactions presently studied with the above set of parameters have their 
maxima shifted towards the lower energies, as compared to the experimental data. 
I 
i^ »T.rN.4n)^**"Pr (c)i:^"TerN.5nrPr 
e '00 
'"Te('*N.4n)'"'"Pr (eJ:^"TerN.p4nrCe 
I I I I r I r I I 1 -1 I I I I I I 
(f) 
S 6 t o « n r 5 i o t 9 t o M « i 4 6 s o 9 a a o 70 n le H 96 1W 
E,JMeV) E,^ (MeV) 
Fig 2 Excitation functions for the reactions '2*Te('- 'N.4n)'3*"'Pr, '**Te( '*N,5n) '3^Pr and 
'^*Te('- 'N,p4n)' '^9Ce The filled circles represent llie experimental data. Various curves corre-
spond to the theoretical predictions of the ALICE-91 code 
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This is expected as in HI induced reactions the projectile imparts large angular 
inomontum to the composite system. As such, this high angular momentum im-
parted to the composite system, may inhibit particle emission in the last stages of 
do-excitation.^'' As a result, the peaks of the experimental EFs corresponding to 
a particle emission mode are expected to be shifted towards higher energies.** An 
estimate of the possible energy shift may be obtained from the rotational energy 
£rot, which may be approximated using Ent « (m/M)£iab,^"' where m and M 
are, respectively, the projectile and target masses, and Eiab is che incident energy. 
In the regime of incident energies considered in the present work, the rotational 
energy shift (£?rot) is found to vary from w7-9 MeV. Since, the angular momen-
tum effects have not been taken into account in Weisskopf-Ewing calculations, it 
is desirable to shift the calculated EFs by an amount w£rot- As such, theoreti-
cally calculated EFs for all the reactions were shifted towards high energies side 
by an amount «JSrot and satisfactory agreement between experimental and the-
oretical EFs has in general, been observed. As a representative case, the effect 
of rotational energy on calculated EF for the reaction ^**Te(^''N,4n) is shown in 
Fig. 2(e). 
In Fig. 2(f), experimentally measured cross-sections for the reaction ^^^Te-
('^N,p4n) cure shown along with theoretically calculated EFs. As can be seen from 
this figure, even by varying the level density parameter constant K (= 9-18), the 
theoretical calculations always underestimate the cross-sections as compared to 
the experimental data, psurticularly at higher energies. These larger values of ob-
served cross-sections may be due to the contribution from precursor decay. During 
irreujiation of the sample, the residual nucleus ^^^Ce may be populated via two 
different channels. Firstly, directly through the reaction ^**Te('''N,p4n), and sec-
ondly, through the 0"^ decay of the residual nucleus *^^Pr formed via the reaction 
'-*Te('' 'N,5n). As such, the measured cross-sections of the ^^®Te('''N,p4n) reaction 
will have a contribution from the /J* decay of the higher charge isobar precursor 
(cumulative yield) also. Although it is possible to estimate the contribution from 
precursor decay,^*-'® this could not be done in the present case, since the metastable 
state of the '^''Ce (ti / j = 34.4 hours) could not be observed. 
In Fig. 3(a), the experimentally measured EF of the '*^Te(^'*N,4n) reaction 
is coinparod with the theoretical calculations done by considering only the CN 
model as well as by including the PE-component. The dashed line in this figure 
gives the calculation done by considering the Weisskopf-Ewing model. As can be 
seen from this figure, the CN calculations do not match with the experimental 
data at high energies, where PE-emission may be important. In order to see the 
effect of PE-emission, theoretical calculations were also performed using the hybrid 
model option of the ALICE-91 program. It can be seen from Fig. 3(a), that the 
high energy tail portion of the measured EF is close to the calculated EF, if PE-
emissioa is included in the calculations. As such, it may be concluded that there 
is a substantial PE-component in the reaction ^-^Te("N,4n) at higher energies, as 
expi'cted. 
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For the "*Te("N,a5n) and ^28Te("N,a6n) reactions, the theoretical predic-
tions of code ALICE^Ql give substantially small cross-sections as compared to the 
measured cross-sections shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c), respectively. This discrepancy 
of considerably higher experimentally measured cross-sections as compared to the 
theoretical calculations may be explained in terms of the contribution coming from 
the ICF of the '^N ion. If it is assumed that the "N ion breaks up into ^°B and 
*He fragments under the nuclear field of the target nucleus and if only one of the 
two fragments fuses, i.e. '°B CHe moves along the beam direction), fuses with the 
target nucleus forming the excited composite system ^^La*, the excited ^^La' may 
then emit 5n/6n leading to the formation of the residual nuclei ^^La and ^'^La, 
respectively. Theoretical calculations from ALICE-91, however, do not take this 
ICF process into account. As such, the discrepancy in the experimentally measured 
EFs and the theoretically calculated counter parts may be attributed to the above 
mentioned ICF processes. 
In the case of the ^^^Te{^*N,a2pn), "8Te("N, 2a2pn) and "8Te("N,3a) 
reactions, theoretical predictions from ALICE-91 give negligible cross-sections while 
the measured experimental cross-sections are substantial, as shown in Fig. 3(d)-(f). 
This discrepancy of much higher experimentally measured cross-sections as com-
p&ted to the theoretical calculations may again be explained in terms of the con-
tributions coming from incomplete fusion of the *^N ion. The higher cross-sections 
in the case of *'*Te(^*N,a2pn) reactions may be explained assuming that ^"B (if 
'*N breaks up into °^B and ''He) fuses with the target nucleus and emits two pro-
tons and a neutron. Similarly, the reaction ^**Te(^ *N, 2a2pn) may be understood 
assuming the break up of '^N into *Li and two a-particles, where *Li fuses with 
the target nucleus emitting two protons and a neutron. Further, in the case of the 
'28Xe(**N,3a) reaction it may be assumed that the *^N breaks up into three a-
particles and a deuteron, where fusion of ^H takes place wth the target nucleus 
leaving behind the residual nucleus '^°I, which may decay by 7-emission. Since the-
oretical calculations from ALICE^Ql do not take the ICF process into account, it 
may be inferred that a significant part of the reaction in these cases goes through 
ICF. 
3.2. Analysis with PACE 
The PACE^* progreim is based on a statistical approach. In this program, the 
deexcitation of the CN is followed by a Monte Carlo procedure. The angular mo-
mentum projections are calculated at each stage of deexcitation, which enables the 
determination of the angular distribution of the emitted particles. The level density 
parameter is an important parameter, which may be varied to match the experimen-
tal data. The effect of variation in the level density peu'ameter constant K (= 8, 
9. 10 and 11) on calculated EFs for the reactions "*Te("N.4n), "*Te("N,5n) 
and i28Te(i''N,p4n) are shown in Figs. 4(a)-(c). As can be observed from these 
figures, a value of A' = 11 satisfactorily reproduces the measured EFs, in general, 
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for ^28Te(»*N,4n) and '28xe("N,5n) channels, which are populated via complete 
fusion. Further, as can be seen from Fig. 4(c), the experimental values are larger as 
compared to their theoretical counterparts. As in the case of A.LlCEi-91 calculations 
also, it may be because of'the contributions from precursor decay as expected. As 
already mentioned, the precursor contribution in this case could not be separated 
as the meta stable state of ^^^Ce could not be observed. 
Since ICF is not considered in these calculations, the enhancement of the mear 
sured EFs for reactions '2«Te("N, abn) and ***Te("N, aQn) as shown in Figs. 4(d) 
and (e) may be attributed to the fact that these isotopes are not only produced by 
complete fusion but also have a significant contribution from ICF (if **N breaks 
up into '^'B and ^He fragments). Further, the theoretical calculations give neg-
ligible cross-sections for the reactions ^'^^Te{}*li,a2pn), ^2^Te("N,2a2pn), and 
*^*Te("N,3a) while the experimental values are quite substantial as shown in 
Figs. 4(f), 5(a) and (b). As such, it may again be inferred that major contribu-
tions for the production of these isotopes come from ICF channels, which are not 
considered in these calculations. 
From the analysis presented, it may be concluded that rotational energy shift, 
pre-equiljbrium emission, complete and incomplete fusion processes play important 
roles in reactions induced by heavy ions. Further, in order to determine the relative 
contribution of CF and ICF channels, it is proposed to carry out the measurement 
of the recoil range and angular distributions of residues produced in the above 
systems. 
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Abstract 
In order to study complete and incomplete fusion in heavy ion reac-
tions, the excitation functions for several residues produced in the system 
^^0+^^^Tb have been measured in the energy range «70-95 MeV, employing 
activation technique. The measured excitation functions have been com-
pared with those calculated using computer codes CASCADE, PACE2 and 
ALICEl-91. Comparison of measured and theoretically calculated excitation 
functions has indicated significant contributions from incomplete fusion in 
some cc-emission channels. In the present experiment, the recoil range dis-
tributions of several residues at PHQO MeV incident beam energy have also 
been measured using recoil catcher technique and off-line gamma ray spec-
trometry. Analysis of the recoil range distributions has further confirmed 
the presence of contributions from incomplete fusion reactions. An attempt 
has been made to separate out the relative contributions of complete and 
1 
incomplete fusion channels. 
PACS No. 25.70 Gh 
Keywords: Incomplete fusion; Excitation functions; Recoil range distribu-
tions 
1. Introduction 
Study of nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions (His) is a topic of cur-
rent interest. There are various ways of classifying the reaction mechanism 
involved in HI interaction. On the basis of the impact parameter of the inter-
acting ions, it is possible to distinguish the various kind of reactions involved 
in HI interaction [1]. At very large values of impact parameter (energy of in-
cident ion below the Coulomb barrier), the projectile interacts only through 
the Coulomb field leading to the distant collision. If the impact parameter is 
comparable to the sum of the radii of interacting His, grazing coUision takes 
place and the projectile can be elastically or inelastically scattered. As the 
value of the impact parameter decreases, the projectile interacts with the 
target nucleus at relatively high energy just enough to enter in the nuclear 
range of the interacting nuclei under consideration, then the deep inelas-
tic colUsion(DIC) dominates. In such a case, the nuclear densities rise very 
rapidly in the surface region, and a few nucleons may get transferred from 
one nucleus to the other. Further, at still smaller values of impact parameter, 
the projectile interacts with the target very strongly and the phenomena like 
complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion (ICF) may take place. Thus, 
broadly speaking, at moderate excitation energies and at relatively lower 
values of impact parameters, HI reaction mechanism may be classified into 
CF and ICF processes. In case of CF, the projectile is completely absorbed 
by the target nucleus, forming an excited composite system from which nu-
clear particles and/or 7-rays may be emitted subsequently. However, in case 
of ICF, the incident ion is assumed to break up into the fragments in the 
vicinity of nuclear field of the target nucleus, followed by fusion of one of 
the fragments with the target nucleus, while the remaining part of projectile 
goes on moving almost along the beam direction with approximately beam 
velocity. The excited system formed as a result of the fusion of a fragment of 
the incident ion may undergo de-excitation by the emission of nuclear parti-
cles and/or gamma rays. Measurement and analysis of excitation functions 
[2, 3] in HI reactions have indicated that ICF is an important component 
of reaction mechanism at moderate excitation energies. Pre-equilibrium(PE) 
emission of nucleons from the composite system has also been observed in 
some cases [2]. 
During the last few years there has been renewed interest in the study 
of ICF mechanism at beam energies as low as 6 MeV/nucleon [4, 5, 6]. The 
ICF reactions may be studied from the analysis of excitation functions (EFs), 
recoil range distribution (RRD) and angular distribution of the evaporation 
residues. Such measurements are still hmited to a few systems only. As such, 
to have a better understanding of CF and ICF processes, more experimental 
data on EFs and RRD of the residues in HI reactions, covering a wide range 
of the target-projectile pair and energy is required. Further, the dependence 
of relative strength of CF & ICF processes on energy and projectile-target 
combination is still not well understood and no systematic study has been 
performed. From the study of RRD of the residues, the relative contribution 
of CF and ICF components and their dependence on energy and projectile-
target combination may be explored. The measurements of RRD of the 
residue is based on the momentum transfer of the projectile to the target nu-
cleus. In CF process, momentum of the projectile is completely transferred 
to the target nucleus. Thus, the composite system carries the entire lin-
ear momentum and hence travels a larger distance in the stopping medium. 
However, in case of ICF reaction, partial transfer of projectile momentum 
takes place, the composite system formed due to partial fusion of projectile 
travels relatively a smaller distance in the stopping medium. In the present 
work the recoil range distribution technique has been used to determine the 
CF and ICF contributions in a given reaction. Most of the studies, where oc-
currence of ICF was observed even at lower beam energies, were carried out 
generally with medium-mass targets. Though, initial studies on ICF have 
been carried out at eneirgies wlO MeV/nucleon using rare-earth targets[7, 8], 
there are limited studies with heavier targets having A > 150. Further, when 
medium mass targets are used, it becomes difficult to distinguish the residues 
produced by CF and ICF mechanisms, as a-emission from the fused excited 
system is quite pronounced. However, if heavier targets are used, the emis-
sion of a-particles from the fused excited system is likely to be substantially 
reduced[9] due to high Coulomb barrier. As a result, the emission of a-
particles in ICF channels may give rise to heavy residues which have very 
little contribution from CF channels. The evaporation residues formed in 
these reactions are known to have permanent deformation, however, the sta-
tistical model calculations consider only the dynamical deformation due to 
high excitation energy and rotation. Nicolis et. al.,[10] have indicated that 
static deformation may give rise to higher probability of alpha-emission from 
the composite system. However, the present measurements of recoil range 
distribution of the residues formed via alpha emission channels have indicated 
that the major contribution to these channels, in general, may come from ICF 
process, as discussed in details in section 4 of the paper. With a view to study 
CF and ICF reactions in several projectile-target combinations, a programme 
of precise measurement of EFs and RRDs has been undertakenfU, 12]. In 
the present work, measurement of EFs for reactions ^^^Tbi^^O^Sny^Ta, 
'^Tbi'^0, iny'Ta, '^"^Tbi'^O, 5n)i^°ra, '^^Tbi'^O^pSny'Hf, 
'^^Tb{'^0,v^ny"'Hf, '^^Tb{'^0,2p2ny''Lu, '^^Tb{'^0,any°Lu, 
i592 j^,(i6Q^ a2ny^^Lu, and ^^^Tb{^^0,2a2ny^^Tm in the incident energy range 
Ri70-95 MeV have been presented. The measured EFs have been com-
pared with theoretical predictions based on CASCADE[13], PACE2[14] and 
ALICE-91[15] codes. The RRDs of several residues have also been measured 
for the same system at «90 MeV beam energy by collecting the recoiling 
residues in thin Al-catcher foils of varying thicknesses. To the best of our 
knowledge these measurements are being reported for the first time. Exper-
imental details are discussed in section 2 of the paper, while the analysis of 
EFs and RRDs are given in sections 3 & 4, respectively. Conclusions are 
given at the end of the paper. 
2 Experimental 
2.1 Excitation functions 
The beam of oxygen ions of charge state 7+ obtained from the 15 UD Pel-
letron accelerator facility of the Nuclear Science Center (NSC), New Delhi, 
India, has been used to carry out the present experiments using activation 
technique. One of the main advantages of the activation technique is that 
in a single irradiation, cross-sections for a large number of reactions may be 
measured. The details of sample preparation, irradiation of samples, calibra-
tion of gamma spectrometer and post-irradiation analysis are given in the 
following parts. 
2.1.1 Sample preparation 
The spectroscopically pure self-supporting foils of ^^^Tb (purity « 99.99%) 
were rolled in order to obtain desired thickness of samples. The thickness 
of each target was determined from the measurement of the energy lost by 
5.485 MeV a particles of '^'^ Am source, while passing through the sample. 
The measured thicknesses of the ^^^Tb foils were «1.8 mg/cm^. The sam-
ples were cut into size of 1.2 x 1.2 cm^ e^ch and were pasted on rectangular 
Al-holders having concentric holes of 1.0 cm diameter. The Al-holders were 
used for rapid heat dissipation. The Al-degraders kept between two succes-
sive '*^r6 samples served both as energy degrader as well as catcher foils. 
2.1.2 Irradiation 
Two stacks containing four ^^^Tb samples each, were irradiated by ^^ O^ "*" 
beam at 90 and 95 MeV respectively, in the General Piupose Scattering 
Chamber (GPSC) of 1.5 m diameter, having in-vacuum transfer facility. The 
beam currents were wSO nA. The irradiation of two stacks covered the de-
sired energy range w70-95 MeV. The targets of ^^^Tb backed by Al-catcher of 
thickness «2 mg/cm? were placed normal to the beam direction so that the 
recoiling nuclei coming out of the target may be trapped in the catcher foil. 
Keeping in view the half hves of interest, the irradiations were carried out for 
ftf 8 hours duration each. The delay time between the stop of irradiation and 
the beginning of counting was minimised using in-vacuum transfer of sam-
pies from the scattering chamber to the coxmting system. The total charge 
collected in the Faraday cup was used to calculate the flux of the incident 
beam. In an auxiliary experiment the flux of the incident beam determined 
from the charge collected in the Faraday cup was compared with that calcu-
lated from the Rutherford monitors held at ±30° with respect to the beam 
direction. The two readings of the flux agreed with each other within the 
uncertainty of about 5%. 
2.1.3 Calibration of spectrometer and post-irradiation analysis 
The activities induced in various samples were recorded by counting the 
target and catcher foils together using HPGe 7-ray spectrometer coupled 
to a PC based multichannel analyser employing FREEDOM software[16]. 
The HPGe detector (resolution «2 keV for 1.33 MeV 7-ray of ^°Co) was 
pre-calibrated both for energy and efficiency employing various standard 7 
sources Uke 22Na, ^^Mn, "•''"Co, ^^^Ba, ^^TCS and ^"Eu. Typical plots of 
the photo peak efficiency of HPGe detector as a function of 7-rays ener-
gies varying from 121 keV to 1408 keV using ^^^Eu point source for various 
source-detector separations are shown in Fig.l. Observed 7-ray spectrum of 
irradiated ^^^Tb sample at 95 MeV is shown in Fig. 2. Various peaks in 
observed 7-ray spectrum were assigned to different reaction residues on the 
basis of their characteristic energy of 7-lines as well as measured half lives. 
A list of reactions, energy of identified 7-rays and their branching ratios are 
given in Table 1. The measured intensities of the characteristic 7-rays were 
used to compute the reaction cross sections using the fonnulation[ll], 
„(p^^ Ca>^exp(Xti) .^. 
"'^""^ No<f>PK{G,)[l - exp{-XU)][l - exp(-Ata)] ^ ' 
where, Ca is the observed counts during the accumulation time t,, of the 
induced activity of decay constant X, No the number of target nuclei irradi-
ated for time U with a particle beam of flux 4>, U the time lapse between the 
stop of irradiation and the start of counting, P the branching ratio of the 
characteristic 7 ray and G^ the geometry dependent efficiency of the detector 
for the 7 ray of a given energy. The value of 0^ depends on the energy of 
the 7 ray and also on the relative separation between the source and detec-
tor. In order to determine the value of G^ for 7 rays of different energies, 
standard source of ^^"^Eu of known strength was used. The experimentally 
determined values of Gg for various source-detector distances and for 7 rays 
of different energies are aheady shown in Fig.l. As such, proper correction 
for the geometry dependent efficiency has been taken into account for each 
case. The factor [1 — exp(—At,)], known as the saturation correction takes 
care of the decay of evaporation residues during the irradiation. The correc-
tions for the decay of the induced activity due to the delay between the stop 
of irradiation and the start of counting and during the data accumulation are 
taken into account via the factors eip(Atj) and [1 - ex-p{-\ta)] respectively. 
K=\\. - exp(-//a;)//ix] is the correction for the self absorption of the 7 radi-
ation in the sample thickness itself, where x is the thickness of the sample 
and /i is the 7 ray absorption coefficient. 
Excitation functions for the reactions ^^^r6(^®0,3n)^^^ra, 
^^^Tb{^^0,a2ny^^Lu and ^^^Tb(^^0,2a2ny^^TTn have been measured in the 
energy range »70-95 MeV and are tabulated in Table 2. These excitation 
functions are plotted in Figs.(3-10). As is obvious the residues "^""^Ta, (x=3-
5) and ^''^-'Hf, (x=4&5) are populated only via CF. However, the residues 
^^^~^Lu, (x=4-6) and the residue ^^^Tm may have contributions not only 
from CF but also from ICF channels. 
In the interaction of '^^ 0 ions with the target nucleus ^^^Tb some of the 
residues may be produced directly (independent yield) while some of them 
are also produced by the decay of higher charge isobar precursor (cumulative 
yield) nucleus through fi'^ emission, and/or electron capture. For such cases, 
cumulative cross sections have been measured if the half life of the precursor 
is considerably smaller than that of the residue, by analyzing the induced 
activities at times greater than about eight to ten half lives of the precursor. 
The cumulative cross section (TC of a given residue is the sum of (i) its inde-
pendent production cross section CTJ and (ii) cross section for the independent 
production of its precursor ap multiplied by a numerical coefficient Fp[17], 
o-c = (Ti -f Fj,ap (2) 
The value of Fj, depends on the branching ratio Pp for precursor decay to the 
residue and is given below, 
^r> = Ppj^^ (3) 
here, Tp & T, are the half lives of the precursor and the residue. As such, the 
10 
cumulative cross-section is given by, 
T-
a,^ai + Pp^ J ^ g-p (4) 
The residues i7i,i70//^ j^^y be formed by the reactions ^^^Tb{^^0,p3n) 
&; ^^^Tb{^^0,pAn) respectively and may also be populated by the j8+ de-
cay of higher charge isobar precursors '^ •^^ '^ "Ta produced via the reactions 
15^X6(^^0,4n) k ^^^Tb{^^0,5n). As such, the measured activity of residues 
171,170 j^j? has contribution from their precursors also. The values of branching 
ratios and the half lives required for obtaining the coefficients Fp are taken 
from the reference[18]. Using the above formulation (4) in the present case, 
the cumulative yield {ffc) and independent yield [cTi) for ^"^^Hf are related 
by the equation; 
a^C'Hf) = aiC'^Hf) + 1.03315 (TpC'Ta) (5) 
here, ap(}''^Ta) is the independent yield of the precursor. 
Attempt has also been made to separate out the independent yield of the 
residue ^''^Hf produced via pin channel. The cumulative (a^) and indepen-
dent yields (0-^ ), for the residue ^^"Z// are related by the equation; 
a,C'°Hf) = cxiC'^Hf) + 1.007047 (rp(^^°Ta) (6) 
here, cTp(}^°Ta) is the independent yield of the precursor. The mea-
sured cross-sections for cumulative as well as independent production for 
the residues ^^Hf & i^ °Hf are given in Table 2. 
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cumulative cross-section is given by, 
ac^ai + Pp ' dp (4) 
The residues i^i.no^y ^^^ be formed by the reactions ^^^Tbi^^O.^Zn) 
h ^^°rb(^^0,p4n) respectively and may also be populated by the /3+ de-
cay of higher charge isobar precursors "^''^''^Ta produced via the reactions 
159J.^^I6Q 4„) & i^^r6(^^0,5n). As such, the measured activity of residues 
in,noj^j has contribution from their precursors also. The values of branching 
ratios and the half lives required for obtaining the coefficients Fp are taken 
from the reference[18]. Using the above formulation (4) in the present case, 
the cumulative yield (ffc) and independent yield (CTJ) for ^^^/// are related 
by the equation; 
a^C'Hf) = aiC'Hf) + 1.03315 cTp^'Ta) (5) 
here, ap{^'^^Ta) is the independent yield of the precursor. 
Attempt has also been made to separate out the independent yield of the 
residue ^^°/ / / produced via pin channel. The cumulative (0-^ ) and indepen-
dent yields (o-j), for the residue ^^°/ / / are related by the equation; 
(TcC^'Hf) = aiC'^'Hf) + 1.007047 cTpi^'^Ta) (6) 
here, ap{^''^Ta) is the independent yield of the precursor. The mea-
sured cross-sections for cumulative as well as independent production for 
the residues ^^ ^Hf & ^^ °Hf are given in Table 2. 
3 Analysis 
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The analysis of presently measured excitation functions has been per-
formed using three different computer codes viz., CASCADE[13], PACE2[14] 
and ALICE-91[15]. In the following sections brief details of these codes along 
with their important parameters etc., are discussed. 
3.1 Analysis with code CASCADE 
The code CASCADE[13] is based on Hauser-Feshbach theory[19]. It does 
not consider the possibiUty of incomplete fusion (ICF) and PE emission. 
The decay probabilities are determined by the level densities of the daughter 
nuclei and the barrier penetrabilities for the various channels. The optical 
model potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees [20] are used for calculating 
the transmission coefficients for protons and neutrons, and optical model 
potential of Satchler [21] is used for c 
calculating the level densities for the 
The partial cross-section for the 
spin J and parity TT from a projectile 
particles. Fermi gas model is used for 
product nuclei, 
ormation of the compound nucleus of 
and a target nucleus of spins Jp and 
Jf respectively, at center of mass enejrgy E is given by [22], 
^w^)=i^(277Tiji^_i:, i:^^w « 7rA2 ( 2 J - H 1 ) •'^^'^ ^^ 
^ S=\J[.-JT\L=\J-S\ 
where, Ti are the transmission coefficients, which depend on the energy 
and the orbital angular momentum L. S {=Jp + JT) is the channel spin. 
The total fusion cross-section for the maximum angular momentum Lc of 
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the compound nucleus is given by, 
47r2 ^^ = ? 2 E (2^ + 1)^^^^) (8) 
'^'^ L=0 
In statistical model calculations, the critical angular momentum Lc for 
compound nucleus fusion may be sharp, or may have some overlap from Lc 
to higher L. The effective moment of inertia / may be obtained from the low 
lying states of the isotope using the relation, 
/ - Imr^ (9) 
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where, r is the radius of spherical nucleus given by roA^^^. 
The level density formula implies a yrast line, 
K„{J)='J^p^+^ (10) 
where, A is pairing energy which determines the zero point of the effective 
excitation energy. In this code the level density parameter constant K and 
the ratio of actual moment of inertia to the rigid body moment of inertia 
of the excited system Fe are the two important parameters which may be 
varied to match the experimental data. In HI induced reactions the high 
angular momentum and excitation energy are expected to have considerable 
influence on the de-excitation cascade. Since in HI reactions increasing exci-
tation energy also increase the angular momentum, as such, the deformation 
of the nucleus due to angular momentum effect may also be quite substan-
tial. In calculations, the deformation effects may be included by using an 
angular momentum dependent moment of inertia, which results into the de-
viation of yrast line from that calculated assuming the nucleus to be a rigid 
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sphere. The level density parameter a; at the saddle point, which may be 
obtained from the relation a; = A/DAF, where, A is the mass number of the 
compound nucleus and DAF is a free parameter, may be varied to match 
the experimental data. It has been observed that the parameter DAF has 
considerable influence on calculated EFs in the higher energy region. The 
effect of variation in the values of level density parameter constant K on the 
calculated EFs for the reactions ^''^Th{^^0,ZnY''^Ta, ^^^Tb{^^OMy''^Ta, 
i59r6(i^O,5n)^'°ra and ^^^TmiO^pZny^Hf are shown in Figs. 3 (a-d) 
along with the measured cross-sections. The effect of variation of inverse 
level density parameter [K = A/a), has been studied by taking two separate 
values of K equal to 8 and 10. It may, however, be pointed out that a value 
of /C > 10 may give rise to the anamolous effect in particle multipUcity[23]. 
Though, it is possible to explain all the excitation functions with different 
values of parameters of the code for individual channels, however, from the 
physics point of view it is quite unreasonable. In the present work all the cal-
culations have been performed consistently using same set of parameters for 
all channels. Here, a value of /C = 10 along with Fe=0.85 (default) is found to 
give satisfactory agreement with experimental data even in the high energy 
region, in general, except for 3n channel. As has already been mentioned 
that the code CASCADE does not take into account the PE-emission, as 
such, the discrepancy between measured and calculated EF for the reaction 
1592^ 5^ 16(3 3^^1732^^ may be attributed to the PE-emission, which is likely to 
be a dominant mode of reaction mechanism at relatively higher energies[2]. 
As may be observed from the Figs. 3(a-d), the measured EFs for all the 
reactions are qualitatively in good agreement with theoretical calculations of 
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code CASCADE particularly in the peak region. The measured EFs for the 
reactions p3n and p4n are found to be much higher than the predictions of 
the code CASCADE. The discrepancy between the measured and calculated 
EFs may be attributed to the contribution from pre-cursor decay, which is 
also not considered in this code. Using the equation (4), attempt has been 
made to separate out the contribution from pre-cursor decay and it has been 
observed that the deduced independent yields for " ^ / / / agree well with the 
calculations of code CASCADE as shown in Fig 3(d). However, it is sur-
prising that for residue. ^^° / / / , the similar procedure could not match the 
data, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,2p2ny''^Lu [Fig. 4(b)] 
needs special mention. The residue "^Lu may be formed by the emission 
of two protons and two neutrons from the compound system, which may 
have contribution from its precursor isobars ^''^Ta and ^''^Hf. The same 
residue {^"^^Lu) may also be formed by the incomplete fusion of ^^O ion (if 
may fuse with the target nucleus). Thus the observed enhancement 
by several orders of magnitude over its theoretical predictions for reaction 
i69j.^^i6() 2p2n)^^^Li/ may not only be attributed to the pre-cursor decay 
but also from incomplete fusion. As can be seen from the Figs. 4(c&d) 
for reactions ^^^Tbi^^Cany^Lu and ^^^Tb{^^0,a2ny^^Lu experimentally 
measured EFs do not match with the theoretical values. The theoretical 
calculations are lower by few orders of magnitude compared to that of the 
experimental data. This discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that 
these channels may be populated not only by the CF of ^^0 but also may 
have significant contributions from ICF (if ^^ O breaks up into a and ^^ C 
fragments). Further, for the reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,2a2ny^^Tm, the calculated 
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values of EFs using code CASCADE are negligibly small (< 0.01 mb) and 
could not be shown in Fig. 5. Since, the ICF has not been considered in 
CASCADE calculations, it may be concluded that the major contribution to 
this reaction channel comes from the incomplete fusion. 
3.2 Analysis with code PACE2 
The code PACE2[14] is based on statistical approach. In this code the 
de-excitation of the CN is followed by Monte Carlo procedure. The angular 
momentum projections are calculated at each stage of de-excitation which 
enables the determination of angular distribution of the emitted particles. 
The CF cross-sections are calculated using Bass formula[24]. The optical 
model parameters for neutron, proton and a-emission were used as default 
value in the code[14]. The 7-ray strength functions for El , E2 and Ml tran-
sition were taken from tables of Endt[25]. In this code the level density 
parameter given by a = A/K, is one of the important parameters, where, A 
is the mass number of the compound nucleus and K isa, free parameter. The 
value of K may be varied to match the experimental data. The effect of vari-
ation of level density parameter constant K of this code on calculated EFs 
for reactions ^^^TbQ'^O.Zny^Ta, '^^TbQ^O,Any^Ta, ^^^Tb{^^0,5ny'^°Ta, 
'^^TmiO^p^ny^Hf and '^^Tm{0,piny^Hf are shown in Figs. 6(a-d) 
and Fig. 7 (a). A value o( K = 8, (default value), is found to.satisfactorily 
reproduce the measured EFs, in general. In Fig 5(d) and 6(a) the indepen-
dent and cumulative yields are plotted and are compared with the calcula-
tions done using code PACE2. In case of reactions ^^^Tb{^^0,2p2ny'^^Lu, 
''^TbC'0,any"'Lu, '''Tbi''0,a2ny''Lu and '''TbC'0,2a2ny^'Tm, the 
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calculated values are smaller, than the measured cross-sections as shown in 
Figs. 7(b-d) and Fig. 8. The enhancement of the measured cross-sections 
over their calculated values may be due to the ICF process. 
3.3 Analysis with Code ALICE-91 
The code ALICE-91 [15] developed by M. Blann, may be used to calculate 
the equihbrium (CN) as well as pre-equilibrium (PE) emission cross-sections 
in Ught and heavy ion induced reactions. The CN calculations in this code 
are performed using Weisskopf-Ewing model[27], while, PE component is 
simulated using Geometry Dependent Hybrid model[28]. In this code the 
possibility of incomplete fusion is not taken into account. The particles 
which could be emitted are neutron, proton, deuteron and/or a particles. 
The code may calculate the reaction cross-sections for the residual nuclei 
upto 11 mass and 9 atomic number units away from the compound nucleus. 
Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass formula [29] is used for calculating Q-values 
and binding energies of all the nuclei in the evaporation chain. The inverse 
reaction cross-sections used in the code are calculated using the optical model 
[30] subroutines, although there is also an option of classical sharp cut off 
model. The transmission coefficients are calculated using the parabolic model 
of Thomas [31] for heavy ions. Calculations for PE-emission in this code are 
done assuming equipartition of energy among the initial excited particles 
and holes. The mean free path (MFP) for intranuclear transition rates may 
be calculated either from the optical potential parameters of Becchetti and 
Greenlees [20] or from Pauli corrected nucleon-nucleon cross-sections [32, 33]. 
In the present calculations the optical potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees 
[20] have been used. 
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Level densities of the residue in code ALICE-91 may be calculated either 
from the Fermi Gas model or from the constant temperature form. The 
Fermi gas model gives [34], 
p{U) = {U- 5)-'/^ exp (2^a(l/ - 5)) (11) 
where, S is the pairing term and U is the excitation energy of the nucleus. 
The level density parameter o is taken as A/K, A being the mass number 
of the nucleus and K is an adjustable parameter. The level density p{U) in 
constant temperature form is given as [35], 
P(t/)cxi£^/^ (12) 
The differential cross-section for emitting a particle with channel energy 
e may be written as (cross-section per unit energy to emit a particle of type 
^ = ?^ E (2/ + l)r;(25. + l)Er'.(e) E P(^ .« )^/^  (13) 
"^^ ^^ /=|0| (=|0| J^\I-l\ 
where, A is the de-Broghe wavelength of the incident ion, T/ the trans-
mission coefficient of the Z"" partial wave of the incident ion, p{e, J) the spin 
dependent level density for the residual nucleus, D the integral of numera-
tor over all particles and emission energies, e the excitation energy of the 
compound nucleus. 5^ is the intrinsic spin of the particle u, T^u{s) is the 
transmission coefficient for the particle i/ with kinetic energy e and orbital 
angular momentum l. 
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In the Weisskopf-Ewing calculations, the nuclear moment of inertia is 
infinite and hence there is no energy tied to rotation, thus no level density cut 
off at high spin. This code does not take into account the angular momentum 
involved in heavy ion reactions. However, the heavy ion projectile imparts 
large angular momentum to the composite system having a finite moment 
of inertia and hence greater rotational energy. Due to nuclear rotation, a 
nucleus with a given angular momentum J, can not have energy below a 
minimum value Ej^*"'; 
Er'^^J{J + l)Yj (14) 
/ being the moment of inertia of the composite nucleus. 
In this code the level density parameter a, the mean free path multiplier 
COST and initial exciton number no are some of the important parameters. 
The level density parameter a largely affects the equilibrium component, 
while the initial exciton number no and mean free path multiplier COST 
govern the pre-equilibrium component. The level density parameter o is 
calculated from the expression a=A/K. In code ALICE-91, the intermediate 
states of the system are characterised by the excitation energy E and number 
rip of excited particles and rih of excited holes. Particles and holes are de-
fined relative to the ground state of the nucleus and are called excitons. The 
initial configuration of the compound system defined by the exciton number 
no = {rip + n/,) is an important parameter of PE formahsm. In the present 
work a value of no=16 with configuration {8p + 8n + Oh) has been found to 
satisfactorily reproduce the experimental data, where, p, n and h represent 
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the number of excited protons, neutrons and holes respectively. The code 
ALICE-91 calculates two-body nuclear transition rates using Pauli corrected 
free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-section data. The actual mean free path 
(MFP) inside the nucleus may be quite different from the one calculated using 
free nucleon-nucleon scattering data. In order to compensate for this differ-
ence, a parameter COST is provided in the code ALICE-91. A value of COST 
greater than zero means, a smaller value of actual MFP for nucleon-nucleon 
scattering inside composite excited nucleus. In the present work, a value of 
CO ST=2, is found to reproduce the experimental data satisfactorily. When 
ALICE-91 calculations with above mentioned values of parameters were com-
pared with their experimental counterpart, it was observed that the maxima 
of the measured EF's were at higher energies than those of the calculated 
EF's. This is expected, since in ALICE-91 calculations the angular mo-
mentum effects have not been taken into account. In HI induced reactions 
incident particle imparts relatively larger angular momentum to the com-
posite system. If, in the last stages of nuclear de-excitation, higher angular 
momentum inhibits particle emission more than it does 7 emission, then, the 
peak of excitation function corresponding to the particle emission mode will 
be shifted to higher energies [36]. The effect is more pronounced in heavy ion 
(HI) reactions as compared to the light ion reactions, since the rotational en-
ergy is much greater in case of HI reactions. An estimate of the possible shift 
due to angular momentum effects may be made from the nuclear rotational 
energy For a rigid body, the rotational energy is given by Erot « {m/M)Eia\>. 
Here, m/M is the ratio of the projectile and the target nucleus masses and 
Eiab is the incident energy[36]. Since the angular momentum effects have not 
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been considered in the Weisskopf-Ewing calculations of the present version of 
ALICE-91 code, it is desirable to shift the calculated excitation functions by 
the amount approximately equal to Erot as calculated above. As such, in the 
present work, the calculated excitation functions have been shifted by Erot 
on the energy scale. As an example, the calculated EFs with an energy 
shift equal to Erot for reactions ''^Tb{'^0,Zny''^Ta, '^^Tb{'^OAny''Ta, 
1592^ (^160 5^)170j^ and ^^^Tb{^^0,p3ny'^^Hf are shown in Figs. 9(a-d), 
respectively. The unshifted calculated EF's are also shown by dotted Unes 
in these figures for comparison. As may be observed the theoretically cal-
culated EFs agree satisfactorily with the measiured ones after incorporating 
rotational energy shifts for all cases, in general. It may be remarked that the 
excitation function for ^^^Tb{^^0, Zny^^Ta reaction could not be reproduced 
in the tail portion with a value oi K = 10. Since this code also does not 
consider ICF into account, thus the observed enhancement, in Figs. 10(b-
d) of measured EFs over their theoretically calculated values for the reac-
tions "'^Tb{^^0,2p2ny'Lu, '^^Tbi'^O^any^Lu and ^^^Tb{'^0,a2ny^^Lu 
may be attributed to the fact that these channels may be populated not 
only by the CF of ^^0 but may also have significant contributions from ICF 
(if ^^0 breaks up into a, *Be and " C fragments). Further, the theoretical 
calculations for reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,2a2ny^^Tm give the cross-sections which 
are negligibly small (< 0.01 mb) and hence no comparison is made. On the 
other hand the measured excitation function for this channel has substantial 
cross-sections. As such, it may be concluded that the major contribution to 
this reaction channel comes from the incomplete fusion. 
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at a depth corresponding to the expected recoil range in Aluminium for the 
compound system ^^^To. This indicates that these products {TaSiHf) are 
formed by complete fusion process only. 
It may be observed from Figs, ll(e-i), that the RRDs for the residues 
^"^^""Lu, x=4-6 and ^^'''^^^Tm have two peaks one at a relatively lower value 
(w 25Qng/cm'^) of cumulative catcher thickness and the other at w 350 
^g/crri^. The peak at « 350 fig/cm^ corresponds to the fraction of residues 
produced in the complete fusion. The peak at relatively smaller range of 
cumulative catcher thickness (« 250 ng/cm?) may be attributed to the fact 
that the residues ^^°"*Lu, (x=4-6) are produced via incomplete fusion of ^^0 
if ^^C is fused, where the hnear momentum transferred is expected to be 
less than that for CF channel. It may be pointed out and can be seen from 
the Fig. 11 (e) that the measured RRD for the residue ^^ ^Lu produced via 
reaction ^^°Tb(^^0,2p2n) appear to have a peak structure similar to that 
of combination of two peaks. Here, the peak at lower value of cumulative 
catcher thickness (« 260ng/cm?) corresponds to the fraction of the residues 
produced through incomplete fusion channel, while the peak at larger value 
of cumulative thickness (w 350/xp/cm^) [clearly shown in Fig. 11 (e)] cor-
responds to the fraction of the residues produced through complete fusion 
channel. As such this reaction may have contributions not only from CF but 
also have minor contribution from ICF. 
As expected, the observed recoil range distribution [Fig. 11 (j)] for the 
^^Tm isotope produced via ^^^Tb{^^0,2a2n) reaction has three peaks at 
cumulative thicknesses p^AOOfig/cm^, faSOO/i^ /cm^ and ?»200/ifl'/cm^ corre-
sponding to the residue ^'^^Tm produced via three different channels i.e., (a) 
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complete fusion of ^^0 with ^^ T^fc, forming the composite nucleus "^Ta, fol-
lowed by the emission of two neutrons and two a-particles, (b) incomplete 
fusion of ^^O, if it is assumed that ^^0 breaks up into ^^C and an a-particle 
and fragment ^^C fuses with ^^^Tb, forming the composite nucleus ^^^Lu, 
followed by the emission of two neutrons and an a-particles, (c) incomplete 
fusion of ^^0, assuming that *^0 breaks up into two ^Be fragments and one 
of these fragments fuses with ^^^Tb, forming the composite nucleus ^^''Tm, 
followed by the emission of two neutrons. In this case, two peaks at lower 
recoil ranges (« 300 ng/cm^ & « 200 ng/cm?) are due to two incomplete 
fusion channels (^^C & ^Be). 
Puther, the measured RRD for the reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,3any^^Ho [Fig. 
11 (k)] shows three peaks at relatively lower values of cumulative catcher 
thickness at f^al^ng/crri^, «150/i^/cm^ and w270 ^g/cm?, respectively. In 
this case the peak corresponding to the expected range {puSbOfig/cm^) of 
CF channels has not been observed. Absence of the peak corresponding to 
the complete fusion channel, indicates that the reaction predominantly goes 
through ICF channels only. 
In order to separate out the relative contributions of complete and in-
complete fusion in these reactions, the experimentally measured RRDs have 
been fitted [Fig. 12(a-c)] with Gaussian peaks using the software ORIG-
INE. The software ORIGINE requires the observed intensity distribution of 
the RRDs and number of peaks to be fitted, as input data. The software 
then generates the gaussian peaks, with approximate FWHM to fit the data. 
The relative contributions of the CF and ICF processes are obtained by di-
viding the area of the corresponding peak by the total area. The relative 
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contributions of CF and ICF processes for reactions ^^^Tb{^^0,2any^^Tm, 
I592^J,^I6Q 2a2n)^^rm and ^^^Tb{^^0,3any^'^Tm are shown in Figs. 12(a-
c). The relative contribution of incomplete fusion of ^^C for reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,2any^^ 
[Fig. 12(a)] (shown by dottted curve) is found to be w70%, while the contri-
bution from complete fuion (shown by sloid curve) is w30%. Similarly, for 
reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,2a2ny'^^Tm [Fig. 12(b)]the contributions of incomplete 
fusion of ^^ C and ^Be (shown by dash and solid curves) are found to be 
«38% and «13%, respectively, while the contribution of complete fusion is 
w49%. Futher, for reaction ^^^Tb{^^0,3any^^Tm[Fig. 12(c)], contributions 
of three incomplete fusion of ^^C, ^Be & a-particle are found to be wl5%, 
w49% & ?»36%, respectively with an uncertainty of w5%. 
5. Conclusions 
Excitation functions for nine reactions in ^^0 +^^^ Tb system have been 
measured. Theoretical calculations based on different computer codes with 
suitable choice of the parameters agree well with the experimental data, in 
general. The pre-cursor decay contribution has been obtained for the reac-
tions ^^^TbC^0,p3ny'^^Hf and I5°r6("'0,p4n)^^°///. The RRDs for eleven 
residues produced for the same system at 90 MeV beam energy have also 
been measured. The analysis of RRD has clearly indicated the significant 
contribution of ICF channels. The relative contributions of ICF and CF 
channels have been seperated for some cases using the RRD curves. 
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Table Captions 
Table 1. List of reactions, identified 7-rays and their branching ratios. 
Table 2. The experimentally measured cross-sections for isotopes produced 
via complete fusion and incomplete fuion. 
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Table 1 
S. No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Reaction 
i^^Tb{"^0,3ny^Ta 
1592 j^,( 16Q 4^^171 J.Q 
159JJ,(16Q 5 „ ) i r O j ^ 
I 5 « r 6 ( ' « 0 , p 3 n ) i " / / / 
'^^TbC^O,pAny''sHf 
''^Tb{"'0,2p2ny'''L^i 
'''Tb{'''0,any'^Lu 
''^TbC''0,a2ny^°Lu 
i50j.^i6Q 2a2n)i«5rm 
£;^ (keV) 
213.9, 318.7 
1085.5, 1109.2 
152.2, 166.1 
175.1, 444.1, 
501.3, 506.1, 
860.4 
986.9, 987.0 
122.0, 137.6 
295.6, 371.1 
662.2,1071.8 
120.1, 
164.6, 620.6 
667.0 
739.8, 780.7 
193.1 
191.2 
242.8, 296.0 
Abundance (%) 
52.0, 4.9 
7.6, 14.0 
5.8, 19.2 
16.0, 15.6 
15.6, 54.0 
7.3 
3.3, 5.88 
11.5, 12.7 
5.0, 5.4 
5.6, 5.4 
19.0 
33.0, 23.0 
11.0 
48.1, 4.3 
2.07 
20.7 
35.0, 23.0 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. The photo peak efficiencies for various source-detector separation 
of HPGe detector as a function of ^-rays energies varying from 121 keV to 
1408 keV using ^^^Eu point source 
Fig. 2. Observed 7'ray spectrum for ^'^0+^^^Tm system at 95 MeV. 
Figs. 3. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs 
using code CASCADE. The effect of variation of parameter K is also shown 
in these figures. In the Fig. 3(d), the open circles represent the cumulative 
yield for the prod\iction of the residue '^'Hf, while solid circles represent its 
independent yield. 
Figs. 4. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EF's 
using code CASCADE. In the Fig. 4(a), the open circles represent the cu-
mulative yield for the production of the residue ^^ '^ Hf, while dark circles 
represent its independent yield. 
Figs. 5. The experimentally measured EFs. 
Figs. 6. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs 
using code PACE2. The effect of variation of parameter K is also shown in 
these figures. In the Fig. 6(c), the open circles represent the cumulative 
yield for the production of the residue '^ ^Hf, while solid circles represent its 
independent yield. 
Figs. 7. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs 
using code PACE2. The effect of variation of parameter K is also shown in 
these figures. In the Fig. 7(a), the open circles represent the cumulative 
yield for the production of the residue '^°Hf, while solid circles represent its 
33 
independent yield. 
Figs. 8. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs 
using code PACE2. 
Figs. 9. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs us-
ing code ALICE-91. The calculated excitation function with an energy shift 
equal to Erot are shown by solid lines in these figures for comparison. In the 
Fig. 9(c), the open circles represent the cumulative yield for the production 
of the residue ^^ ^Hf, while solid circles represent its independent yield. 
Figs. 10. The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs 
using code ALICE-91. In the Fig. 10(a), the open circles represent the cumu-
lative yield for the production of the residue '^''^ Hf, while solidcircles represent 
its independent yield. 
Figs. 11. The experimentally measured recoil range distributions for vari-
ous radioactive residues produced in the interaction of ^^0 beam with ^ °^T6 
target at Ri90 MeV are shown. 
Figs. 12. The recoil range distribution fitted with gaussian peaks for deter-
mining the relative contributions of complete and incomplete fusion 
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